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We consider numerous variations of a rigid body in an inviscid fluid. The different cases

are specified by the properties of the fluid; the fluid may be compressible or incompressible,

irrotational or not. By using groupoids we generalize Arnold’s diffeomorphism group framework

for fluid flows to show that the well-known equations governing the motion of these various

systems can be viewed as geodesic equations (or more generally, Newton’s equations) written

on an appropriate configuration space.

We also show how constrained dynamical systems on larger algebroids are in many cases

equivalent to dynamical systems on smaller algebroids, with the two systems being related by a

generalized notion of Riemannian submersion. As an application, we show that incompressible

fluid-body motion with the constraint that the fluid velocity is curl- and circulation-free is

equivalent to solutions of Kirchhoff’s equations on the finite-dimensional algebroid se�n�.
In order to prove these results, we further develop the theory of Lagrangian mechanics on

algebroids. Our approach is based on the use of vector bundle connections, which leads to new

expressions for the canonical equations and structures on Lie algebroids and their duals.

The case of a compressible fluid is of particular interest by itself. It turns out that for a

large class of potential functions U , the gradient solutions of the compressible fluid equations

can be related to solutions of Schrödinger-type equations via the Madelung transform, which

was first introduced in 1927. We prove that the Madelung transform not only maps one class

of equations to the other, but it also preserves the Hamiltonian properties of both equations.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In 1966 V. Arnold proved that the Euler equation for an incompressible fluid describes the

geodesic flow for a right-invariant metric on the group of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms

of the fluid’s domain [1]. This remarkable observation led to numerous advances in the study

of the Hamiltonian properties, instabilities, and topological features of fluid flows. However,

Arnold’s approach does not apply to systems whose configuration spaces do not have a group

structure. A particular example of such a system is that of a fluid with moving boundary.

More generally, one can consider a system describing a rigid body moving in a fluid. Here the

configurations of the fluid are identified with diffeomorphisms mapping a fixed reference domain

to the exterior of the (moving) body. In general such diffeomorphisms cannot be composed,

since the domain of one will not match the range of the other.

The systems we consider are numerous variations of a rigid body in an inviscid fluid. The

different cases are specified by the properties of the fluid; the fluid may be compressible or

incompressible, irrotational or not. By using groupoids we generalize Arnold’s diffeomorphism

group framework for fluid flows to show that the well-known equations governing the motion

of various fluid-type systems can be viewed as geodesic equations (or more generally, Newton’s

equations) written on an appropriate configuration space. This extends the recent work [17],

where a groupoid approach was developed to study incompressible fluid flows with vortex sheets.

We also show how constrained dynamical systems on larger algebroids are in many cases

equivalent to dynamical systems on smaller algebroids, with the two systems being related by a

generalized notion of Riemannian submersion. As an application, we show that incompressible

fluid-body motion with the constraint that the fluid velocity is curl- and circulation-free is

equivalent to solutions of Kirchhoff’s equations on the finite-dimensional algebroid se�n�.
In order to prove these results, we further develop the theory of Lagrangian mechanics on

algebroids. This approach to mechanics was initiated by Weinstein [47]. Significant advances

were made by Martinez et al. [33, 8, 34]. Our approach is based on the use of vector bundle

connections, which leads to new expressions for the canonical equations and structures on Lie

algebroids and their duals.

The motion of a rigid body in an incompressible fluid has previously been studied in [44,

1



Chapter 1. Introduction 2

43, 18, 19, 41, 13] using principal bundles to describe the configuration space of the fluid-body

system. In [18], the groupoid approach is indicated but not pursued. One of the features of

the groupoid approach is that the compressible fluid may be treated with the same techniques

as for the incompressible case. Our discussion of the geometry of the compressible fluid-body

system is new.

There are two limiting cases of interest: the case of a fluid of zero density describes the

motion of a body alone, while the case where the body is the empty set describes the motion of

an ideal compressible or incompressible fluid. The case of a compressible fluid is of particular

interest by itself. It turns out that for a large class of potential functions U , the gradient

solutions of the compressible fluid equations can be related to solutions of Schrödinger-type

equations via the Madelung transform, which was first introduced in 1927 [26], and more recently

studied in [20, 45]. We prove that the Madelung transform not only maps one class of equations

to the other, but it also preserves the Hamiltonian properties of both equations. Namely, the

non-linear Schrödinger equation is Hamiltonian with respect to the constant Poisson structure

on the space of wave functions, which are complex valued (fast decaying) smooth functions on

Rn. On the other hand, the compressible Euler equation is Hamiltonian with respect to the

natural Lie-Poisson structure on the space of pairs consisting of (fast decaying at infinity) fluid

momenta and fluid densities. This space is the dual of the Lie algebra of the semidirect product

of the diffeomorphism group of Rn times the space of real-valued fast decaying functions, which

is the configuration space of a compressible fluid.

The thesis is divided into three parts. The first consists of Sections 2 and 3, where the

general theory of Lagrangian mechanics on algebroids is presented. The second part of the

thesis comprises Sections 4 through 7, where the general theory is applied to various systems of

a rigid body moving in a fluid. The last part, Section 8, studies geometric and group properties

of the Madelung transform.

1.1 Main results

In this thesis we consider the following dynamical equations governing the motion of a rigid

body in a fluid in Rn. In the simplest case, the fluid is incompressible and irrotational and

there is no circulation around the body.1 In this case, there are so many constraints on the

fluid that its motion is completely determined by the motion of the body. The effect of the

fluid is to add to the body’s effective inertia. The governing equations for the body’s motion

are the Kirchhoff equations: ¢̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈̈
¨̈¤

d

dt
ω � �ω, r� � λ l l

d

dt
λ � �rλ .

1The condition that there be no circulation around the body follows from irrotationality of the fluid if the
exterior of the body is simply connected. We will always assume this.
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Here ω and λ are the effective angular and linear momenta of the fluid-body system, and r and

l are the angular and linear velocities, regarded as elements of so�n� and Rn respectively. The

diamond product l � Rn �Rn � so��n� is defined by `λ l l, re �� �`λ, rle.
If the fluid is no longer constrained to be irrotational, but still assumed to be incompressible,

then the system is governed by the incompressible fluid-body equations:

¢̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¤

d

dt
u � �u � ©�u � �©P

m
d

dt
l � S

∂Fx
Pn ind

nq

d

dt
�rIx� � S

∂Fx
Pn�q � qx�T indnq

d

dt
x � ξ .

Here Fx is the domain of the fluid around the body located at position x and n is the outward

pointing normal of the surface of the body ∂Fx. A superscript T denotes the transpose. The first

equation is the incompressible Euler equation for the fluid with velocity u. The second and third

equations are Newton’s law for the body’s linear momentum ml and angular momentum rIx
respectively. The last equation relates the body’s position x > SE�n� to its velocity ξ > TxSE�n�.
The function P is the pressure, which in addition to ensuring that the fluid motion remains

incompressible throughout the motion, also ensures that the fluid’s normal velocity at the

boundary is equal to the body’s normal velocity.

Finally, if there are no restrictions on the fluid, then the motion of system is governed by

the compressible fluid-body equations:

¢̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈
¤

d

dt
u � �u � ©�u � ©P1

ρ̃
�©P2

d

dt
ρ̃ �© � �ρ̃u� � 0

m
d

dt
l � S

∂Fx
�P2 � ρ̃

�1P1�n inρ
d

dt
�rIx� � S

∂Fx
�P2 � ρ̃

�1P1�n�q � qx�T inρ
d

dt
x � ξ .

Compared to the incompressible case, the fluid density ρ � ρ̃dnq is an additional dynamical

quantity. The first equation is the compressible Euler equation. The second equation is the

continuity equation. The third and fourth equations, as before, are Newton’s law for the body’s

linear and angular momenta, and the last equation relates the body’s position to its velocity.

The two functions P1 and P2 are pressure functions on Fx which play two distinct roles. The

function P1 is the same pressure that appears in the dynamics of a compressible fluid without

a body. It is defined in terms of the fluid’s internal energy w � R � R as P1 �� ρ̃2w��ρ̃�. The
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second pressure P2 only arises when a body is present. It is responsible for maintaining the

boundary condition at the fluid-body interface, as in the incompressible case.

On the other hand, rather than studying these equations, the dynamics of the fluid-body

system can be approached by defining a Lagrangian L on (the tangent bundle of) the fluid-body

configuration space and studying the corresponding Euler-Lagrange equations. The configura-

tion space Q is defined in terms of a reference body, which is an open bounded subset of

Rn defining the shape of the body, and a reference fluid density. The space Q is an infinite-

dimensional manifold consisting of pairs �x, g�, where x > SE�n� defines the position of the

body, and g is a diffeomorphism defining the position of the fluid particles by mapping the ex-

terior of the reference body to the exterior of the body located at position x. There is a natural

L2-type metric on Q that defines the kinetic energy T �a� �� 1
2`a, aeL2 of the system. In the

incompressible case, the Lagrangian L � T is equal to the kinetic energy, and the correspond-

ing Euler-Lagrange equation coincides with the geodesic equation. In the compressible case,

the Lagrangian L � T � U has a non-zero potential term U , and the Euler-Lagrange equation

becomes Newton’s equation.

Our first two main results concern the relation between these two approaches. They are

reduction theorems analogous to Arnold’s theorem describing incompressible fluid motion as

geodesic flow on an appropriate group. A significant difference, however, is that the configura-

tion space of the fluid-body system is not a group. Thus the proofs require a generalization of

Arnold’s approach. We have the following:

Theorem 1.1.1 (= Theorem 7.1.1 cf. [13]). The incompressible fluid-body equations are equiv-

alent to geodesic equations with respect to the natural L2-type metric on the incompressible

fluid-body configuration space.

An analysis of the compressible system results in a similar theorem.

Theorem 1.1.2 (= Theorem 7.2.1). The compressible fluid-body equations are equivalent to

Newton’s equations with respect to the natural Lagrangian on the compressible fluid-body con-

figuration space.

The third result is a “reduction” in the sense that it relates special solutions of fluid-

body dynamics on a large configuration space to solutions of a smaller, and in this case finite-

dimensional system.

Theorem 1.1.3 (= Theorem 7.3.1). Irrotational solutions of the incompressible fluid-body

equations are mapped to solutions of the (finite-dimensional) Kirchhoff equations by a Rieman-

nian submersion. Moreover, if a solution of the incompressible fluid-body equations is initially

irrotational, then it remains irrotational.

Rather than being compared to Arnold’s theorem, this should be thought of in terms of

Riemannian geometry. The incompressible fluid-body equations and the Kirchhoff equations
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are both (Lagrangian reductions of) geodesic equations. The incompressible fluid-body con-

figuration space is mapped onto the Kirchhoff configuration space by (a generalization of) a

Riemannian submersion. Thinking of irrotational solutions of the incompressible fluid-body

system as horizontal geodesics, the theorem then is an infinite-dimensional manifestation of the

fact that Riemannian submersions send horizontal geodesics to geodesics.

There are two interesting limiting cases of fluid-body dynamics. First, when the fluid density

is zero, the dynamical equations reduce to the finite-dimensional equations governing the motion

of a rigid body. Second, when the body is the empty set, the dynamical equations reduce to

the Euler equations of an ideal compressible fluid.

We study the second case, the compressible fluid, separately in detail. There is a well-known

“hydrodynamical” formulation of quantum mechanics, where the fundamental dynamic quantity

is not the wavefunction, but rather a compressible fluid governed by Euler fluid dynamics with a

modified pressure term. The space of wavefunctions is mapped to the space of (potential) fluid

momenta by means of the Madelung transform. In Section 8 we study the geometric properties

of the Madelung transform. We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1.4 (= Theorem 8.2.7). The Madelung transform is a Poisson map between the

space of wavefunctions and the space of pairs �ρ,µ�, where ρ is a fluid density and µ is a

potential fluid momentum, i.e. it sends one Poisson structure to the other. Moreover, the

transform is a momentum map associated with a natural action of a certain semidirect product

group on the space of wave functions.

1.1.1 Methods and applications

Here we outline the tools from the theory of Lagrangian mechanics that we develop in order

to prove the above results. Following each description of an algebroid-theoretical construction,

we indicate how it is applied to the fluid-body problem.

Section 2 reviews the theory of Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids. Particular emphasis is put

on vector bundle connections, as they are central to our formulation of Lagrangian mechanics.

Lie algebroids are often thought of as generalized tangent spaces. This makes them natural

candidates to describe spaces of velocities of a physical system. In Section 5 we show that the

space of velocities of the fluid-body system is naturally interpreted as an algebroid, denoted

FBA. The base of this fluid-body algebroid is the space of pairs �x, ρ�, where x is an element

of SE�n� describing the body’s position, and ρ is the density of the fluid on the exterior of the

body. Elements of the fibre of FBA over a point �x, ρ� are pairs �ξ, u�, where ξ > TxSE�n�
encodes the body’s velocity, and u > vect�Fx� is a vector field defined on the exterior of the body.

The vector field u is the fluid velocity, and satisfies the boundary condition that the normal

component of u matches the normal component of the body’s velocity field. (This comes from

the requirement that the fluid meets the body with no gaps or overlap between the two.) We

call this the “equal normals” condition.
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One of the important tools that we use is a version of the Hodge decomposition that splits

FBA into three components.

Proposition 1.1.5. We have the splitting

FBA � EFBA` CFBA`HFBA

of the compressible fluid-body algebroid into exact EFBA, coexact CFBA and harmonic HFBA

components. These subspaces are pairwise orthogonal with respect to the natural L2-type metric

on FBA.

Each subspace is named after the Hodge subspace that the fluid velocity resides in. For

example, each element �ξ, u� of EFBA has a fluid velocity u that is an exact2 vector field. The

body velocity ξ is zero in each subspace except the harmonic potential component. Elements in

this last component are pairs of the form �ξ,©hξ�, where ©hξ is the unique harmonic potential

field satisfying the equal normals condition. It follows from the Hodge decomposition that ©hξ

has the lowest L2 energy among all vector fields satisfying the equal normals condition. Thus

the harmonic component isolates the influence of the motion of body on the fluid.

The Hodge decomposition allows us to characterize the subsystems of fluid-body dynamics.

For example, the velocity of incompressible fluid motion is characterized by vanishing exact

component in the Hodge splitting. Similarly, irrotational motion is characterized by vanishing

coexact component.

1.1.2 Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equations and reduction

In Section 3.1 we develop, starting from a variational principle, the theory of Lagrangian me-

chanics on algebroids. This area of research was initiated by Weinstein [47] and developed by

Martinez et al. [33], [34], [8], [35], and is very active at the moment. Our approach is novel in

that it develops the theory in terms of vector bundle connections, which allows the equations

and theorems to be stated geometrically without requiring much abstraction.

The central equations in Lagrangian mechanics on algebroids are what we call the Euler-

Lagrange-Arnold (ELA) equations. These are canonical equations defined on Lie algebroids

that generalize both the Euler-Lagrange equations on a tangent bundle and the Euler-Arnold

equations on a Lie algebra. Section 6 is devoted to bringing the fluid-body systems we consider

into the unified framework of mechanics on algebroids. We prove the following:

Theorem 1.1.6 (= Theorems 6.2.5, 6.3.6 and 6.4.2). The incompressible Euler fluid-body equa-

tions, the compressible Euler fluid-body equations and the Kirchhoff equations are all examples

of Euler-Arnold-Lagrange equations on certain algebroids (see Table 1.1).

2Exact vector fields may also be called “potential” or “gradient” vector fields.
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Non-zero Hodge components

Constraint Exact Coexact Harmonic Algebroid ELA equation

compr. fluid
(no constraint)

x x x FBA
Rigid body
comp. Euler

incompr. fluid x x SFBA
Rigid body

incomp. Euler

incompr., irrotat.
fluid without circ.

x se�n� Kirchhoff

Table 1.1: Theorem 1.1.6: subsystems of a rigid body in a compressible fluid

Having shown that the fluid-body equations are ELA equations, we turn to the proving

Theorems 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 . Our goal is to relate solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation on

the fluid-body configuration space Q to solutions of the ELA equation on FBA. One may

view the second-order Euler-Lagrange equation on Q as the first-order ELA equation on the

algebroid TQ. Thus the problem is to relate solutions of the ELA equations on the algebroids

TQ and FBA. This relation is given by the Lagrangian reduction theorem, which extends a

surjective algebroid morphism relating two Lagrangians to a relation between solutions of the

corresponding ELA equations.

Theorem 1.1.7 (= Theorem 3.4.1, Lagrangian reduction on algebroids, [33]). Suppose φ � A�
�

A is a surjective algebroid morphism, and suppose L and ` are smooth functions on A� and A

respectively such that L � ` X φ. Then γ� is a solution of the ELA equations for L if and only if

γ �� φ X γ� is a solution of the ELA equations for ` on A.

The Lagrangian reducton theorem has the following physical interpretation. The algebroid

morphism φ encodes the symmetries of the mechanical system, which can also be understood

at the groupoid level. The groupoid is the space of arrows joining different configurations

of the system (the canonical example being the pair groupoid G �� Q � Q formed from the

configuration space Q). There is an action functional S � G � R on the groupoid which assigns

a cost to moving the system from one configuration to another. The system has symmetries if

there is a surjective groupoid morphism Φ � G �H such that S � sXΦ for some action functional

s � H � R. The Lagrangians L and ` corresponding to the action functionals on groupoids are

functions on the algebroids Lie�G� and Lie�H� that are related by the algebroid morphism

induced by Φ.

Example 1.1.8. If the configuration space is a group G, then the space of arrows joining

different configurations is G�G. If the cost of moving from state g to state h does not depend

on their absolute positions, but only their relative position hg�1, then the action functional

S � G � G � R is of the form S � s X Φ, where Φ � G � G � G is the groupoid morphism

�h, g� ( hg�1. The induced algebroid morphism φ � TG � g is the right translation to the

tangent space at the identity. The relation between Lagrangians, L � ` X φ, encodes that L is
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right-invariant. In this case the reduction theorem is the classical “Euler-Poincaré” reduction

of dynamics from TG to g.

To prove Theorem 1.1.3, we consider Riemannian submersions between algebroids equipped

with metrics. We use Lagrangian reduction to prove the following:

Theorem 1.1.9 (= Theorem 3.6.5). Suppose A� and A are algebroids equipped with metrics,

and suppose φ � A�
� A is a Riemannian submersion. Then a horizontal A�-path a� � I � A� is

a geodesic if and only if its image a �� φ X a� is a geodesic in A. Moreover, if a� is a geodesic

with horizontal initial vector a��0�, then a� remains horizontal for all t > I.

The Lagrangian theory of mechanics on algebroids is closely related to the corresponding

Hamiltonian theory. In Section 3.3.2, we give a new formula for the canonical Poisson bracket

on the dual of an algebroid in terms of a vector bundle connection. We show that the Legendre

transform sends solutions of the ELA equations on an algebroid to solutions of Hamilton’s

equations on its dual. It is shown in [5] that the Legendre transform does not relate the reduced

Lagrangian dynamics on a semi-direct product algebra g to the reduced Hamiltonian dynamics

on its dual g�. We show that this situation is rectified when the algebra g is instead given the

structure of an action algebroid (see Theorem 3.3.7 and Remarks 3.2.6, 3.3.8 and 3.5.3).

In [17], Izosimov and Khesin use the Hamiltonian theory of mechanics on algebroids to

study incompressible fluids with vortex sheets. This important example motivated the use of

groupoids in our present work on fluid-body dynamics.

1.2 Broader applications of groupoid techniques

Although we only consider the specific example of a rigid body in a fluid, the techniques we use

may also be applied to many other problems. As mentioned before, the groupoid approach is

also natural for studying fluids with a moving boundary and fluids with vortex sheets. Another

important problem comes from computational anatomy [37], where medical images are matched

using continuous deformations. Those deformations are governed by the so-called “EPDiff

equation”, which is the (symmetry-reduced) geodesic equation on the group of diffeomorphisms

(see [15, 48] and references therein). The EPDiff equation may be considered as a kind of

compressible fluid equation for a system with no potential energy and a non-standard kinetic

energy. We therefore expect the techniques we use to study compressible fluids to carry over to

problems in medical imaging. Our work with a rigid body in a fluid might be used to consider

continuous deformations of images with a portion of the image held fixed. If a known shape is

expected to be present in two different images, that shape may be treated as a rigid body (up

to scaling) in the “fluid” deformation that matches the images.

Because of the applications to medicine, there is much interest in numeric approximations

to EPDiff (see, for example, [23, 39, 36, 9, 7]). On the other hand, following a suggestion of
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Weinstein [47], a groupoid framework of variational integrators was developed by Marrero, de

Diego, and Mart́ınez [28, 29]. It would be interesting to apply groupoid techniques to numerical

approximations of continuous systems, like those governed by Euler equations or EPDiff.

All of the above manifests that groupoid and algebroid structures are ubiquitous in La-

grangian mechanics with symmetries, and hopefully will become a natural tool in fluid dynamics

and related areas.



Chapter 2

Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids

In this section, we review the basic theory of Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids. It is followed by

a discussion of the theory of vector bundle connections on transitivie Lie algebroids, as they are

central to the formulation of mechanics that we develop in Section 3. This section concludes

with a discussion of algebroid morphisms.

2.1 Definitions and examples

In this section, we recall definitions, facts and examples of Lie groupoids and Lie algebroids.

More details can be found in, for example, [11], [24] and [27].

2.1.1 Lie groupoids

Definition 2.1.1. A groupoid G � M is a pair of sets G and M equipped with the following

structures:

1. Two maps src, trg � G �M called the source map and the target map.

2. A partial binary operation �h, g� ( hg on G, defined for all pairs h, g > G with src�h� �
trg�g�, with the following properties

(a) The source of the product is the source of the right factor, and the target of the

product is the target of the left factor: src�hg� � src�g� and trg�hg� � trg�h�.
(b) Associativity: k�hg� � �kh�g whenever any of these expressions is well defined.

(c) Identities: For each x >M , there is an element idx > G such that src�idx� � trg�idx� �
x. These identity elements satisfy idtrg�g�g � g idsrc�g� � g for every g > G.

(d) Inverses: For each g > G, there is an element g�1
> G satisfying src�g�1� � trg�g�,

trg�g�1� � src�g�, g�1g � idsrc�g� and gg�1
� idtrg�g�.

10
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The set G is called the set of arrows, and M the set of objects. We will refer to the set of

arrows as the groupoid and the set of objects as the base. A groupoid G �M will be referred

to as the groupoid G over the base M .

A groupoid G �M is a Lie groupoid if G and M are manifolds and the maps �h, g� ( hg,

x ( idx and g ( g�1 are smooth. To make sense of smoothness of multiplication, the source

and target maps are required to be submersions. This guarantees that the domain of the

multiplication map ��h, g� > G � G S src�h� � trg�g�� is a submanifold of G � G.

Example 2.1.2 (Standard examples of Lie groupoids). We record for later reference a list of

several standard ways of constructing groupoids.

1. The pair groupoid: One of the simplest examples of Lie groupoids is the pair groupoid.

Given a manifold M , the pair groupoid M �M � M is the Cartesian product M �M

with source and target maps defined

src�y, x� �� x and trg�y, x� �� y ,
and composition defined

�z, y��y, x� �� �z, x� .
2. Lie groups: The other simplest example of Lie groupoids is that of a Lie group G. Any

Lie group G is a Lie groupoid G � � over a single point �. The source and target

maps are trivial. Groupoid composition is defined for all pairs and is given by the group

multiplication on G.

3. Action groupoids: Let M be a manifold and let G be a group with a given left action on

M . The action groupoid G %M � M is the Cartesian product G �M with source and

target maps defined

src�g, x� �� x and trg�g, x� �� gx
and composition defined

�h, gx��g, x� �� �hg, x� .
4. Direct products of groupoids: Let G � M and H � N be two groupoids. The direct

product groupoid G �H �M �N is the Cartesian product G �H with source and target

maps defined

src�g, h� �� �src�g�, src�h�� and trg�g, h� �� �trg�g�, trg�h��
and composition defined

�g2, h2��g1, h1� �� �g2g1, h2h1� .
Example 2.1.3 (Groupoid for a fluid with moving boundary). Here is a concrete example of
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a groupoid naturally arising in the description of a fluid with a moving boundary. Let F0 be

some open subset of Rn. The base S of the groupoid is the orbit of F0 under the action of the

diffeomorphism group of Rn. That is, S is the collection of sets

S �� �
g >Diff�Rn�

g�F0� .
This collection of sets is thought of as the collection of possible domains of the fluid. We

construct a groupoid FG � S by defining

FG �� �
F1,F2 >S

Diff�F1;F2� ,
with source and target maps

src�φ� �� Domain�φ� and trg�φ� �� Range�φ� .
Composition of groupoid elements ψφ is given by the usual composition of diffeomorphisms

ψ X φ, which is always well-defined when the source of the left factor equals the target of the

right factor. The groupoid FG is interpreted as the set of all mappings between the different

configurations of the fluid with moving boundary (see Figure 2.1).

Figure 2.1: An element of the groupoid FG is a mapping between two possible fluid domains
F1 and F2.

We finish our discussion of the basic theory of groupoids with a couple of standard defini-

tions.

Definition 2.1.4. A groupoid G �M is called transitive if for any x, y >M there exists a g > G

with src�g� � x and trg�g� � y.

In this thesis we will only consider transitive groupoids.

Example 2.1.5. The groupoid FG of the fluid with moving boundary is transitive. By con-

struction, for any points F1 and F2 in the base S, there exist diffeomorphisms g1 and g2 of Rn

such that F1 � g1�F0� and F2 � g2�F0�. The restriction of g2 X g
�1
1 to F1 is therefore an arrow

φ > FG that has src�φ� � F1 and trg�φ� � F2.
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Definition 2.1.6. Let G � M be a groupoid. The source fibre of G at x > M is the set

Gx �� �g > G S src�g� � x�. The isotropy group of G at x is the set Gxx �� �g > G S src�g� � trg�g� �
x� equipped with the group identity idx and group multiplication induced from the groupoid

multiplication.

Example 2.1.7. Consider again the groupoid FG � S. The isotropy group at F > S is the

group of diffeomorphisms Diff�F �.
2.1.2 Lie algebroids

Just as a Lie groupoid is a generalization of a Lie group, a Lie algebroid is a generalization of

a Lie algebra. Its definition and properties mimic those of a Lie algebra.

Definition 2.1.8. A Lie algebroid A � M is a vector bundle A over a base manifold M

equipped with a Lie bracket ��, �� on smooth sections and a vector bundle morphism # � A� TM

such that for any sections U, V > ΓA and any function f > Cª�M�, the following Leibniz rule

holds:

�U, fV � � f�U,V � � �#U � f�V .
The symbol �#U �f� stands for the derivative of f along the vector field #U . The given bracket

on A is called the algebroid bracket, and the map # is called the anchor map.

Remark 2.1.9. It follows from the Leibniz rule and the Jacobi identity that the anchor map

is a Lie algebra homomorphism from sections of A to vector fields on M . That is, #�U,V � �
�#U,#V �, where the bracket on the right is the Lie bracket of vector fields on M .

We will denote the fibre at x of a given algebroid A by Ax.

Each Lie groupoid has an associated Lie algebroid. To describe the construction, we need

to define the subalgebra of right-invariant vector fields on the groupoid.

Each element g of a groupoid G defines the right-translation map Rg � Gy � Gx, where

x � src�g� and y � trg�g�, and Rgh �� hg. Note that unlike the group case, right-translation

by g is in general not defined on the whole space, but only on the source fibre of trg�g�. The

differential dRg � TGy � TGx is therefore a map of vectors that are tangent to source fibres.

Thus the notion of a right-invariant vector field only makes sense for vector fields X that are

tangent to source fibres, i.e. X�g� > TGsrc�g� for all g.

Definition 2.1.10. The space of right-invariant vector fields is defined

Xinv�G� �� �X > ΓTG SX�g� > TGsrc�g� and X�hg� � dRg�X�h�� ¦ h, g > G� .
Note that the space of right-invariant vector fields is closed under the Lie bracket.

The Lie algebroid Lie�G� of a Lie groupoid G � M is a vector bundle over M with fi-

bres defined Lie�G�x �� TidxGx. The algebroid bracket is defined in terms of right-invariant

extensions.
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Definition 2.1.11. The right-invariant extension of a section A > ΓLie�G� is the vector field

Ã on G defined at each element g by

Ã�g� �� dRg�A�y�� > TgGx ,

where x � src�g�, y � trg�g�, and A�y� is identified with a vector in TidyGy.

The extension Ã is right-invariant, and in particular, tangent to source fibres. Conversely,

any vector field on G that is tangent to source fibres induces a section of Lie�G� by restriction.

With these definitions in hand, we can construct the Lie algebroid of a given Lie groupoid.

Definition 2.1.12. The Lie algebroid Lie�G��M of a Lie groupoid G �M is constructed as

follows. The fibre at a point x > M is given by Lie�G�x �� TidxGx, the tangent spaces at the

identity to the source fibre Gx. The anchor map is the differential of the target map; that is,

the action of # on an element a > Lie�G�x is computed #a �� d~dtSt�0 trg�gt�, where gt is any

curve in Gx generating a. The algebroid bracket on two sections U and V of Lie�G� is defined

by extending U and V to right-invariant vector fields Ũ and Ṽ on G tangent to source fibres.

The Lie bracket of vector fields �Ũ , Ṽ � is again a right-invariant vector field tangent to source

fibres, so it may be identified with a section on Lie�G�. This latter section is defined to be the

value of the algebroid bracket of Lie�G� acting on U and V .

Throughout this thesis we always assume that any Lie algebroid comes from a Lie groupoid.

Example 2.1.13 (Examples of Lie algebroids). Here we describe the algebroids corresponding

to the groupoids listed in Example 2.1.2.

1. Tangent bundles: The algebroid of a pair groupoid M �M � M is the tangent bundle

TM . The algebroid bracket is the Lie bracket of vector fields, and the anchor map is the

identity.

2. Lie algebras: The algebroid of a Lie group G is its Lie algebra g. The algebroid bracket is

the Lie bracket on g, and the bundle projection and anchor map are both the zero map.

3. Action algebroids: The algebroid of an action groupoid G%M �M is the action algebroid

g%M �M . As a set, the action algebroid is the Cartesian product g�M . Projection onto

the second factor gives the product the structure of a vector bundle. The base point of a

vector in the algebroid will be denoted with a subscript. The anchor map # � g%M � TM

is given by

#ζx � ζxx . (2.1.1)

The algebroid bracket acting on sections ζ and η, with values ζ�x� � ζx and η�x� � ηx at

x, is given by

�ζ, η��x� � �ζx, ηx� �#ζx � η �#ηx � ζ (2.1.2)

where #ζx � η � d~dtSt�0η�xt� for any curve xt through x such that d~dtSt�0xt � #ζx.
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4. Direct product algebroids: The algebroid of a direct product G �H �M �N of groupoids

is the direct product algebroid Lie�G� � Lie�H� � M �N . The projection to the base is

the Cartesian product of the projections πM � Lie�G� � M and πN � Lie�H� � N . The

fibre at a point �m,n� is the direct sum of fibres Lie�G�m ` Lie�H�n. The anchor map is

the Cartesian product of anchors,

#�u, v� �� �#mu,#nv� > TM � TN � T �M �N� .
Let �Ui, Vi� be sections, and let �ui, vi� � �Ui, Vi��m,n�. The algebroid bracket is given

by

��U1, V1� , �U2, V2���m,n�
� ��Un1 , Un2 ��m� �#nv1 �U

m
2 �#nv2 �U

m
1 , �V m

1 , V m
2 ��n� �#mu1 � V

n
2 �#mu2 � V

n
1 � .

(2.1.3)

For each fixed n, the function Un �� U��, n� is a section of Lie�G�, and for each fixed m,

the function Um �� U�m, �� maps N to the fibre Lie�G�m. The bracket �Un1 , Un2 ��m� is the

bracket on Lie�G�. The derivative #nv1 �U
m
2 is defined to be d~dtSt�0U

m
2 �nt�, where nt is

a curve generating #nv1.

Example 2.1.14 (Algebroid for a fluid with moving boundary). The algebroid FA � Lie�FG�
of the groupoid FG has a natural interpretation. To see how the fibres look, consider a point

F in the base S and a curve φt in the source fibre FGF which passes through idF at t � 0. The

fibre of FA at the point F consists of all vectors generated by such curves, v � d~dtφt. These

elements v are vector fields on the set F . Furthermore, they satisfy a natural “equal normals”

boundary condition, namely, the normal component of the vector field v along the boundary

∂F must be equal to the velocity of ∂�φt�F �� at t � 0. This condition is derived from the fact

that the diffeomorphism φt maps the boundary ∂F to the boundary ∂�φt�F �� for all t.

The tangent space TFS of the base manifold at the point F is identified with the set of

normal vector fields along the boundary ∂F . The anchor map # � A � TS is the restriction

map #�v� �� nv, where n is the operator sending each vector field on F to its normal component

along the boundary.

The algebroid bracket acting on sections U, V > ΓA evaluated at a point F > S can be shown

to be equal to

�U,V ��F � � �U�F �, V �F �� �#U�F � � V �#V �F � �U ,
where the bracket on the right hand side is the usual Lie bracket of the vector fields U�F � and

V �F �, and the derivative #U�F � � V is defined

#U�F � � V ��
d

dt
V �Ft�
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for any curve Ft generating #U�F � > TS.

The notions of transitivity and isotropy extend to algebroids.

Definition 2.1.15. A Lie algebroid A�M is transitive if the anchor map is surjective.

One can prove that the Lie algebroid of a transitive Lie groupoid is transitive.

Definition 2.1.16. Let A � M be a Lie algebroid. The isotropy algebra at x > M is the

kernel ker#x of the anchor map in the fibre over x. The algebra structure is given by defining

�u, v� �� �U,V ��x� for any u, v > ker#x, where the bracket on the right hand side is the algebroid

bracket acting on sections U and V satisfying U�x� � u and V �x� � v.

Proposition 2.1.17. If U and V are sections that extend vectors u and v in the isotropy algebra

ker#x, then the value of �U,V ��x� depends only on u and v and not on their extensions. The

Lie algebra bracket on Ker#x is therefore well-defined. Furthermore, if A is the Lie algebroid

of a groupoid G, then Ker#x is the Lie algebra of the isotropy group Gxx .

2.2 Connections on Lie algebroids

We develop the theory of Lagrangian mechanics on an algebroid A in terms of a vector bundle

connection on A. In this section we review necessary parts of the theory of vector bundle

connections, and then specialize to the case when the vector bundle is an algebroid. Unlike

connections on general vector bundles, a notion of torsion exists for vector bundle connections

on algebroids. We also address the question of the existence of a preferred connection on

an algebroid equipped with a bundle metric, analogous to the Levi-Civita connection on a

Riemannian manifold.

2.2.1 Vector bundle connections

Let E �M be a vector bundle.

Definition 2.2.1. Let a be an element of the fibre Ex of E over x > M , and consider the

tangent space TaE. The vertical subspace VaE of TaE is defined as the set of vectors tangent

to curves through a which lie in the fibre Ex.

Definition 2.2.2. A connection on E is a projection $a � TaE � VaE of each tangent space

to its vertical subspace. The kernel of a projection $a is called the horizontal subspace HaE ��

ker$a of TaE.

A connection therefore splits each fibre into the direct sum TaE �HaE`VaE. One can show

that each HaE is isomorphic to TxM and each VaE is isomorphic to Ex. Thus a connection

determines a splitting

TaE � TxM `Ex .
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Definition 2.2.3. Let at be a curve in E over the base curve xt. Given a connection $ on E,

the covariant derivative of at is the new curve in E over xt defined

D

dt
at ��$at � ddt Vt�0

at� > VatE � Ext .

Definition 2.2.4. A curve at in E is vertical if it is contained in a single fibre Ex. Equivalently,

a curve is vertical if d~dtπ X �at� � 0 for all t > I. A curve is horizontal if D~dt at � 0 for all t > I.

The word “connection” also refers to the following directional derivative of sections of E.

We will use the term “affine connection” for the derivative of sections if clarification is necessary.

Definition 2.2.5. An affine connection © on a vector bundle E is a map © � ΓTM �ΓE � ΓE

denoted by �V,A�( ©VA satisfying the following properties:

1. ©fV �gWA � f©VA � g©WA (Cª�M�-linearity in the first argument)

2. ©V �A �B� � ©VA �©VB (additivity in the second argument)

3. ©V �fA� � f©VA � V �f�A (Leibniz rule) ,

where A, B are sections of E, the sections V, W are sections of TM , and f, g are smooth

functions on M .

Remark 2.2.6. It can be shown that Cª�M�-linearity in the first argument implies that

©VA�x� only depends on the value of V at the point x. It therefore makes sense to write

©vA�x�, where v is a vector in TxM .

Remark 2.2.7. Affine connections and covariant differentiation are related as follows. If E �

M is a vector bundle with a covariant differentiation D~dt, the corresponding affine connection

© acting on V and A is the section defined at each point x >M by

©VA�x� �� D

dt
V
t�0
A�xt� > Ex ,

where xt is a curve in M through x0 � x such that d~dtSt�0xt � V �x�.
Conversely, given an affine connection, the corresponding covariant differentiation of a curve

at is defined
D

dt
V
t�0
at ��

d

dt
V
t�0
At�x� �© dxt

dt

A0�x� ,
where xt �� π�at� is the base curve of at, and At is a time-dependent section of E such that

at � At�xt�.
Induced connection on the dual

In addition to splitting the tangent space of a vector bundle, any connection induces a splitting

of the dual bundle as well. For a bundle E with a connection, we have

T �aE � T �xM `E�
x .
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We briefly recall how this identification works. First, for each β > T �aE, we define an associated

pair �βH , βV �. The horizontal part βH is the unique covector in T �xM such that `βH , ve � `β, v̄e
for every v > TxM , where v̄ is the element of HaE identified with v. Similarly, the vertical part

βV is the unique covector in E�
x such that `βV , be � `β, b̄e for every b > Ex, where b̄ is the element

of VaE canonically identified with b.

Conversely, every pair �βH , βV � has an associated β in T �aE defined, for all ȧ > TaE, by

`β, ȧe �� `βV , be � `βH , ve ,
where b > Ax is identified with $�ȧ� > VaA and v > TxM is identified with $Ù�ȧ� > HaA. It is

easy to check that these associations are inverses of each other.

Consider a function L � E � R and its differential dL > T �E. The components of dL�a� with

respect to the splitting just described are called the vertical and horizontal differentials of L at

a, and are denoted

dL�a� � �dHL�a�, dV L�a�� > T �xM `E�
x .

Remark 2.2.8. We wish to write the derivative of L along a curve in E in terms of the vertical

and horizontal differentials. Let at be a curve in E generating a vector ȧ > TaE. The derivative

D~dtS0 at > Ex is identified with the vertical projection $�ȧ� > VaE, and d~dtS0 π�at� > TxM is

identified with the horizontal projection $Ù�ȧ� >HaE. Therefore

d

dt
V
t�0
L�at� � `dL�a�, ȧe � `dL�a�,$Ù�ȧ�e � `dL�a�,$�ȧ�e

� cdHL�a�, d
dt
V
t�0
π�at�h � cdV L�a�, D

dt
V
t�0
ath .

In particular, the vertical and horizontal differentials may be found by differentiating L along

vertical and horizontal curves respectively.

A covariant derivative D~dt on a vector bundle E induces a covariant derivative on the dual

E�, again denoted by D~dt, in the following way.

Definition 2.2.9. Given a curve α in E�, we define D~dtαt > E� by requiring

d

dt
`αt, ate � cD

dt
αt, ath � cαt, D

dt
ath

for all curves at in E that lie over the same base curve as αt.

Metrics on vector bundles

We recall some definitions associated with metrics on vector bundles.

Definition 2.2.10. A metric on a vector bundle E is a smoothly varying choice of non-

degenerate inner product on each fibre Ex. We write the value of the metric on a, b > Ex
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as `a, beE . The inertia operator I � E � E� associated with a metric is defined as

`I�a�, be �� `a, beE ,
where the pairing on the left is the dual pairing.

Definition 2.2.11. A connection on E is metric compatible if for all curves at, bt in E over a

common base curve xt,
d

dt
`at, bteE � cD

dt
at, bth

E
� cat, D

dt
bth

E
.

It is not hard to prove that the covariant differentiation of a metric compatible connection

commutes with the inertia operator.

Lemma 2.2.12. Suppose E is equipped with a metric and a compatible connection. Then the

covariant differentiation of curves through E and the covariant differentiation of curves through

E� are related by the inertia operator:

D

dt
I�at� � I �D

dt
at� .

2.2.2 A-connections, Levi-Civita connections

The structure of algebroids allows for a number of constructions that are unavailable on more

general vector bundles. The first we discuss is torsion.

For general vector bundle connections, there is no analog of the torsion of a connection. On

algebroids, however, the anchor map may be used to define the torsion.

Definition 2.2.13. The torsion T© � Ax �Ax � Ax of a connection © is defined

T©�a, b� �� ©#AB�x� �©#BA�x� � �A,B��x� , (2.2.1)

where A, B > ΓA are any sections such that A�x� � a and B�x� � b. The notation T©�A,B� is

used to mean the section of A defined by T©�A,B��x� �� T©�A�x�,B�x��.
Remark 2.2.14. If the base of A is finite dimensional, the torsion T© can be shown to be inde-

pendent of the extending sections Wi by the usual argument. If the base is infinite dimensional,

this independence needs to be checked explicitly on a case by case basis.

Suppose that A is equipped with a metric. A natural question is if this metric specifies a

preferred connection on A analogous to the Levi-Civita connection on a Riemannian manifold.

We answer this question first for so-called A-connections.

Definition 2.2.15. Let A�M be a Lie algberoid. An A-connection is a map

©
A
� ΓA � ΓA� ΓA

�A,B�( ©
A
AB
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that is Cª�M�-linear in A, linear in B and satisfies a Leibniz rule in B.

We sometimes call the vector bundle connection defined in the previous section a TM -

connection to distinguish it from the A-connection we have just defined. In the former connec-

tion, the “direction of differentiation” input is a section of TM , while in the latter connection,

the direction input is a section of A. Later on, TM -connections will be more useful for us than

A-connections.

Note that the usual formula for torsion extends directly to A-connections:

TA© �A,B� �� ©AAB �©
A
BA � �A,B� .

The Levi-Civita theorem holds for A-connections [11].

Theorem 2.2.16. Let A be a Lie algebroid with a metric `�, �e. There exists a unique A-

connection ©A, termed the Levi-Civita A-connection, that is

1. metric compatible: #A`B,Ce � `©AAB,Ce � `B,©AACe for all A, B, C > ΓA and

2. torsion free: TA© �A,B� � 0 for all A, B > ΓA.

Next, a “Levi-Civita TM -connection” may be defined on transitive algebroids using the

Levi-Civita A-connection. The metric splits each fibre of A into the orthogonal components

Ax � ker#x ` ker#Ù

x. For transitive algebroids, the anchor map is an isomorphism between

ker#Ù

x and TxM . We may define a lifting map #�1 � TM � A which sends v > TxM to the

unique a in ker#Ù

x satisfying #a � v. This lifting map is then used to relate TM -connections

and A-connections.

Definition 2.2.17. Let a transitive algebroid A be equipped with a metric. The Levi-Civita

TM -connection (or simply Levi-Civita connection when there is no ambiguity) is the unique

TM -connection defined by

©vA �� ©
A

#�1�v�A

for all v > TM and all A > ΓA, where ©A is the Levi-Civita A-connection.

The Levi-Civita TM -connection is metric compatible but not torsion-free.

Proposition 2.2.18. Let A be an algebroid with a metric. Given a section A > ΓA, let AY�x�
and AÙ�x� be the components of A�x� lying in ker#x and ker#Ù

x respectively. Let ��, ��ker#x be

the bracket on the isotropy algebra ker#x. Then the Levi-Civita TM -connection © on A has

the properties

1. metric compatibility: v`A,Be � `©vA,Be � `A,©vBe for all v > TM and A, B > ΓA ;

2. the torsion is given by the formula

T©�A,B��x� � ��AY�x�,BY�x��ker#x �©
A

AYB
Ù�x� �©A

BYA
Ù�x� , (2.2.2)
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where ©A is the Levi-Civita A-connection.

Proof. Metric compatibility follows from a short computation. If v is a vector in TM and A, B

are sections of A, we have

`©vA,Be � `A,©vBe � `©A#�1�v�A,Be � `A,©A#�1�v�Be � v`A,Be
by the metric compatibility of ©A.

To derive the formula for the torsion, recall that ©AAB � ©AB � �A,B� � 0. By definition of

torsion (2.2.1),

T©�A,B��x� � ©#AB�x� �©#BA�x� � �A,B��x� � ©AAÙB�x� �©ABÙA�x� � �A,B��x�
� �©

A

AYB�x� �©ABYA�x� � �©AAYB
Y�x� �©A

BYA
Y�x� �©A

AYB
Ù�x� �©A

BYA
Ù�x�

� ��AY�x�,BY�x��ker#x �©
A

AYB
Ù�x� �©A

BYA
Ù�x� .

Remark 2.2.19. In the case that A is the tangent bundle of a Riemannian manifold, the

Levi-Civita TM -connection defined above coincides with the usual one.

In the case that A � g is a Lie algebra, the trivial connection (the only vector bundle

connection available) is the Levi-Civita TM -connection. Indeed, this connection is trivially

metric compatible. It is also torsion-minimal in the sense of (2.2.2), since the isotropy algebra

is equal to the algebra itself, and the torsion of the trivial connection is equal to the (negative

of the) Lie algebra bracket.

2.3 Algebroid morphisms

The definition of an algebroid morphism is subtle. To see why this is so, consider first two

algebroids A and A� that are over the same base manifold M . If φ � A�
� A is a base-preserving

vector bundle morphism of algebroids (i.e. the base map φ is the identity on M), then φ maps

sections of A� to sections of A. In this case we say that φ is an algebroid morphism if

φ��A,B��� � �φ�A�, φ�B�� for all A, B > ΓA�. (2.3.1)

If φ does not preserve the base manifold, then in general the image of a section under φ is not

a section itself and the above bracket-preserving condition does not make sense.

Defining a morphism φ between two general algebroids can be done by transfering structures

on A� and A to a third vector bundle, the pullback bundle of A by the base map φ, where the

left- and right-hand sides of condition (2.3.1) can be given meaning. It turns out that vector

bundle connections are essential to this characterization of algebroid morphisms.
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Definition 2.3.1. Given a vector bundle E �M and a map f �M �
�M , the pullback bundle

f�E �M � of E by f is defined

f�E �� ��x, e� >M �
�E S f�x� � π�e�� .

The bundle projection pr � f�E �M �, pr�x, e� �� x is projection onto the first factor. Fibres of

f�E are denoted f�Ex. For each x >M �, the fibre f�Ex is isomorphic to Ef�x�.

Remark 2.3.2. Sections W of f�E may be written as W � �Id,A�, where Id is the identity

function on M � and A �M �
� E is a smooth function such that π�A�x�� � f�x� for all x >M �.

Definition 2.3.3. Let φ � E�
� E be a vector bundle morphism from E�

�M � to E �M over

the base map φ �M �
�M . Define maps φ! � E�

� φ�E and θ � φ�E � E by

φ!e� �� �π�e��, φ�e��� and θ�x, e� �� e .
Roughly, φ! changes the fibres and preserves the base, while θ changes the base and preserves

the fibres. Clearly we have φ � θ X φ!.

Consider now a bundle morphism φ � A�
� A between algebroids. The map φ! is base-

preserving and therefore maps sections of A� to sections of φ�A. Thus we may attempt to

replace the morphism condition (2.3.1) with φ!��a, b��� � �φ!�a�, φ!�b���. This approach requires

making sense of the bracket on the right-hand side, which is now a bracket ��, ��� on φ�A. Morally

speaking, ��, ��� should be the pullback of the bracket ��, �� on A by the map θ, but this is not

possible in general since θ does not map sections to sections. Instead, using a connection on

A, we may write �A,B� � ©#AB � ©#BA � T©�A,B� and pull back the torsion and covariant

derivatives.

Definition 2.3.4. Let φ � A�
� A be a vector bundle morphism, and let A have a connection

©. The pullback covariant derivative θ�©VW of a section W � �Id,A� > Γφ�A in the direction

V > ΓTM � is the section of φ�A defined at each point x >M � by

�θ�©VW � �x� �� �x, D
dt
V
t�0
θ�xt,A�xt��� � �x, D

dt
V
t�0
A�xt�� ,

where xt is a curve through x0 � x in M � such that d~dtSt�0xt � V �x�.
Let T© be the torsion of the connection ©. The pullback torsion θ�T© applied to sections

Wi > Γφ�A is the section of φ�A defined by

θ�T©�W1,W2��x� �� �x,T©�θ�x,A1�x��, θ�x,A2�x���� � �x,T©�A1�x�,A2�x���
for all x in M �.

Note that these pullbacks are well defined; we never need to consider the image of sections

under θ, only the image of curves (to define θ�©vW ) and the image of points (to define θ�T©).
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We can now formulate the appropriate replacement of condition (2.3.1) to define general

algebroid morphisms.

Definition 2.3.5. Let A�
� M � and A � M be Lie algebroids. A vector bundle morphism

φ � A�
� A over a map φ �M �

�M is an algebroid morphism if φ preserves

1. the anchor: dφ X#�
� # X φ

2. the bracket:

φ!�A,B�� � θ�©�φ!A,φ!B� (2.3.2)

for all A, B > ΓA, with

θ�©�φ!A,φ!B� �� θ�©#�Aφ
!B � θ�©#�Bφ

!A � θ�T©�φ!A,φ!B� .
The next lemma shows that the definition of algebroid morphism is independent of the

choice of this connection. The proof is a straightforward but tedious computation.

Lemma 2.3.6. Let φ � A�
� A be an anchor-preserving vector bundle morphism between alge-

broids. The section θ�©�φ!A,φ!B� > Γφ�A is independent of the connection ©.

Remark 2.3.7. In the case that φ is base preserving, Definition 2.3.5 coincides with condi-

tion (2.3.1).

Remark 2.3.8. The bracket condition (2.3.2) can be phrased as a generalized Maurer-Cartan

equation [11], [12]. Let φ, ψ � A�
� A be anchor-preserving bundle morphisms. Given a

connection © on A, define the differential operator d©φ and bracket �φ,ψ�© as follows. For

each A, B > ΓA�, the section d©φ�A,B� > Γφ�A is given by

d©φ�A,B� �� θ�©#�Aφ
!B � θ�©#�Bφ

!A � φ!�A,B��
and the section �φ,ψ�©�A,B� > Γφ�A is given by

�φ,ψ�©�A,B� �� ��θ�T©�φ!A,ψ!B� � θ�T©�ψ!A,φ!B�� .
The bracket condition (2.3.2) is easily seen to be equivalent to the generalized Maurer-Cartan

equation

d©φ �
1

2
�φ,φ�© � 0 . (2.3.3)

We conclude this section with two standard results on morphisms (see, eg. [24]). They will

be useful for building algebroid morphisms.

Theorem 2.3.9. If Φ � G� � G is a Lie groupoid morphism over the base map φ �M �
�M , then

the induced map φ � A�
� A defined by φ�a� �� d

dt
T
t�0

Φ�gt�, where gt is a curve in G generating

a, is an algebroid morphism over φ.
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Theorem 2.3.10. The composition of two groupoid morphisms is again a groupoid morphism.

The composition of two algebroid morphisms is again an algebroid morphism.

2.4 G-paths, A-paths and homotopies

In this section we define G-paths andA-paths, which are important classes of curves in groupoids

and in algebroids respectively. We then study homotopies of such curves. Characterizing

homotopies of A-paths is necessary to generalize to algebroids the variational principles of

Lagrangian mechanics. In the context of variational calculus, we will often refer to a homotopy

of a path as an admissible variation of that path. Further details on the material of this section

may be found in Crainic and Fernandes [10, 11].

Definition 2.4.1. A G-path is a smooth curve g � I � G such that src�g� is constant and

g�0� � idsrc�g�. That is, a G-path is a curve contained in a single source fibre which passes

through the identity of that fibre.

More important for us are A-paths, which are generalizations to algebroids of curves in

tangent bundles that arise as prolongations.

Definition 2.4.2. An A-path is a curve γ � I � A through an algebroid such that

#γ�t� � d

dt
π X γ�t� .

Remark 2.4.3. By definition, any algebroid morphism φ is anchor-preserving, and therefore

sends A�-paths to A-paths. Indeed, if γ� � I � A� is an A�-path, then

d

dt
φ�γ��t�� � dφ�#�γ��t�� � #φ�γ��t�� .

Any G-path g generates an A-path by right-logarithmic differentiation, defined

DRg�t� �� dRg�1�t��ġ�t�� � d

ds
V
s�0

g�t � s�g�1�t� .
Conversely, any A-path γ generates a G-path by integration. Let A be a time-dependent section

of A such that A�t, x�t�� � γ�t�. (Here x � π Xγ is the base curve of γ.) Let Ã be the extension

of A to a right-invariant vector field on G. Then g�t� �� φt
Ã
�idx�0�� is a G-path, where φt

Ã
� G � G

is the flow of Ã. Differentiation of G-paths and integration of A-paths are inverses of each other.

Proposition 2.4.4 (see, e.g. [10, 11]). An A-path γ is of the form γ � DRg for some G-path

g if and only if γ integrates to g.

We turn now to homotopies of G- andA-paths. We will use the notation g�t, ε� � gε�t� � gt�ε�
to denote the dependence of a function g � I2

� G on its arguments. A homotopy of a G-path
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Γ is a smooth function g � I2
� G such that g�t,0� � Γ�t�, and for each fixed ε, the curve

gε �� g��, ε� is a G-path. Furthermore, we assume every homotopy has fixed endpoints, meaning

the functions g�0, ε� and g�1, ε� are constant in ε.

Given a homotopy g of a G-path Γ, the smooth function a � I2
� A defined by a�t, ε� ��

DRgε�t� is a homotopy of the A-path γ �� DRΓ. However, we wish to have a definition of

an A-path homotopy that does not involve an underlying G-path homotopy. Our definition

should be such that any A-path homotopy may be integrated to a G-path homotopy. The next

proposition shows what conditions on a smooth function a � I2
� A are required to guarantee

this.

Proposition 2.4.5. Suppose G is a Lie groupoid with Lie algebroid A. Suppose Γ is a G-path

and γ is the A-path DRΓ. Then for each homotopy g of Γ, the curves aε ��DRgε satisfy

1. a0
� γ

2. aε is an A-path for all ε > I

3. There exists a smooth function b � I2
� A such that α �� adt � bdε � T �I2� � A is an

algebroid morphism and such that b�0, ε� � b�1, ε� � 0 for all ε > I. (Here the function

a � I2
� A is defined a�t, ε� �� aε�t�.)

Moreover, each curve gt �� g�t, �� is a G-path, and the function b is given by b�t, ε� �DRgt�ε�.
Conversely, given a smooth function a � I2

� A satisfying 1-3 above, then the family of

G-paths gε obtained by integrating the aε defines a homotopy of Γ.

Proof. Let g � I2 be a homotopy of Γ. We show that the A-paths aε �� DRgε satisfy Properties

1-3. Properties 1 and 2 follow immediately from the definition of aε. To show Property 3 holds,

note that the assumption that g has fixed endpoints implies that the image of g lies in the source

fibre Gx with x � src�Γ�. Indeed, fixing the initial endpoint implies g�0, ε� � g�0,0� � idx, since

g0
� Γ is a G-path. It follows that src�g�t, ε�� � src�gε�t�� � src�gε�0�� � x for all �t, ε� > I2. The

curves gt are therefore G-paths, and we may define b�t, ε� �� DRgt�ε�. Since g�0, ε� and g�1, ε�
are constant in ε, it follows that b�0, ε� � b�1, ε� � 0.

Next, we show that α �� adt � bdε is an algebroid morphism by constructing an underlying

groupoid morphism Φ � I2 � I2
� G. Since g�t, ε� is an element of a single source fibre for all

�t, ε� > I2, the map

Φ��t, ε�, �s, δ�� �� g�t, ε�g�1�s, δ�
is well-defined. It is easily seen to be a morphism over the base map Φ � I2

� M defined by

Φ�t, ε� �� trg�g�t, ε��. Let ∂t and ∂ε be the standard basis vectors of T�t,ε�I2. The components

of the algebroid morphism φ � T �I2�� A induced by Φ are computed

φ�∂t� � d

ds
V
s�0

Φ��t � s, ε�, �t, ε�� � d

ds
V
s�0

gε�t � s��gε��1�t� �DRgε�t� � a�t, ε� ,
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and similarly, φ�∂ε� �DRgt�ε� � b�t, ε�. Thus φ � α, showing that α is an algebroid morphism.

Now suppose that a smooth function a � I2
� A satisfying 1-3 above is given. By Lie’s second

theorem for groupoids (see, e.g. [25, 38]), there exists a groupoid morphism Φ � I2�I2
� G that

induces the algebroid morphism α. Define the smooth function g � I2
� G by

g�t, ε� �� Φ��t, ε�, �0,0�� .
It is clear that both gt and gε are G-paths, so that the derivatives DRgt and DRgε are defined.

Using the fact that Φ is a morphism, one can show that g�t, ε��g�s, δ���1
� Φ��t, ε�, �s, δ��. We

compute

DRgε�t� � d

ds
V
s�0

gε�t � s��gε��1�t� � d

ds
V
s�0

Φ��t � s, ε�, �t, ε�� � α�∂t� � a�t, ε� .
This shows that gε is the family of G-paths integrating aε, and in particular, g0

� Γ. Similarly

computations show that DRgt�ε� � b�t, ε�. In particular, DRg0�ε� � DRg1�ε� � 0, showing that

the endpoints g0�ε� and g1�ε� are fixed. The smooth function g � I2
� G is therefore a homotopy

of Γ.

When using algebroid morphisms α � adt � bdε � T �I2� � A,1 we will usually work with

the functions a, b � I2
� A rather than α. We introduce terminology to indicate when such

functions a and b come from an algebroid morphism.

Definition 2.4.6. Let A be an algebroid and let a � I2
� A be a smooth function such that

aε �� a��, ε� is an A-path for all ε. A function b � I2
� A such that bt �� b�t, �� is an A-path for

all t is called conjugate to a if

α �� adt � bdε � T �I2�� A

is an algebroid morphism.

Remark 2.4.7. If a, b � I2
� A are a conjugate pair, then aε �� a��, ε� is an A-path for all ε,

and bt �� b�t, �� is an A-path for all t. Indeed, define the curves cε � I � I2 by cε�t� � �t, ε�, and

consider their prolongations ċε � I � T �I2�. We have aε � αċε, which shows that each curve aε

is an A-path, since each ċε is a T �I2�-path and α is a morphism. A similar argument using

curves ct � I � I2 defined by ct�ε� � �t, ε� shows that each curve bt is an A-path.

There is a simple and useful characterization of algebroid morphisms α � T �I2� � A. It

provides a fundamental relationship between conjugate functions a and b.

Lemma 2.4.8 (See, e.g. [14]). Given an algebroid A with a connection ©, any anchor-

preserving vector bundle morphism α � adt � bdε � T �I2� � A is an algebroid morphism if

1Note that every algebroid morphism α � T �I2�� A is of this form.
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and only if
D

dt
b �

D

dε
a � T©�a, b� � 0 . (2.4.1)

Proof. Suppose α is an algebroid morphism. Then the bracket condition (2.3.2) holds for all

sections A, B > ΓT �I2�, in particular the coordinate vector fields ∂t and ∂ε;

0 � θ�©#�∂tα
!∂ε � θ

�
©#�∂εα

!∂t � θ
�T©�α!∂t, α

!∂ε�
� ��t, ε�, D

dt
α�∂ε�t, ε��� � ��t, ε�, D

dε
α�∂t�t, ε��� � ��t, ε�, T©�α�∂t�t, e��, α�∂ε�t, ε���� .

Applying the map θ � α�A � A to this equation and noting that α�∂t�t, ε�� � a�t, ε� and

α�∂ε�t, ε�� � b�t, ε� shows that equation (2.4.1) holds.

Conversely, suppose that equation (2.4.1) holds. The above reasoning shows that this con-

dition is equivalent to

d©α�∂t, ∂ε� � 1

2
�α,α�©�∂t, ∂ε� � 0 ,

which is the Maurer-Cartan equation (2.3.3) evaluated on the standard basis sections of T �I2�.
To show that α is an algebroid morphism it is enough to show that the Maurer-Cartan equation

for α holds when evaluated on any pair of sections. But this follows from the fact that any

section A of T �I2� may be written A � f∂t � g∂ε for some smooth functions f , g > Cª�I2�, and

from the fact that d©α and �α,α�© are Cª�I2�-linear.

Remark 2.4.9. Lemma 2.4.8 shows that a smooth function a � I2
� A such that aε �� a��, ε�

is an A-path for all ε > I determines a conjugate function b � I2
� A as the solution to the

differential equation
D

dt
b �

D

dε
a � T©�a, b� � 0 , b�0, ε� � 0 .

One can show that the solution b does not depend on the connection. Thus we may speak of

the conjugate b of a given function a.

Proposition 2.4.5 and Remark 2.4.9 allow us to define homotopies of A-paths without ref-

erencing an underlying G-path homotopy.

Definition 2.4.10. A homotopy of an A-path γ � I � A is defined to be a smooth function

a � I2
� A such that

1. a0
� γ

2. aε �� a��, ε� is an A-path for all ε > I

3. The smooth function b � I2
� A conjugate to a satisfies b�0, ε� � b�1, ε� � 0 for all ε > I.

We also call a an admissible variation of γ.

For each t, the curve bt describes the velocity of the element g�t, ε� as the parameter ε

is varied. In particular, the curve t ( bt�0� � b0�t� is the variational velocity of each point
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along Γ � g0. We call this curve the infinitesimal variation of Γ. We finish this section with a

lemma guaranteeing that one is able to find admissible variations with prescribed infinitesimal

variations.

Lemma 2.4.11. Let γ be an A-path over a base curve x in M , and let δγ � I � A be a smooth

curve over x that is zero at the endpoints. Then there exists an admissible variation a � I2
� A

of γ such that the conjugate function b � I2
� A satisfies b�t,0� � δγ�t� for all t > I.

Proof. We construct a homotopy of G-paths such that the functions a�t, ε� �� DRgε�t� and

b�t, ε� �� DRgt�ε� satisfy a0
� γ and b0 � δγ. By Proposition 2.4.5, a will be an admissible

variation of γ with conjugate function b having the desired values at ε � 0. Let ∆ be a time-

dependent section of A such that ∆�t, xt� � δγt, and let Γ be the G-path integrating γ. Define

a homotopy of Γ by g�t, ε� �� φε
∆̃
�Γ�t��, where φε

∆̃
is the flow of the right-invariant extension of

∆. Then we have

a0�t� �DRφ0
∆̃
�Γ�t�� �DRΓ�t� � γ�t� ,

as well as

b0�t� �DRφ0
∆̃
�Γ�t�� � d

ds
V
s�0

φs
∆̃
�Γ�t�� �φ0

∆̃
�Γ�t����1

� dRΓ�t��1�∆̃�Γ�t��� � ∆̃�idx�t�� � ∆�t, x�t�� � δγ�t� .
Next, note that ∆̃ is the zero vector field for t � 0, 1, so the flow map φε

∆̃
is the identity for all

ε. Substituting this into the definition of b shows that the endpoints bε�0� and bε�1� are both

equal to zero for all ε. Thus a is an admissible variation of γ with the desired properties.
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Mechanics on algebroids

In this section we present the Lagrangian theory of mechanics on algebroids in terms of vector

bundle connections. We define a generalization to algebroids of Hamilton’s principle, as well

as a generalization of the Euler-Lagrange equation, and derive the relation between them. We

call the analog of the Euler-Lagrange equation the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold (ELA) equation

(Definition 3.1.3). We show that many equations of geometric mechanics are special cases of

the ELA equation.

Next, the relationship with Hamiltonian mechanics is established. We review Hamilton’s

equation on the dual of an algebroid, and show that it is related to our ELA equation by means

of the Legendre transform. In doing so, we give a new and useful formula for the Poisson

bracket on the dual of an algebroid in terms of a vector bundle connection.

We then turn to Lagrangian reduction (Theorem 3.4.2), which in the language of algebroids

is the following statement: If two Lagrangians L� � A�
� R and L � A � R are related by a

surjective algebroid morphism φ, then a� is a solution of the ELA equation for L� if and only if

φ X a� is a solution of the ELA equation for L. We give examples of Lagrangian reduction and

recover some known results, including the theorem of Lagrangian semidirect product reduction.

Finally, we generalize to algebroids the notion of a Riemannian submersion and use La-

grangian reduction to prove that a Riemannian submersion of algebroids projects horizontal

geodesics to geodesics.

3.1 Hamilton’s principle and the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equa-

tion

Our development of Lagrangian mechanics on algebroids is meant to mimic the classical theory

of Lagrangian mechanics on a Riemannian manifold M (or more accurately, on the tangent

bundle TM). In the classical theory, we have a Lagrangian L � TM � R and an action

functional S�γ� �� R L�γt�dt defined on curves γ in TM that are prolongations of curves in M .

The dynamics of the system are given by Hamilton’s principle, which is a variational principle

29
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saying that the system evolves along a critical path of S. These critical paths are shown to

satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equations. In the generalization to algebroids, the Lagrangian is

taken to be a function L � A� R, and the action functional S is now defined on A-paths. Again

the dynamics are determined by Hamilton’s principle. Critical paths of S are shown to satisfy

the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equations.

To begin, recall Definition 2.4.10 of admissible variations of an A-path.

Definition 3.1.1. A critical path of a functional S � Cª�I,A�� R is an A-path γ such that

d

dε
V
ε�0

S�aε� � 0

for all admissible variations a of γ.

The generalization of Hamilton’s principle to algebroids is thus:

Definition 3.1.2 (Hamilton’s principle). A physical system defined by a Lagrangian L on an

algebroid A evolves along critical A-paths of the action functional S�γ� �� RI L�γt�dt.
Such critical paths are solutions of a generalization of the Euler-Lagrange equation.

Definition 3.1.3. An A-path γt � I � A is said to satisfy the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold (ELA)

equation for a function L � A� R if, for some connection © on A,

D

dt
�dV L�γt�� � T �©�dV L�γt�, γt� �#�dHL�γt� � 0 . (3.1.1)

Here the derivatives D~dt, dV and dH are defined with respect to the connection on A, and

T �© � A�
x �Ax � A�

x is the cotorsion, a bilinear function defined by `T �©�µ, a�, be �� `µ,T©�a, b�e.
Remark 3.1.4. One could check directly that solutions of the ELA equation do not depend on

the choice of connection. Instead we set this issue aside for now, and revisit it in Section 3.3.2,

where we show that the ELA equation is equivalent to Hamilton’s equation on the dual of the

algebroid. Hamilton’s equation may be defined without reference to a connection, so it follows

that the ELA equation must be independent of the choice of connection.

The relation between Hamilton’s principle and the ELA equations is a direct analog of the

classical case.

Theorem 3.1.5. An A-path γ is a critical point of S�γ� �� RI L�γt�dt if and only if γ solves

the ELA equation for L.

We postpone the proof of this theorem until Section 3.4.
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3.2 Examples of Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equations

In this section we present a number of well-known dynamical equations in geometric mechanics

as special cases of the ELA equation. These are meant as instructive examples where the main

steps in deriving an ELA equation may be highlighted. From its definition, it is clear that to

compute the ELA equation for a given Lagrangian system �A, L� we must first choose a vector

bundle connection on A (usually the Levi-Civita connection, if a metric on A is present), then

compute its torsion, and finally compute the vertical and horizontal differentials of L. We follow

these steps in the examples below as well as in Section 6, although there the computations are

considerably more involved.

3.2.1 Euler-Lagrange equations, Newton’s equations, and geodesic equations

First we show that the classical equations of Lagrangian mechanics can be viewed as ELA

equations.

Proposition 3.2.1. Suppose M is a Riemannian manifold with metric `�, �eM . Then the Euler-

Lagrange-Arnold equation on TM coincides with the Euler-Lagrange equation on M . Further-

more, if the Lagrangian L � TM � R be defined as

L�v� �� 1

2
`v, veM �U�π�v��

for some potential function U �M � R, then the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equation on TM for L

is Newton’s equation for a curve x in M

I �D
dt
ẋ� � �©U�x� ,

where © is the gradient defined with respect to the metric on M , I is the inertia operator for

the metric, and the covariant derivative D~dt is given by the Levi-Civita connection.

If the potential U is the zero function, then Newton’s equation reduces to the geodesic equa-

tion
D

dt
ẋ � 0 .

Proof. Suppose M is equipped with the Levi-Civita connection. Since the Levi-Civita con-

nection is torsion-free, and since the anchor map # � TM � TM is the identity, The Euler-

Lagrange-Arnold equations become

D

dt
dV L�v� � dHL�v� � 0 (3.2.1)

for a TM -path v � v�t�. Being a TM -path means that v � d~dtπ�v� � ẋ, so that v is the

prolongation of the base curve x in M . These are the Euler-Lagrange equations.
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To compute the vertical differential of L at v, let w > Tπ�v�M be arbitrary. Let γ be a

vertical curve passing through v at t � 0 such that D~dtSt�0 γ�t� � w. Because γ is vertical,

U�π�γ�� is constant. We have

`dV L�v�,we � d

dt
V
t�0
L�γ�t�� � d

dt
V
t�0

1

2
`γ�t�, γ�t�eM � cγ�0�, D

dt
V
t�0
γ�t�h

M
� `v,weM

where the second to last equality uses the metric compatibility of D~dt. This shows that

dV L�v� � I�v�.
To compute the horizontal differential of L at v, let w > Tπ�v�M be arbitrary, and let h be

the horizontal lift of w to HvTM . Let γ be a horizontal curve passing through v at t � 0 such

that d~dtSt�0 γ�t� � h. Since γ is horizontal, `γ, γeM is constant. We compute

`dHL�v�,we � d

dt
V
t�0
L�γ�t�� � � d

dt
V
t�0
U�π�γ�t��� � � cdU�π�v��, d

dt
V
t�0
π�γ�t��h .

Note that d~dtSt�0 π�γ�t�� � π��h� � w, so we conclude dHL�v� � �dU�π�v��.
Inserting these expressions for the vertical and horizontal differentials of L into the Euler-

Lagrange-Arnold equation and applying the metric raising operator (which commutes with

D~dt by metric compatibility), we obtain

D

dt
I�v� � ID

dt
v � �©U�π�v��

Finally, letting x �� π�v�, we have ẋ � #v � v, since v is a TM -path.

If U is the zero function, then Newton’s equation becomes I�D~dt v� � 0, which reduces to

the geodesic equation after an application of I�1.

3.2.2 Euler-Poincaré equations

When the algebroid is a Lie algebra, the ELA equation coincides with the well-known Euler-

Arnold equation.

Definition 3.2.2. The Euler-Arnold equation on a Lie algebra g for a Lagrangian L � g � R
are defined to be

d

dt
dL�ξ� � ad�ξdL�ξ� � 0 .

Proposition 3.2.3. The Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equation on a Lie algebra g, viewed as a Lie

algebroid over a single point, coincides with the Euler-Arnold equation.

Proof. View a given Lie algebra g as an algebroid over a single point. The anchor map is

therefore the zero map, and only the trivial connection exists.1 To compute the ELA equation

on g, we need to compute the cotorsion.

1Let P be the single base point, so that TP is the trivial vector space. The only map © � TP � g � g that is
linear in the first argument is the zero map.
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The torsion of the trivial connection is the negative of the Lie algebra bracket. It follows

that, for ξ, η > g and µ > g�, we have

`T �©�µ, ξ�, ηe � `µ,T©�ξ, η�e � �`µ, �ξ, η�e ,
so that T �©�µ, ξ� � �ad�ξµ.

Since the algebroid consists of a single fibre, the derivative D~dt is equal to d~dt, the

horizontal differential dH is zero and the vertical differential dV coincides with the usual full

differential d. With all these considerations taken into account, the ELA equation (3.1.1) on g

for a Lagrangian L becomes the Euler-Poincaré equation.

3.2.3 Dynamics on action algebroids

In this section we compute the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equation on an action algebroid g % V ,

where V is a vector space. The resulting equation is important since it is the result of “La-

grangian semidirect product reduction” (see [5] and our Section 3.5.2). We refer to Exam-

ples 2.1.2 and 2.1.13 for definitions and notation associated with action groupoids and action

algebroids.

Definition 3.2.4. Suppose g is a Lie algebra acting via a left action on a vector space V . Let

ξρ � �ξ, ρ� be an element of the trivial vector bundle g � V with bundle structure defined by

projection onto the second factor. Let L � g � V � R be a Lagrangian. The Euler-Poincaré

equations with an advected quantity ρ are defined by

d

dt
dV L�ξρ� � ad�ξρdV L�ξρ� � dHL�ξρ� l ρ d

dt
ρt � ξρρ . (3.2.2)

Here the diamond operator l � V � �V � g� is defined by the condition that `λ l ρ, ξe � �`λ, ξρe
for all λ > V �, ρ > V and ξ > g. The vertical and horizontal differentials are defined with respect

to the trivial bundle connection.

An example of a system governed by such an equation is the compressible fluid. Here the

fluid density is the advected quantity.

Proposition 3.2.5. The Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equations on an action algebroid g%V coincide

with the Euler-Poincaré equations with an advected quantity ρ.

Proof. To compute the ELA equations on g%V , we need to compute the cotorsion operator T �©

and the adjoint #� of the anchor map. Let © be the trivial bundle connection on g%V . Notice

that for this connection,

©#ξρη �
d

dt
V
t�0
η�ρt� � #ξρ � η

for any curve ρt generating #ξρ. Using this identity and formula (2.1.2) for the action algebroid

bracket, the torsion becomes T©�ξρ, ηρ� � ��ξρ, ηρ�. Thus the cotorsion T �© is the negative of
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the coadjoint operator:

T �©�µρ, ξρ� � �ad�ξρµρ .

Next, the adjoint of the anchor map is computed. For λ > T �ρ V � V � and for ηρ in the fibre of

V # g over ρ, we have

`#�λ, ηρe � `λ,#ηρe � `λ, ηρρe � �`λ l ρ, ηρe .
Substituting these terms into the ELA equation (3.1.1) results in the Euler-Poincaré equations

with an advected quantity.

Remark 3.2.6. Suppose that a group G acts from the left on a vector space V . The set

g � V can be given either the structure of a semidirect product algebra or the structure of an

action algebroid. It is noted in [5] that the standard Euler-Poincaré equation on the semidirect

product do not coincide with the ELA equation on the action algebroid. Furthermore, the

latter equations on the action algebroid are the ones that give physically correct dynamics. It

is therefore preferable to treat g % V as an action algebroid.

3.3 Relation to Hamiltonian mechanics

In this section we relate the Lagrangian theory we have developed to the corresponding Hamil-

tonian theory. We will define the canonical Poisson bracket (and the corresponding Poisson

tensor) on the dual of an algebroid, as well as Hamilton’s equation. There is a straightforward

generalization of the Legendre transform which allows us to associate a Hamiltonian function

H � A�
� R to any “regular” Lagrangian L � A � R. We show that the Legendre transform

relates solutions of the ELA equation for L to solutions of Hamilton’s equation for H. We give

an expression for the Poisson tensor in terms of a given connection, which will be useful in

proving this result.

3.3.1 Natural Poisson bracket on the dual of an algebroid

The Lie bracket on a Lie algebroid A � M induces a Poisson bracket on its dual A�. Since

any Poisson bracket is a derivation, it only depends on the derivatives of its arguments F, G >

Cª�A��. Thus any Poisson bracket is characterized by its action on a class functions whose

derivatives span the cotangent space of A�. Lemma 3.3.2 below shows that such a class is

given by the fibre-wise affine functions. Such functions are sums of fibre-wise linear functions

ΨW � A�
� R, ΨW �α� �� `α,W �π�α��e, where W > ΓA is a section of A, and fibre-wise constant

functions f X π � A�
� R. We have the following definitions.

Definition 3.3.1. 1. Let W > ΓA be a section of A, and let f > Cª�M�. In terms of fibre-

wise affine functions, the canonical Poisson bracket ��, �� on the dual A� of a Lie algebroid
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A with Lie bracket ��, �� is defined by the properties

�ΨW1 ,ΨW2� � Ψ�W1,W2� �ΨW , f X π� � #W �f� , �f1 X π, f2 X π� � 0 . (3.3.1)

2. The corresponding Poisson tensor Pα � T
�
αA

� � T �αA
�
� R is defined as

Pα�σ1, σ2� �� �F1, F2��α� , (3.3.2)

where Fi > C
ª�A�� are any functions such that dFi�α� � σi.

If A is equipped with a connection, A� is given the dual connection, and T �A� is given the

dual splitting, then an explicit formula for the Poisson tensor may be found in terms of the

torsion of that connection.

Lemma 3.3.2. Suppose α > A� is given, x �� π�α� > M is the base point of α, and suppose

σ > T �αA
� is decomposed with respect to a connection on TA� as σ � �γ, a� > T �xM `Ax. Then

there exists a section W > ΓA and a function f > Cª�M� such that

�γ, a� � d�ΨW � f X π��α� .
Proof. Let σ � �γ, a� > T �xM `Ax be given. Consider F > Cª�A�� given by

F �� ΨW � f X π � g X π, ,

where the section W > ΓA is such that W �x� � a, and the functions f, g > Cª�M� satisfy, for

all ẋ > TxM ,

`df�x�, ẋe � `α,©ẋW �x�e and `dg�x�, ẋe � `γ, ẋe .
To compute the differential of F , let αt be a curve in A� through α0 � α with base curve

xt �� π�αt� >M . We have

cdF �α�, δ
δt
V
t�0
αth � d

dt
V
t�0
F �αt� � d

dt
V
t�0

�`αt,W �xt�e � f�xt� � g�xt��
� cD

dt
V
t�0
αt, ah � `α,©ẋW �x�e � `df�x�, ẋe � `dg�x�, ẋe

� cD
dt
V
t�0
αt, ah � `γ, ẋe ,

so that dF �α� � �γ, a� as desired.

Proposition 3.3.3. Let σi be in T �αA
� be decomposed via a connection as σi � �γi, ai� > T �xM `

Ax. The Lie-Poisson tensor P on A� at the point α is given in terms of this decomposition by

the formula

Pα�σ1, σ2� � �`α,T©�a1, a2�e � `#a1, γ2e � `#a2, γ1e , (3.3.3)
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where T© is the torsion of the connection.

Proof. Let Fi � ΨWi � fi X π � gi X π > Cª�A�� be defined as in Lemma 3.3.2. By the property

dFi�α� � σi and the definition of the Poisson tensor, we have

Pα�σ1, σ2� � �F1, F2��α�
� �ΨW1 ,ΨW2��α� � �ΨW1 ,�f2 X π � g2 X π��α� � �ΨW2 ,�f1 X π � g1 X π��α�
� `α, �W1,W2��x�e � `d��f2 � g2��x�,#a1e � `d��f1 � g1��x�,#a2�x�e
� `α, �W1,W2��x�e � `α,©#a1W2�x�e � `α,©#a2W1�x�e � `#a1, γ2e � `#a2, γ1e .

Applying the definition of T©�a1, a2� gives the result.

3.3.2 Hamilton’s equations and the Legendre transform

We have seen how to construct canonical equations (the ELA equation) on a Lie algebroid given

a function L � A � R. Now we outline the dual construction; given a function H � A�
� R, we

define dynamical equations on A� that are canonically associated with H.

Definition 3.3.4. The Hamiltonian vector field XH associated with H � A�
� R is the unique

vector field on A� satisfying, for all α > A�,

`XH�α�, σe � Pα�dH�α�, σ� ¦σ > T �αA
� .

A curve αt � I � A� satifies Hamilton’s equation for H if

d

dt
V
t�0
αt �XH�αt� .

The fundamental link between dynamics on A and dynamics on A� is the Legendre trans-

form.

Definition 3.3.5. The Legendre transform with respect to L � A � R is the function FL � A �

A� defined by

FL�a� �� dV L�a� .
In other words, `FL�a�, be � `dV L�a�, be � d~dtSt�0L�a � tb� for all b > Aπ�a�.

If a Lagrangian is such that FL is invertible, we say that the Lagrangian is regular. For reg-

ular Lagrangians L � A� R, we can define associated Hamiltonians H � A�
� R by the formula

H�α� �� `α,ae � L�a�, where a � FL�1�α�. We prove below that the Legendre transform puts

solutions of the ELA equation for L in one-to-one correspondence with solutions of Hamilton’s

equation for the associated H. We first prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.3.6. Suppose a Lagrangian L is such that the Legendre transform FL is invertible,

so that the Hamiltonian H corresponding to L may be defined. Then the inverse FL is given by

FL�1
� FH ,

where the Legendre transform FH � A�
� A is defined FH�α� �� dVH�α�. Furthermore, for any

connection, the horizontal differentials dH of L and H are related by

dHL�a� � �dHH�α� ,
where α � FL�a�.
Proof. Let a connection on A be given. Let a > A and α > A� be related by FL�a� � α. Note

that to prove the first assertion we must show dVH�α� � a. Thus, computing the differential

dH�α� and reading off its vertical and horizontal parts will prove both claims simultaneously.

Let δβ > TαA
� be arbitrary, and denote its splitting with respect to the given connection by

�v, β� > Tπ�α�M `A�

π�α�. Consider a curve αt in A� that generates δβ, so that

d

dt
V
t�0
αt � � d

dt
V
t�0
π�αt�, D

dt
V
t�0
αt� � �v, β� .

Let at be the curve in A that is related to αt by FL. We compute

`dH�α�, δβe � d

dt
V
t�0
H�αt� � d

dt
V
t�0

�`αt, ate �L�at��
� cD

dt
V
t�0
αt, ah � cα, D

dt
V
t�0
ath � cdV L�a�, D

dt
V
t�0
ath � `dHL�a�, ve

� `β, ae � `dHL�a�, ve .
Thus we have shown dVH�α� � a and dHH�α� � �dHL�a�.

Theorem 3.3.7. Suppose L � A� R is such that FL � A� A� is invertible. Define H � A�
� R

by H�α� �� `α,ae�L�a�, where a � FL�1�α�. A curve at in A solves the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold

equation for L if and only if its Legendre transform αt �� FL�at� satifies Hamilton’s equation

for H.

Proof. A curve αt � I � A� solves Hamilton’s equation for H, ie. d~dtαt �XH�αt�, if and only

if

d d
dt
V
t�t0

αt, σi � Pα�dH�α�, σ� ¦σ > T �αA
�, ¦t0 > I ,

Let σ � �γ, b� > T �π�α�M `Aπ�α� be the splitting of σ with respect to some connection © on A.

We write out the above in terms of the splitting and use the formula for the Poisson tensor to
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obtain the equivalent expression

dD
dt
V
t�t0

αt, bi � d d
dt
V
t�t0

π�αt�, γi � �aT �©�α, dVH�α��, bf � a#�dHH�α�, bf � a#dVH�α�, γf .
This can be re-written in terms of a. Using Lemma 3.3.6 to make the substitutions dVH�α� � a,

α � dV L�a�, dHH�α� � �dHL�a�, and π�α� � π�a�, we have

dD
dt
V
t�t0

dV L�at�, bi � d d
dt
V
t�t0

π�at�, γi � �aT �©�dV L�a�, a�, bf � a#�dHL�a�, bf � a#a, γf .
Since σ � �γ, b� is arbitrary, the above equation holds if and only if

D

dt
V
t�t0

dV L�at� � �T �©�dV L�a�, a� �#�dHL�a� and
d

dt
V
t�t0

π�at� � #a ¦t0 > I ,

that is, if and only if at is an A-path that solves the ELA equation for L.

Remark 3.3.8. Consider a group G acting on a vector space V . The set g � V can be given

either the structure of a semidirect product algebra or the structure of an action algebroid. The

action algebroid has base manifold V and typical fibre g, while the semidirect product algebra

has trivial base and a single fibre g � V . The difference in base and fibre structure leads to

different ELA equations for a given function L on the set g � V , depending on which structure

we use. (The ELA equations for each structure are computed in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3.)

On the other hand, one can check that the Poisson bracket on the dual of an action algebroid

coincides with the Poisson bracket on the dual of a semidirect product algebra, so Hamilton’s

equation is the same regardless of which structure we use. This situation does not contradict

Theorem 3.3.7, since the Legendre transform relating an action algebroid to its dual is different

from the Legendre transform relating a semidirect product algebra to its dual. Indeed, the

definition of the Legendre transform depends on the base and fibre structure given to the set

g � V .

As noted in [5], the ELA equations on the semidirect product algebra (i.e. the standard

Euler-Poincaré equaitons) are physically incorrect. The correct Lagrangian equations are in-

stead ELA equations on the action algebroid. This suggests that even though Hamilton’s

equations on the dual of g � V are the same regardless of which structure the set is given, it

is preferable to consider the set as an action algebroid. This way the correspondence via the

Legendre transform between Hamiltonian dynamics and the correct Lagrangian dynamics are

recovered.

3.4 Lagrangian reduction

By Lagrangian reduction we mean the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.4.1 (Lagrangian reduction on algebroids, [33] c.f. [47]). Suppose φ � A�
� A is a

surjective algebroid morphism, and suppose L� � A�
� R and L � A � R are Lagrangians such

that L� � L X φ. Then γ� is a solution of the ELA equations for L if and only if γ �� φ X γ� is a

solution of the ELA equations for L on A.

The condition L� � L X φ means that L� is a function of fewer variables than the variables

of A� (since the target of φ is typically a smaller algebroid than A�). We sometimes call �A, L�
the reduced system and �A�, L�� the unreduced system. The Lagrangian reduction theorem says

that dynamics on the reduced system are equivalent to dynamics on the unreduced system.

Both the reduction theorem and the statement that Hamilton’s principle is equivalent to

ELA dynamics are contained in the following:

Theorem 3.4.2. Suppose φ � A�
� A is a surjective algebroid morphism. Let L� � A�

� R and

L � A� R be Lagrangians such that L� � L X φ. The following are equivalent:

1. γ� � I � A� is a critical path of

S��γ�� �� S 1

0
L��γ�t�dt .

2. γ� satisfies the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equation for L�.

3. γ �� φ X γ� � I � A is a critical path of

S�γ� �� S 1

0
L�γt�dt .

4. γ �� φ X γ� satisfies the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equation for L.

Previous results along similar lines include the reduction theorems of Weinstein and Mar-

tinez mentioned above, as well as a derivation by Martinez of the ELA equation from Hamilton’s

principle [34] for finite-dimensional systems. Theorem 3.4.2 applies to infinite-dimensional sys-

tems, which to our knowledge have not been considered in the literature before. Our proof will

extend the proof of the classical Euler-Poincaré reduction theorem, which is itself modelled on

the standard calculus of variations derivation of the Euler-Lagrange equation (see, eg. [30]).

To that end, we need two lemmas. The first says that algebroid morphisms send admissible

variations to admissible variations. The second is a generalization of the fundamental lemma

of calculus of variations.

Lemma 3.4.3. Let γ� be an A�-path and φ � A�
� A be an algebroid morphism. If a� is an

admissible variation of γ�, then φ�a�� is an admissible variation of γ �� φXγ�. Moreover, if b� is

conjugate to a� and equal to zero at the endpoints, then φ�b�� is conjugate to φ�a�� and is zero

at the endpoints.
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Proof. We check the three properties that φ�a�� must satisfy in order to be an admissible

variation of φ�a��. Clearly φ�a�εt� � φ�γ�t�. By Remark 2.4.3, φ�a�ε� is an A-path for all ε > I.

Lastly, let b� � I2
� A� be a function conjugate to a� such that b�

ε
0 � b

�ε
1 � 0. By the composition

property of algebroid morphisms,

φ�α�� � φ�a��dt � φ�b��dε � T �I2�� A

is again an algebroid morphism, showing that φ�b�� is conjugate to φ�a��. At the endpoints,

φ�b�ε0� � φ�b�ε1� � 0 since φ is linear on fibres.

Lemma 3.4.4. Let φ � A�
� A be a surjective algebroid morphism over the base map φ �M �

�

M . Suppose γ� is an A�-path, and let µ � I � A� be a smooth curve over the same base curve x

as φXγ�. If µ is not identically zero, then there exists an admissible variation a� of γ� such that

S
1

0
aµt , φ X b�0t fdt x 0 ,

where b� is the conjugate of a�.

Proof. Suppose µ is not identically zero, so that there is a t0 > I such that µ0 �� µ�t0� x 0.

Then, letting x0 �� x�t0�, there exists y > Ax0 such that `µ0, ye x 0. Since φ is surjective, there

is an x�0 >M
� and a y� > A�

x�0
such that φ�y�� � y.

We construct a smooth curve c� over x� �� π Xγ� such that c��t0� � y�. Extend y� to a section

Y �
> ΓA�, say by choosing Y � to be the constant section in a local chart around y� multiplied

by a smooth cutoff function whose support is in the coordinate neighbourhood. (The cutoff is

used to extend the section beyond the local neighbourhood of y�.) Then we define c�t �� Y
��x�t�.

Note that f�t� �� `µt, φ X c�te is a smooth function on I, so there is a neighbourhood J ` I

of t0 such that f is either positive or negative on J . Letting σ � I � R denote a smooth cutoff

with σ�t0� � 1 and support contained in J , define δγ�t �� σ�t�c�t. Then the function g � I � R
defined by

g�t� �� `µt, φ X δγ�te � σ�t�f�t�
is smooth, non-negative or non-positive, and non-zero on an open neighbourhood of t0. Hence

S
1

0
`µt, φ X δγ�tedt x 0 .

Finally, note that by Lemma 2.4.11, there exists an admissible variation a� of γ� whose

conjugate b� satisfies b�
0�t� � δγ��t� for all t > I. The result now follows.

We are now ready to prove the main theorem.

Proof of Theorem 3.4.2. Suppose the equivalence 1� 4 is established. Then the equivalences

1� 2 and 3� 4 follow as special cases when the morphism φ is chosen to be the identity. So

we are left with proving the following:
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Suppose φ � A�
� A is a surjective algebroid morphism. Let L� � A�

� R and L � A� R be

Lagrangians such that L� � LXφ. Then γ� � I � A� is a critical path of S��γ�� �� R 1
0 L

��γ�t�dt
if and only if γ �� φ X γ� is a solution to the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equation for L.

Let µ � I � A� be defined

µt ��
D

dt
�dV L�γt�� � T �©�dV L�γt�, γt� �#�dHL�γt� .

Assume first that γ� is a critical path of S��γ�� �� R 1
0 L

��γ�t�dt. We show that µγ is identically

zero.

Suppose µ is not identically zero. Then by Lemma 3.4.4 there is a variation a� of γ� such

that

S
1

0
aµt , φ X b�0t �fdt x 0 (3.4.1)

for the conjugate b� of a�. On the other hand, we will show that the integral on the left hand

side of (3.4.1) must be zero, showing that the assumption that µ is somewhere non-zero is

inconsistent. Since φ is an algebroid morphism, φ�a�� is a variation of φ�γ�� � γ with conjugate

φ�b�� (Lemma 3.4.3). This implies four things:

1. φ�a�0� � φ�γ�� � γ.

2. The endpoints φ�b�ε0� and φ�b�ε1� are zero.

3. φ�a��dt � φ�b��dε � T �I2�� A is a morphism, implying

D

dt
φ�b�� � D

dε
φ�a�� � T©�φ�a��, φ�b��� � 0

for any connection © on A.

4. The equation d~dεSε�0φ�a�εt� � #φ�b�0t � holds, where φ is the base map of φ and a�
ε
t is the

base map of a�
ε
t. This follows from the facts that b�t is an A�-path in ε for all t and that φ

is anchor-preserving, so that

d

dε
V
ε�0

φ�a�εt� � d

dε
V
ε�0

φ�b�εt� � dφ�#�b�
0
t � � #φ�b�0t �.
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Now, since γ� is a critical path,

0 �
d

dε
V
ε�0

S��a�ε� � S 1

0

d

dε
V
ε�0

L��a�εt�dt � S 1

0

d

dε
V
ε�0

L�φ X a�εt�dt
� S

1

0
cdV L�φ X a�0t �, Ddε Vε�0

φ X a�
ε
th � cdHL�φ X a�0t �, ddε Vε�0

φ�a�εt�h dt
� �S

1

0
cdV L�γt�, D

dt
φ X b�

0
t � T©�γt, φ X b�0t �h � bdHL�γt�,#φ X b�0t g dt

� S
1

0
c�D
dt
�dV L�γt�� � T �©�dV L�γt�, γt� �#�dHL�γt�, φ X b�0t h dt

� �S
1

0
`µt, φ X b�0t edt ,

contradicting (3.4.1), showing that µ must be identically zero.

Next assume µ is the zero function. The above computation of d~dεSε�0 S�a�ε� shows that

d

dε
V
ε�0

S��a�ε� � �S 1

0
`µt, φ X b�0t edt ,

which is zero for any admissible variation a�
ε

of γ�. Thus γ� is a critical path of S�.

3.5 Recovery of some known results on reduction

In this section we show how classical Euler-Poincaré reduction on groups may be recovered from

the more general algebroid reduction. Then we turn to the Lagrangian theory of semidirect

product reduction and show that it naturally fits into the theory of algebroid reduction as

well. These examples have well-known applications in fluid dynamics (see e.g. [2], [21], [31],

[5] and [30]). Specifically, Euler-Poincaré reduction may be used to show that the geodesic

equation on the group of volume preserving diffeomorphisms of a manifold M is equivalent to

the incompressible Euler fluid equation. Semidirect product reduction may be used to show

that Newton’s equation on the group of diffeomorphisms is equivalent to the compressible Euler

fluid equation. Since one of the goals of this thesis is to prove the corresponding results when a

rigid body is present in the fluid, it is instructive to see how the classical theory may be recast

in our algebroid framework. The proofs in these examples should be compared with the proofs

of Theorem 7.1.1 and Theorem 7.2.1.

Though we only cover classical Euler-Poincaré reduction and semidirect product reduction

in this section, we emphasize that the algebroid approach naturally includes other Lagrangian

reduction schemes (see [8]). It would be interesting to set the entire theory of Lagrangian

reduction by stages [6] in the algebroid framework.

We finish this section with Remark 3.5.3, which along with Remarks 3.2.6 and 3.3.8, argues

that in geometric mechanics, semidirect product groups should instead be given the structure of

action algebroids.
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3.5.1 Euler-Poincaré reduction

The classical Euler-Poincaré reduction theorem applies in situations where the configuration

space of the physical system may be identified with a Lie group G, and the Lagrangian L � TG�

R is invariant under the left (or right) action of G on TG. The symmetry in the Lagrangian

allows the Euler-Lagrange dynamics on TG to be reduced to dynamics on the algebra g governed

by the Euler-Arnold (or Euler-Poincaré) equation

d

dt
d`�ξ� � �ad�ξd`�ξ� .

Here ξ is a curve through g and ` is the restriction of L to g. Examples of systems governed by

Euler-Arnold equations are numerous, including the motion of rigid bodies and the motion of

incompressible fluids in a fixed domain (see, e.g., [21], [31] and [30] and references therein).

Theorem 3.5.1 (Euler-Poincaré reduction). Suppose L � TG � R is a Lagrangian on a Lie

group G that is invariant under the right action of G on TG. Let ` be the restriction of L to g.

Then a curve g in G solves the Euler-Lagrange equation for L if and only if the curve ξ �� ġg�1

in the algebra g solves the Euler-Arnold equation for `.

Proof. Let Φ � G �G� G be the groupoid morphism defined by Φ�h, g� �� hg�1 over the trivial

base map sending G to the single point �. We write elements ξg of a tangent space TgG as

ξg � ξg, where ξ is an element of the algebra g. The induced algebroid morphism φ � G � g is

given by right translation to the identity, φ�ξg� � ξgg�1
� ξ. Since L is right invariant, we have

L�ξg� � L�ξgg�1� � L�ξ� � `�ξ� � ` X φ�ξg� .
In Section 3.2 it was shown that the Euler-Lagrange equation on G is the ELA equation on

TG, and the Euler-Arnold equation on g is the ELA equation on g. The result therefore follows

by Lagrangian reduction on algebroids, Theorem 3.4.2.

3.5.2 Semidirect product reduction

The motivating example for this section is the compressible fluid, which has the Lagrangian

Lρ0 � TDiff�Rn�� R defined by

Lρ0�ug� �� 1

2
S
Rn
ug � ug ρ0 � S

Rn
w�Det�Dg�1�ρ̃0 X g

�1� g�ρ0 ,

which depends on a reference density ρ0 � ρ̃0d
nq. This Lagrangian has some features that we

describe in the abstract for purposes of developing the general theory.

Suppose we have a group G and a dynamical system on TG defined by a Lagrangian

Lρ0 � TG � R. The Lagrangian depends on a parameter ρ0, which is an element of a vector

space V on which G acts transitively from the left. We may denote the whole family of such

Lagrangians by L � TG � V � R, where L is defined such that Lρ�ug� � L�ug, ρ�.
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We assume that L is invariant under the left action of G on TG � V given by h � �vg, ρ� ���vgh�1, hρ�. This means, in particular, that Lρ0 is invariant under the corresponding left action

of Gρ0 , the isotropy group of ρ0. The reduction theorem in this setting is known as “Lagrangian

semidirect product reduction”. It says that since Lρ0 has Gρ0-invariance, the dynamics may be

reduced to g % V . This should be compared to the usual Lagrangian reduction theorem; since

Lρ0 has a weaker invariance property than full G-invariance, we may only conclude a weaker

reduction to a space larger than g.

Theorem 3.5.2 ([5]). Let L and Lρ0 be as above. Define ` � g � V � R by restricting the first

argument of L to the tangent space of the identity. Let g be a curve in G and let �ξ, ρ� ��

�ġg�1, ρ0g
�1� be a curve in g % V . The following are equivalent.

1. With ρ0 held fixed, the variational principle

d

dε
V
ε�0
S

1

0
Lρ0�gε�t�, ġε�t��dt � 0 (3.5.1)

holds for variations gε of g with fixed endpoints.

2. The curve g�t� satisfies the Euler-Lagrange equation for Lρ0 on G.

3. The variational principle

d

dε
V
ε�0
S

1

0
`�ξε�t�, ρε�t��dt � 0 (3.5.2)

holds on g % V , where the variations of ξ and ρ satisfy

d

dε
V
ε�0

ξε � η̇ � �ξ, η� and
d

dε
V
ε�0

ρε � ηρ . (3.5.3)

for some curve η in g which vanishes at the endpoints.

4. The curve �ξ, ρ� satisfies the Euler-Poincaré equation with advected quantity ρ on g % V ,

d

dt
dV l�ξ, ρ� � ad�ξdV l�ξ, ρ� � dH l�ξ, ρ� l ρ and ρ̇ � ξρ . (3.5.4)

We provide a proof of this theorem using the reduction techniques on algebroids developed

in Section 3.4. See Examples 2.1.2 and 2.1.13 for definitions and notation associated with action

groupoids and action algebroids.

Proof of Theorem 3.5.2. We apply the Reduction Theorem 3.4.2. First we demonstrate that the

Lagrangians Lρ0 � TG� R and ` � g%V are related by an algebroid morphism φρ0 � TG� g%V .

Define the map Φρ0 � G �G� G % V over the map Φρ0
� G� V by

Φρ0�h, g� �� �hg�1, gρ0� , Φρ0
�g� �� gρ0 .
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It is easy to check that this is a groupoid morphism. The induced algebroid morphism φρ0

acting on vg � ξg > TgG is computed 2

φρ0�vg� � ξgρ0 � �ξ, gρ0� .
This morphism is surjective since G acts transitively on V . By definition of Lρ0 and the

invariance of L, we have for any vg > TgG,

Lρ0�vg� � L�vg, ρ0� � L�vgg�1, gρ0� � L�ξ, gρ0� � ` X φρ0�vg� .
Next we observe that each of the four statements in Theorem 3.5.2 is equivalent to the

corresponding statement in the Reduction Theorem 3.4.2 in the special case A�
� TG and

A � g % V .

1. Let γ� � I � TG. The curve γ� is a TG-path if and only if it is the prolongation of

a curve g in G. Admissible variations of γ� are exactly those coming from variations of the

underlying curve g. It follows that γ� is a critical path (in the sense of Definition 3.1.1) of

S��γ�� � RI Lρ0�γ��t��dt if and only if g is a critical path of the variational problem (3.5.1).

2. By Example 3.2.1, the ELA equations for γ� are the same as the Euler-Lagrange equations

for the underlying curve g.

3. Let γ �� φρ0 X γ
� � I � g% V , and write γ � �ξ, ρ�. One may check that a variation �ξε, ρε�

of γ is admissible if and only if there exists an η satisfying (3.5.3). Thus γ is a critical path of

S�γ� � RI `�γ�t��dt if and only if �ξ, ρ� is a critical path of the variational problem (3.5.2).

4. by Example 3.2.3, the ELA equation for γ is the same as the Euler-Poincaré equation

for �ξ, ρ�. This completes the proof.

Remark 3.5.3. We have shown that the results of the Lagrangian theory of semidirect prod-

uct reduction follow naturally from algebroid reduction when the reduced space is given the

structure of an action algebroid rather than that of a semidirect product group. In particular,

our proof explains the origin of the special form of the variations (3.5.3) as the condition that

�ξε, ρε� is admissible in the sense of Definition 2.4.10.

3.6 Riemannian submersions of algebroids

We present a generalization of the notion of a Riemannian submersion between Riemannian

manifolds to the case where the tangent bundles are replaced by more general algebroids. The

definitions and theorems are closely analogous to their classical counterparts.

Suppose E�
�M � and E �M are vector bundles equipped with metrics `�, �eE� and `�, �eE ,

and suppose φ � E�
� E is a surjective vector bundle morphism over the map φ �M �

�M . The

2Recall the notation for action algebroids from Example 2.1.13: Each fibre of g % V � V is a copy of g. An
element ξ > g in the fibre over ρ > V is denoted by ξρ or by �ξ, ρ�.
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kernel of φ defines a vector bundle kerφ � M �, called the vertical bundle, and its orthogonal

complement kerφÙ �M �, called the horizontal bundle.

Definition 3.6.1. Suppose φ � E�
� E is a surjective vector bundle morphism. A curve

a� � I � E� is horizontal if a��t� is an element of the horizontal bundle kerφÙ for all t > I.

Definition 3.6.2. Define the lift operator liftx� � Eφ�x�� � kerφÙx� by assigning to each a > Eφ�x��
the unique vector a� in kerφÙx� such that φ�a�� � a.

Definition 3.6.3. A vector bundle morphism φ � E�
� E between two bundles equipped with

metrics is a Riemannian submersion if its restriction to the horizontal bundle is an isometry.

That is, for any a�, b� > kerφÙx, we have `a�, b�eE� � `φ�a��, φ�b��eE
The geodesics of a Riemannian manifold M can be characterized as curves through TM that

satisfy two conditions: they must be prolongations of curves in M and they must satisfy the

Euler-Lagrange equation for the kinetic energy Lagrangian L�x, v� � 1
2 SvS2. These conditions

have natural generalizations from TM to more general algebroids.

Definition 3.6.4. Suppose A �M is an algebroid equipped with a metric `�, �eA. An A-path

a � I � A is a geodesic if it solves the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equation for L � A� R defined by

L�a� �� 1
2`a, aeA.

By the reduction theorem, an A-path is a geodesic if and only if it is a critical path of the

action functional S associated to L,

S�a� �� 1

2
S
I
`a, aeA dt .

As in classical Riemannian geometry, Riemannian submersions of algebroids send horizontal

geodesics to geodesics.

Theorem 3.6.5. Suppose A� and A are algebroids equipped with metrics, and suppose φ � A�
�

A is a Riemannian submersion. Then a horizontal A�-path a� is a geodesic in A� if and only

if its image a �� φ X a� is a geodesic in A. Moreover, if a� is a geodesic with horizontal initial

vector a��0�, then a� remains horizontal for all t > I.

Proof. Let Π and ΠÙ be the orthogonal projections of A� onto kerφ and kerφÙ respectively.

Then the metric may be written

`a�, b�eA� � aΠ�a��,Π�b��f
A�
� aΠÙ�a��,ΠÙ�b��f

A�
� aΠ�a��,Π�b��f

A�
� aφ�a��, φ�b��f

A
,

where we have used the fact that φ is an isometry between kerφÙ and A. Defining

Sker�a�� �� 1

2
S
I
`Π�a��,Π�a��eA� dt ,
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we may write S��a�� � Sker�a�� � S X φ�a��
Let a� be a horizontal A�-path. Horizontality of a� implies that it is a minimum of the

functional Sker�a��. Thus, for any admissible variation aε� of a�,

d

dε
V
ε�0

S��aε�� � d

dε
V
ε�0

Sker�aε�� � S X φ�aε�� � d

dε
V
ε�0

S X φ�aε�� ,
showing that a� is a critical path of S� if and only if it is a critical path of S Xφ. It follows that

a� solves the ELA equation for L� if and only if it solves the ELA equation for L X φ. By the

reduction theorem 3.4.2, this latter condition is equivalent to the statement that φ�a�� solves

the ELA equation for L on A. This completes the proof that a horizontal A�-path is a geodesic

if and only if its image under φ is a geodesic.

Next, suppose a� is a geodesic with a horizontal initial vector a��0�. Consider the geodesic

a in A with initial vector φ�a��0��. Lift a to A� by first solving

d

dt
x��t� � #liftx��t�a�t� , x��0� � π�a��0��

to obtain a base path x� in M �, then defining a��t� �� liftx��t�a�t�. The A�-path a� has initial

vector a��0� and it is a geodesic since a is a geodesic. By uniqueness, a� must be the geodesic

we were considering in the first place, and it is horizontal by construction.

The theorem above extends a result of Izosimov and Khesin [17, Prop. 4.29], who show that

the anchor map of an algberoid A �M is a Riemannian submersion from A to TM , provided

that A and TM are equipped with appropriate metrics. This observation motivated our present

work on the geometry of fluid-body systems.

Example 3.6.6 (Otto’s Riemannian submersion). Consider a Riemannian manifold M . Let

Diff�M� %Dens�M� � Dens�M� be the action groupoid corresponding to the action of diffeo-

morphisms of on densities by pushforward, and let vect�M� % Dens�M� � Dens�M� be the

corresponding action algebroid. Equip each fibre �vect�M� % Dens�M��ρ with the (metric-

induced) L2 inner product of vector fields weighted by ρ. Equip Dens�M� with the Wasser-

stein metric corresponding to the metric on M . Then the anchor map # from the fibre

�vect�M� % Dens�M��ρ0 to the tangent space Tρ0Dens�M� is exactly the Riemannian sub-

mersion introduced by Otto in [40], with respect to the reference density ρ0.
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Overview of the approach to the

fluid-body problem

Our approach to the fluid-body system is best understood as a generalization of Arnold’s

picture of incompressible fluid motion. Consider the Euler equation for the velocity field u of

an incompressible fluid on a Riemannian manifold M :

ut �©uu � �©p .

Here ©u is the covariant derivative taken with respect to the Levi-Civita connection and ©

is the gradient defined by the metric. The time-dependent function p, called the pressure, is

defined by the condition that the fluid flow remains divergence-free for all times. That is, for

each t, p�t� is the solution of ∆p�t� � �©��©u�t�u�t��, so that ∂t©�u � 0 for all times. Arnold’s

approach to fluids is founded on the following remarkable observation:

The Euler equation of an incompressible fluid is the geodesic equation for a right-invariant

metric on the group SDiff�M� of volume-preserving diffeomorphisms of M .

One may prove this statement using Euler-Poincaré reduction (see Section 3.5.1). First, one

shows that the Euler fluid equation is an example of an Euler-Arnold (or Euler-Poincaré)

equation on the Lie algebra svect�M� with a Lagrangian ` � svect�M� � R. The Lagrangian

`�u� ��
1
2`u,ue is defined in terms of a quadratic form, which may be right-translated from

svect�M� to a Riemannian metric `�, �eM on SDiff�M�. A Lagrangian L � TSDiff�M�� R may

then be defined by setting L�v� �� 1
2`v, veM . The Euler-Lagrange equation on SDiff�M� with

this Lagrangian is exactly the geodesic equation for the right-invariant metric. Applying Euler-

Poincaré reduction (Theorem 3.5.1) shows that solutions of the geodesic equation on SDiff�M�
are in one-to-one correspondence (up to a choice of initial conditions) with solutions of the

Euler fluid equations.

We prove similar results for the incompressible fluid-body system by making the following

adjustments. First, the Lie algebra svect�M� must be replaced with an appropriate Lie algbroid

48
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SFBA. The fluid-body equations, rather than being an Euler-Arnold equation, are shown to

be an Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equation with respect to a Lagrangian ` � SFBA � R. On the

other hand, we consider geodesics on the fluid-body configuration space SQ equipped with a

natural metric. These geodesics are solutions to the Euler-Lagrange equation for a Lagrangian

L � TSQ � R. We show that the Lagrangians L and ` are related by an algebroid morphism

φ � TSQ � SFBA (this replaces the right-invariance condition we had before, in the case that

the body was absent). Applying Lagrangian reduction on algebroids (Theorem 3.4.2) in the

place of Euler-Poincaré reduction shows that geodesics on SQ are in one-to-one correspondence

with solutions of the fluid-body equations.

The compressible fluid-body system is studied in the same way. An appealing feature of

the algebroid approach is that at the algebroid level, the theory of the compressible fluid-body

system is no different from the theory of the incompressible fluid. However, as one approaches

more explicit descriptions of the compressible system, there is no avoiding the increased notation

required to keep track of the fluid density.

In order to carry out our plan and apply the Lagrangian reduction theorem to the incom-

pressible fluid-body system, we require an understanding of the “unreduced” algebroid TSQ

and the “reduced” algebroid SFBA. In Section5, we derive these algebroids from groupoids

that have clear physical interpretations as sets of transformations between different fluid-body

configurations. The algebroids are then given metrics, and their Levi-Civita connections, along

with their torsions, are computed. These latter objects are required to write down the ELA

equations. The same is done for the compressible system.

In Section 6, we show that the fluid-body equations are ELA equations on appropriate

algebroids equipped with appropriate Lagrangians. This is analogous to Arnold’s result showing

that the incompressible Euler fluid equations are Euler-Arnold equations on the Lia algebra of

divergence-free vector fields.

In Section 7, we use Lagrangian reduction to show that the fluid-body equations are related

to the geodesic equation (in the incompressible case) or to Newton’s equation (in the compress-

ible case) on the fluid-body configuration space. We also relate the incompressible, irrotational

fluid-body system to the Kirchhoff system (Theorem 7.3.1).
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Fluid-body kinematics

Before we can study the dynamics of the fluid-body system, we must first discuss the system’s

kinematics. In this section we establish the relevant notation, spaces, and constructions used

to describe the fluid-body system.

Remark 5.0.1. The constructions in this thesis can be carried out in the framework of Sobolev

spaces. We refer the reader to [16] and [3] for further details.

5.1 Rigid body kinematics

Here we set up the definitions and notations related to the rigid body. We start with a descrip-

tion of the body’s configuration space.

The shape of the body is defined by an open bounded subset B0 ` Rn. The set B0 is called

the reference body, and is thought of as the set of labels for the particles of the body. By a

configuration of the body we mean, for each label Q > B0, a specification of the position of the

body particle so labeled.

Rigidity of the body means that for any two points Q1 and Q2 in the label space, the

Euclidean distance between Q1 and Q2 must be equal to the Euclidean distance between their

physical locations q1 and q2 in any configuration. Clearly, given an element x in the Euclidean

group SE�n�, assigning the location q �� x �Q to each label Q specifies a valid configuration

of the rigid body. Conversely, every valid configuration is associated with exactly one element

x > SE�n�. In this way we identify SE�n� with the configuration space of the rigid body. We

define the subset Bx �� x �B0 ` Rn. This is the set of points in physical space that the body

occupies when it is at position x.

For future reference we record the group composition law and form of inverses for the

semidirect product group SE�n�. Given xi > SE�n�, composition is defined

x1x2 � �O1, L1��O2, L2� �� �O1O2,O1L2 �L1� ,
50
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and the inverse of an element x is given by

x�1
� �O,L��1

� �O�1,�O�1L� .
Before continuing, we remark on the notation used for vectors, covectors and dual pairings.

As is standard, velocities are represented by vectors and momenta are represented by cov-

ectors. Vectors in Rn are thought of as n � 1 matrices (columns) and covectors are thought

of as 1 � n matrices (rows). Thus the transpose operator, denoted by superscript T , sends

vectors to covectors and vice versa. Writing a vector u adjacent to a covector v denotes matrix

muliplication. Note that vu is a 1 � 1 matrix, while uv is an n � n matrix.

If u is a vector and v is a covector, we define the pairing

`u, ve �� Tr�uv� .
Note that the product uv is a matrix whose trace is equal to the number vu, so the ordering

does not matter; we have `u, ve � `v, ue.
Angular quantities are represented as matrices; the angular position of a rigid body is an

element of SO�n�, the angular velocity is an element of so�n�, and so on. The dual pairing of

an element R of a matrix space and an element Ω of the dual matrix space is defined similarly

to the pairing of vectors and covectors.

`R,Ωe �� Tr�RΩ� .
5.1.1 Velocities of the body

The velocity of the body at position x is described by an element ξ in the tangent space

TxSE�n�. As a set, TxSE�n� � TOSO�n� � Rn, and we write ξ � �R, l�. The matrix R >

TOSO�n� may be written as the product R � rO, where r > so�n� is an element of the Lie

algebra. The vector l is the linear velocity and the matrix r is the angular velocity.

The pairing between TSE�n� and its dual is defined component-wise. Given ξ � �R, l� >
TxSE�n� and η � �Ω, λ� > T �xSE�n�, we define

`ξ, ηe � `�R, l�, �Ω, λ�e �� `R,Ωe � `l, λe . (5.1.1)

The velocity of the body at position x may also be described as a vector field on the set Bx.

We show how such a vector field is constructed from an element ξ > TxSE�n�. Let xt be a curve

in SE�n� that generates ξ. As the body’s position advances along the curve xt, we trace the

motion of a particle in the body. A particle located at q > Bx at t � 0 is labelled by the point

Q � x�1q in the reference body B0. To see where q ends up at later times t, we apply xt to its

label point Q. Therefore the particle located at q > Bx at time t � 0 is located at xtx
�1 � q > Bxt

at time t. Thus the curve xt generates a family of diffeomorphisms τt � Bx � Bxt describing the
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motion of the body:

τt�qb� �� xtx�1
� qb .

Since τ0 � Id, the derivative at t � 0 of τt is a vector field which clearly encodes the instantaneous

velocity of the body moving according to xt. Vectors in TxSE�n� can then be associated with

body velocity fields in a natural way.

Definition 5.1.1. Given a vector v > TxSE�n�, we define the associated body velocity field ṽ

on Bx by

ṽ�q� �� d

dt
V
t�0
τt�q� � d

dt
V
t�0
xtx

�1
� q � vx�1

� q ,

where τt�q� � xtx
�1 � q motion associated to any curve xt in SE�n� satisfying x0 � x and

d~dtSt�0xt � v.

Proposition 5.1.2. Given a body position x � �O,L� > SE�n� and v � �rO, l� > TxSE�n�, the

body vector field ṽ is given by

ṽ�q� � l � r�q � qx� . (5.1.2)

Proof. Recall that the reference body is chosen so that its centre of mass is at the origin, ie.

RB0
QdnQ � 0. It follows that

qx �
1

m
S
Bx
q dnq �

1

m
S
B0

x �QdnQ �
1

m
S
B0

OQ �LdnQ

�
1

m
O �S

B0

QdnQ� �L � L .

By definition of the body velocity field, we have

ṽ�q� � vx�1
� q � �rO, l��O�1,�O�1L� � q � �r, l � rL� � q � l � r�q �L� ,

and the result follows.

5.1.2 Metric on the body configuration space

We will need to define the kinetic energy of the body, which is half the norm squared of a

metric on the configuration space. This section is devoted to defining that metric in terms of

the body’s mass and moment of inertia. The mass of the body is defined

m �� S
B0

1dnQ � S
Bx

1dnq ,

where the second equality holds for all x > SE�n� and follows from the change of variables

Q � x�1 � q. Here we are choosing the mass density of the body to be uniform and equal to 1,

though the result can be extended to bodies with non-uniform density as well. The centre of
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mass of the body depends on its position x and is given by

qx ��
1

m
S
Bx
q dnq .

This vector-valued integral is computed component-wise over q > Rn. We assume that the centre

of mass of the reference body is at the origin, so that q0 � 0. The moment of inertia is the

symmetric invertible matrix

I �� S
B0

QQT dnQ.

Recall that we are multiplying a column vector Q on the left by a row vector QT on the right,

so that QQT is an n � n matrix. Again, the integral is computed component-wise.

Definition 5.1.3. Let ξi � �Ri, li� be vectors in TxSE�n�. The body L2 metric is defined

`ξ1, ξ2eB �� `ξ1,IBξ2e ,
where the operator IB � TxSE�n�� T �xSE�n� given by

IB�ξ� � IB�R, l� �� �IRT ,mlT �
is the body inertia operator.

Proposition 5.1.4. The body metric is invariant under the left action of SE�n�.
Proof. Let ξ � �R, l� > TySE�n� be given and let yt � �At,Bt� be a curve generating ξ. The

lifted left action of x � �O,L� > SE�n� on ξ is computed

x � ξ ��
d

dt
V
t�0
xyt �

d

dt
V
t�0

�OAt,OBt �L� � �OR,Ol� > TxySE�n� .
It follows that

`x � ξ1, x � ξ2eB � `OR1, IRT2 O
T e � `Ol1,mlT2 OT e � `R1, IRT2 e � `l1,mlT2 e � `ξ1, ξ2eB .

The body metric is natural in the sense that it is a special case of the standard kinetic

energy of a continunous medium.

Proposition 5.1.5. The value of the body metric on two elements ξ1 and ξ2 in TxSE�n� is

equal to the value of the L2 metric of vector fields applied to the corresponding body velocity

fields ξ̃1 and ξ̃2:

`ξ1, ξ2eB � S
Bx
ξ̃1 � ξ̃2 d

nq . (5.1.3)
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Proof. Let ξi � �Ri, li�. Starting with the definition of the body velocity fields,

S
Bx
`ξ̃1, ξ̃

T
2 ednq � S

Bx
`ξ1x

�1
� q, �ξ�1

2 � q�T ednq � S
B0

`ξ1 �Q, �ξ2 �Q�T ednQ
� S

B0

`R1Q � l1, �R2Q�T � lT2 ednQ
� S

B0

`R1Q, �R2Q�T e � `R1Q, l
T
2 e � `l1, �R2Q�T e � `l1, lT2 ednQ. (5.1.4)

Now we use the following identities. The first term in the above becomes

S
B0

`R1Q, �R2Q�T ednQ � cR1, �S
B0

QQT dnQ�RT2 h � `R1, IRT2 e .
The second and third terms are zero, since

S
B0

`RiQ, lTj ednQ � cRi, �S
B0

QdnQ� lTj h � `Ri,mq0l
T
j e

and the centre of mass q0 of the reference body is at the origin. The last term becomes

S
B0

`l1, lT2 ednQ � cl1, �S
B0

1dnQ� lT2 h � `l1,mlT2 e .
Substituting these identities into formula (5.1.4) and using the definition (5.1.3) of the body

metric shows that equation (5.1.3) holds.

5.1.3 Levi-Civita connection on SE�n�

In this section we discuss the covariant differentiation with respect to the Levi-Civita connection

of the body metric. It will be viewed as coming from a flat Levi-Civita connection on a larger

space, the space of �n � 1�-square matrices Mat�n � 1�, into which SE�n� is embedded.

Equip Mat�n � 1� with the metric `A,BeMat �� `diag�I,m�AT ,B�e. Embed SE�n� into

Mat�n � 1� by the map

�O,L�( �
�
O L

0 1

�
� .

The group SE�n� with the body metric is a Riemannian submanifold of Mat�n � 1� via this

embedding. It is easily checked that the usual derivative d~dt is the Levi-Civita covariant

derivative with respect to `�, �eMat. The Levi-Civita covariant derivative on SE�n� is therefore

given by
D

dt
ξ � Π� d

dt
ξ� ,

where Π is the orthogonal projection from TMat�n � 1� to TSE�n� with respect to `�, �eMat.

The next lemma is useful because it allows us to avoid computing D~dt ξ explicitly if we are

only interested in IB�D~dt ξ�.
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Lemma 5.1.6. If D~dt is the Levi-Civita covariant derivative on SE�n� with respect to the

body metric, then

cD
dt
V
t�0
ξt, θh

B
� c d

dt
V
t�0
ξt, θh

Mat
� cI d

dt
V
t�0

�rtOt�T , sOh � cm d

dt
V
t�0

�lt�T , kh
for all curves ξt � �rtOt, lt� through ξ in TxSE�n� and all θ � �sO, k� > TxSE�n�.
Proof. By the above characterization of the Levi-Civita covariant derivative on SE�n�, and

since Π is an orthogonal projection with respect to the metric `�, �eMat, we have

cD
dt
V
t�0
ξt, θh

B
� cΠ� d

dt
V
t�0
ξt� , θh

Mat
� c d

dt
V
t�0
ξt,Π�θ�h

Mat
� c d

dt
V
t�0
ξt, θh

Mat
.

The result now follows from the definition of `�, �eMat.

5.2 The fluid-body configuration space

We suppose the fluid-body system resides in Rn with n C 3. The configuration space of the

system is defined in terms of a reference configuration, which is a bounded open subset B0

describing the shape of the body as in Section 5.1. The set B0 is thought of as the set of labels

for points in the body, and its compliment, F0 �� Rn �B0 is thought of as the set of labels for

the points in the fluid. If the fluid is compressible, we assume that there is a reference density

of the fluid ρ0 > Dens�F0�. We assume that the compliment of the body is simply connected.

By a configuration of the fluid-body system we mean, for each label Qf > F0, a specification

of the position of the fluid particle so labeled, and for each label Qb > B0, a specification of

the position of the body particle so labeled. The configurations must satisfy some natural

constraints. First, the motion of the body must be rigid. As discussed in Section 5.1, this

means that the valid configurations of the body are of the form Bx �� x � B0, where x is an

element of the Euclidean group SE�n�. Second, the fluid must meet the body with no gaps or

overlap between the two. This means that in any valid configuration with body position Bx,

there is a diffeomorphism φ � F0 � Fx �� Rn�Bx such that for each label Qf > F0 the position of

the corresponding fluid particle is given by qf �� φ�Qf� > Fx. We therefore make the following

definition of the fluid-body configuration space.

Definition 5.2.1. Given a reference body B0 and a reference fluid density ρ0 > Dens�F0�, we

define the configuration space of the fluid-body system to be the set

Q �� �
x>SE�n�

�x� �Diff�F0, Fx� .
The configuration space SQ of the incompressible fluid-body system is defined in the same way,

except the reference density is no longer needed and the diffeomorphisms Diff are replaced with

volume-preserving diffeomorphisms SDiff.
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Figure 5.1: A configuration of the fluid-body system is specified by an element x of the Euclidean
group SE�n� describing the body’s position and a diffeomorphism g > Diff�F0, Fx� describing
the location of the fluid particles.

Remark 5.2.2. It is also possible to consider fluid-body systems in bounded domains D ` Rn.

In this case the restriction on the dimension may be relaxed, and 2-dimensional systems can be

considered in addition to those in 3 dimensions and higher. This discrepancy in the dimension

is traced back to our use of the Hodge decomposition in Section 5.5, which requires stronger

hypotheses for unbounded domains than for bounded ones.

Remark 5.2.3. The case where the compliment of the body is not simply connected allows for

non-trivial circulation of the fluid around the body. It is an interesting problem to study the

motion of a rigid body in an incompressible, irrotational fluid with circulation. In 2 dimensions

this system is governed by the so-called Chaplygin-Lamb equations [43].

We consider the pair groupoid SQ � SQ� SQ to be the “unreduced” incompressible fluid-

body groupoid, and Q �Q � Q to be the “unreduced” compressible fluid-body groupoid. No

part of the construction relies on any symmetry in the configuration space. We call these pair

groupoids “unreduced” to contrast them to the groupoids defined in the next section, which do

make essential use of some group structure, and lead to “symmetry reduced” versions of the

equations governing the fluid-body system.

5.3 Reduced fluid-body groupoids

In this section we construct groupoids associated with the incompressible and compressible fluid-

body systems. They play the role of the group SDiff�F � in Arnold’s picture of incompressible

fluid motion on a manifold F . There the group SDiff�F � is interpreted as the set of maps

between fluid-body configurations. When a rigid body is present, the set of maps between

fluid-body configurations has the structure of a groupoid rather than a group.

Definition 5.3.1. The incompressible fluid-body groupoid SFBG � SE�n� is the set of triples

�y, x, g� > SE�n� � SE�n� � SDiff�Fx, Fy� .
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Figure 5.2: An element of the fluid-body groupoid is a map between two possible fluid-body
configurations. Groupoid composition is defined when the target body position of the right
factor matches the source body position of the left factor.

The source and target of �y, x, g� are x and y respectively. Groupoid multiplication is defined

�z, y, h��y, x, g� �� �z, x, h X g� .
An element �y, x, g� of SFBG is naturally interpreted as a map from the space of fluid-

body configurations with body position x to those configurations with body position y, as in

Figure 5.2.

For the compressible fluid-body system, one needs to keep track of the fluid density ρ. This

information is included in the base of the compressible fluid-body groupoid.

Definition 5.3.2. Let Dens��� �� �g>Diff�Rn� Dens�g�F0�� be the set of all densities over all

fluid domains exterior to any (non-rigid) body. The set of densities exterior to a given rigid

body is defined to be

M �� ��x, ρ� > SE�n� �Dens��� S ρ > Dens�Fx�� .
The compressible fluid-body groupoid is analogous to an action groupoid. This is reasonible,

since the compressible Euler equations without a rigid body are ELA equations on the algebroid

of the action groupoid Diff�F � % Dens�F � (see Example 3.2.3). With the inclusion of a rigid

body, this groupoid is modified to keep track of the body’s position.

Definition 5.3.3. The compressible fluid-body groupoid FBG �M is the set

FBG �� ��y, x, g, ρ� > SE�n� � SE�n� �Diff�Fx, Fy� �Dens�Fx��
over the base M . The source and target maps are given by

src�y, x, g, ρ� �� �x, ρ� and trg�y, x, g, ρ� �� �y, g�ρ� ,
and composition is defined

�z, y, h, g�ρ��y, x, g, ρ� �� �z, x, h X g, ρ� .
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5.4 Algebroids of the fluid-body system

The algebroids of the fluid-body groupoids SFBA and FBA are computed in this section.

5.4.1 Incompressible fluid-body algebroid

We now derive the Lie algebroid SFBA � SE�n� of the incompressible fluid-body groupoid

SFBG � SE�n�. We will see that elements of the fibre SFBAx over x > SE�n� are naturally

interpreted as a fluid-body velocity pairs �ξ, u�, with ξ > TxSE�n� the body’s velocity, and

u > svect�Fx� the fluid’s velocity. Each fluid-body velocity pair satisfies the natural boundary

condition that the normal components of the fluid’s velocity and the body’s velocity agree on

the interface ∂Fx (see Figure 5.3). We refer to this condition as the “equal normals” boundary

condition.

Proposition 5.4.1. The Lie algebroid SFBA� SE�n� of the incompressible fluid-body groupoid

SFBG has the following structure.

1. The fibre SFBAx over x > SE�n� is the vector space

SFBAx � ��ξ, u� > TxSE�n� � svect�Fx� S n � u � n � ξ̃� .
Here n is the outward pointing normal vector field along ∂Fx.

2. The anchor map # � SFBA� TSE�n� is given by

#�ξ, u� � ξ .
3. The Lie algebroid bracket on sections �Ξi, Ui� > ΓSFBA is the section defined at each

x > SE�n� by

��Ξ1, U1�, �Ξ2, U2���x� � ��Ξ1,Ξ2��x�, �U1�x�, U2�x���#U1�x� �U2�#U2�x� �U1� , (5.4.1)

where the operations appearing on the right are defined in Remark 5.4.2 below.

Remark 5.4.2. In the above, Ξ is a section of TSE�n� and U is a section of �x>SE�n� svect�Fx�.
The operations appearing in expression of the algebroid bracket are defined:

1. �Ξi,Ξj� is the usual Lie bracket of a vector fields on SE�n�.
2. For each x, U�x� is a vector field on Fx, so �Ui�x�, Uj�x�� is the usual Lie bracket of

vector fields on Fx.

3. The derivative of U in the direction ξ > TxSE�n� is the vector field on Fx defined at q as

�ξ �U�Sq �� d

dt
V
t�0

�U�xt�Sq� ,
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Figure 5.3: An element in the fluid-body algebroid is a tangent vector to a curve through the
identity in a fixed source fibre. The condition that the fluid meets the body with no gaps or
overlap between the two implies that the normal components of the fluid and body velocities
must agree on the boundary.

where xt is any curve in SE�n� such that d~dtSt�0xt � ξ.

Proof of 5.4.1. Part 1: By definition of SFBA � Lie�SFBG�, vectors in SFBAx are generated

by curves in SFBG of the form �xt, x, gt�, where x0 � x and g0 � idFx . Thus every element

a > FBAx has the form

a �
d

dt
V
t�0

�xt, x, gt� � �ξ,0, u� � �ξ, u� > TxSE�n� � vect�Fx� .
The boundary condition is derived from the fact that both the diffeomorphisms1 gt and τt map

the initial boundary ∂Fx to the time-advanced boundary Fxt . Specifically, let Γt � Rn � R be

a smooth function such that ∂Ft � �Γt � 0�. Differentiating the relation Γt X gt�q� � 0 for all

q > ∂F0, we find ∂tΓ0�q�� dΓ0,q�u� � 0. Similarly, ∂tΓ0�q�� dΓ0,q�ξ̃� � 0. Subtracting these two

equations, we find

dΓ0,q�u � ξ̃� � 0 ,

which means that the vector field u� ξ̃ is tangent to the boundary ∂F0. Equivalently, n �u � n � ξ̃.

Conversely, given a pair �ξ, u� satisfying the above boundary condition, we can construct a

curve in the source fibre SFBGx that generates �ξ, u�.
Part 2: Let �ξ, u� > SFBAx be generated by �xt, x, gt�. The anchor map is computed

#�ξ, u� �� d

dt
V
t�0

trg�xt, x, gt� � d

dt
V
t�0
xt � ξ .

Part 3: We derive a formula for the bracket on SFBA in two steps. We show there exists

an “extended” algebroid SFBAext over the same base SE�n� which maps surjectively onto

SFBA by an algebroid morphism. This extended algebroid is itself a subalgebroid of the direct

1Recall from Section 5.1.1 that the body motion is defined τt�q� �� xtx
�1

� q.
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product algebroid TSE�n� � svect�Rn�. The formula for the bracket on SFBAext is given by

restricting the bracket on TSE�n� � svect�Rn�. Then, the relation between FBAext and FBA

turns out to be simple enough to allow us to write the bracket on SFBA in terms of the one

on SFBAext.

Consider the pair groupoid SE�n� � SE�n� � SE�n� and the group of volume preserving

diffeomorphisms SDiff�Rn�. Form the direct product groupoid

PG �� �SE�n� � SE�n�� � SDiff�Rn�� SE�n� .
Define the extended fluid-body groupoid FBGext by

FBG
ext

�� ��y, x, g�PG S g�Fx� � Fy�� SE�n� ,
As in Example 2.1.13, the direct product algebroid PA �� Lie�PG� � TSE�n� � svect�Rn� �
SE�n� has the bracket structure

��Ξ1, U1�, �Ξ2, U2���x� � ��Ξ1,Ξ2��x�, �U1�x�, U2�x�� �#U1�x� �U2 �#U2�x� �U1� . (5.4.2)

The inclusion I � SFBGext � PG over the identity base map I � SE�n�� SE�n� is easily seen

to be a groupoid morphism. Thus the algebroid SFBAext
�� Lie�SFBGext� is a subalgebroid

of PA, and the bracket on SFBAext is given by restricting the bracket on PA.

Define the surjective morphism Φ � SFBGext � SFBG over the identity base map by

Φ�y, x, g� �� �y, x, gSFx�. The induced algebroid morphism φ � SFBAext
� SFBA is given

by a similar restriction, φ�ξ, u� � �ξ, uSFx�.
We compute the bracket on SFBA. Let �Ξi, Ui� be sections of SFBA. Define sections

�Ξi, Ũi� of SFBAext by extending, for each x > SE�n�, the vector field Ui�x� > svect�Fx� to a

vector field Ũi�x� defined on all of Rn. Thus φ�Ξi, Ũi� � �Ξi, Ui�. We have

��Ξ1, U1� , �Ξ2, U2��SFBA � �φ�Ξ1, Ũ1� , φ�Ξ2, Ũ2��SFBA � φ��Ξ1, Ũ1�, �Ξ2, Ũ2��SFBAext .
The formula (5.4.1) follows from (5.4.2) and the fact that each vector field Ũi�x� equals Ui�x�
on the open set Fx, so that

�ũ1, ũ2�SFx � �u1, u2� and �#�ξi, ũi� � Ũj�TFx � #�ξi, ui� �Uj .

Remark 5.4.3. The technique we use to compute the bracket on the fluid-body algebroid FBA

may also be used to compute the bracket on a related algebroid appearing in [17], where a fluid

with a vortex sheet is studied.
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5.4.2 Compressible fluid-body algebroid

The algebroid of the compressible fluid-body groupoid is considerably more complicated than

its incompressible counterpart. This is in part because the base M of the compressible groupoid

(see Definition 5.3.2) is not as simple as SE�n�, the base of the incompressible groupoid. Our

first task is to characterize the tangent space of M so that the anchor map of the compressible

groupoid may be defined.

Given a curve �xt, ρt� through �x, ρ� in M , let gt is a family of diffeomorphisms such that

ρt � gt�ρ. The tangent vector of this curve at t � 0 is equal to

d

dt
V
t�0

�xt, ρt� � d

dt
V
t�0

�xt, gt�ρ� � �ξ,�Luρ� � �ξ,�diuρ� ,
where u �� d~dtSt�0 gt. Any vector tangent to M is of the form, but this description is not unique;

there are many vector fields u generating the same density �diuρ. The next lemma specifies a

unique representative vector field for each vector tangent to M .

Definition 5.4.4. Define the map ∆ρ � C
ª�Fx�� Dens�Fx� by ∆ρp �� di©pρ.

Lemma 5.4.5. For each pair �ξ,�diuρ� in T�x,ρ�M , there exists a unique function pu on Fx

such that �ξ,�diuρ� � �ξ,�∆ρp
u� and such that n©p � n � ξ̃.

Proof. The problem of finding such a function pu for a given �ξ,�diuρ� is equivalent to finding

a solution of the elliptic equation

© � �ρ̃©p� � © � �ρu� , n©p � n � ξ̃ .

Solutions of this equation are known to exist, and are unique.

Remark 5.4.6. The above lemma says that T�x,ρ�M may be identified with the space of pairs

�ξ, p� in Tx �C
ª�Fx�. This characterization of T�x,ρ�M is similar to Otto’s description of the

tangent space of the space of densities on a manifold [40]. However, in this thesis we prefer to

treat T�x,ρ�M as the set of pairs in TxSE�n� �Dens�Fx� of the specific form �ξ,�∆ρp�.
Before describing the algebroid of the compressible fluid-body groupoid, it will be helpful

to understand a related construction. Recall from Section 5.3 the definition of Dens���, the

space of densities on the exterior of a non-rigid body. Consider the action groupoid Diff�Rn�%
Dens���� Dens���. Let

PG �� �SE�n� � SE�n�� � �Diff�Rn� %Dens����� SE�n� �Dens���
be a direct product groupoid, and let

PA �� Lie�PG� � TSE�n� � �vect�Rn� %Dens�Rn��
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be its algebroid.

Remark 5.4.7. We use the following notation to describe the bracket on PA. The factors

of a section �Ξ, U� of PA are the function Ξ � SE�n� � Dens��� � TSE�n� and the function

U � SE�n� �Dens��� � vectRn. We define Ξρ �� Ξ��, ρ� and Ξx �� Ξ�x, ��. For each fixed ρ, the

function Ξρ is a section of TSE�n�, and for each fixed x, the function Ξx is a map from Dens���
to the tangent space TxSE�n�. We make similar definitions for Ux (a section of vectR%Dens���
for each fixed x) and Uρ (a map from SE�n� to vect�Rn� for each fixed ρ). Lowercase letters

denote the value of sections at a point, �ξ, u� �� �Ξ, U��x, ρ�.
The following operations appear in the expression for the algebroid bracket on PA and are

defined:

1. �Ξρi ,Ξρj � is the usual Lie bracket of a vector fields on SE�n�.
2. #ρu �Ξx �� d~dtSt�0 Ξx�ρt�, where ρt is a curve generating #ρu.

3. �ui, uj� is the usual Lie bracket of vector fields on Fx.

4. #�ξ, u� �U �� d~dtSt�0U�xt, ρt�, where �xt, ρt� is a curve generating #�ξ, u�.
By Example 2.1.13, the direct product algebroid PA has the bracket

��Ξ1, U1�, �Ξ2, U2��PA�x, ρ�
� ��Ξρ1,Ξρ2��x� �#ρu1 �Ξ

x
2 �#ρu2 �Ξ

x
1 , �Ux1 , Ux2 ��ρ� �#xξ1 �U

ρ
2 �#xξ2 �U

ρ
1 � . (5.4.3)

The bracket in the left-hand factor is the Lie bracket on the vector fields Ξρ > ΓTSE�n�.
The bracket in the right-hand factor is the action algebroid bracket acting on sections Uxi >

Γvect�Rn� %Dens���. The latter is written out explicitly as

�Ux1 , Ux2 ��ρ� � �Ux1 �ρ�, Ux2 �ρ�� �#ρUx1 �ρ� �Ux2 �#ρUx1 �ρ� �Ux2
� �u1, u2� �#ρu1 �U

x
2 �#ρu2 �U

x
2 .

Also note that #�ξi, ui� � Uj � #xξ1 � U
ρ
2 � #ρui � U

x
j . Substituting these identities into the

expression for ��, ��PA,

��Ξ1, U1�, �Ξ2, U2��PA�x, ρ�
� ��Ξρ1,Ξρ2��x� �#ρu1 �Ξ

x
2 �#ρu2 �Ξ

x
1 , �u1, u2� �#�ξ1, u1� �U2 �#�ξ2, u2� �U1� . (5.4.4)

We are now ready to describe the fluid-body algebroid.

Proposition 5.4.8. The Lie algebroid FBA�M of the compressible fluid-body groupoid FBG

has the following structure.
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1. The fibre FBA�x,ρ� over �x, ρ� >M is the vector space

FBA�x,ρ� � ��ξ, u� > TxSE�n� � vect�Fx� S n � u � n � ξ̃� .
2. The anchor map # � FBA�x,ρ� � T�x,ρ�M is given by

#�ξ, u� � �#xξ,#ρu��ξ,�diuρ� ,
where pu is the unique function on Fx such that �∆ρp

u
� �diuρ.

3. Let �Ξi, Ui� > ΓFBA be sections and let �ξi, ui� �� �Ξi, Ui��x, ρ�. The Lie algebroid bracket

is the section defined at each �x, ρ� >M by

��Ξ1, U1�, �Ξ2, U2���x, ρ�
� ��Ξρ1,Ξρ2��x� �#ρu1 �Ξ

x
2 �#ρu2 �Ξ

x
1 , �u1, u2� �#�ξ1, u1� �U2 �#�ξ2, u2� �U1� , (5.4.5)

where the operations appearing on the right are defined in a manner similar to Re-

mark 5.4.7.

Proof. Part 1: The proof is entirely similar to that of the corresponding statement for the

incompressible case, Proposition 5.4.1.

Part 2: Let �ξ, u� > FBA�x,ρ� be generated by �xt, x, gt, ρ�. The anchor map is computed

#�ξ, u� �� d

dt
V
t�0

trg�xt, x, gt, ρ� � d

dt
V
t�0

�xt, gt�ρ� � �ξ,�Luρ� � �ξ,�diuρ� � �ξ,�∆ρp
u� .

Part 3: We derive a formula for the bracket on FBA in two steps. We show there exists

an “extended” algebroid FBAext over the same base M which maps surjectively onto FBA by

an algebroid morphism. This extended algebroid is itself a subalgebroid of the direct product

algebroid PA. The formula for the bracket on FBAext is given by restricting the bracket (5.4.4)

on PA. Then, the relation between FBAext and FBA turns out to be simple enough to allow

us to write the bracket on FBA in terms of the one on FBAext.

Define the extended fluid-body groupoid FBGext by

FBG
ext

�� ��y, x, g, ρ� > PG S g�Fx� � Fy��M ,

The inclusion I � FBGext � PG over I �M � SE�n� � Dens��� is easily seen to be a groupoid

morphism. Thus the algebroid FBAext
�� Lie�FBGext� is a subalgebroid of PA �� Lie�PG� �

TSE�n���vect�Rn�%Dens�Rn��, and the bracket on FBAext is given by restricting the bracket

on PA.

Define the surjective morphism Φ � FBGext � FBG over the identity id � M � M by

Φ�y, x, g, ρ� �� �y, x, gSFx , ρ�. The induced algebroid morphism φ � FBAext
� FBA is a similar
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restriction, φ�ξ, u� � �ξ, uSFx�.
We compute the bracket on FBA. Let �Ξi, Ui� be sections of FBA. Define sections �Ξi, Ũi�

of FBAext by extending, for each �x, ρ�, the vector field Ui�x, ρ� > vect�Fx� to a vector field

Ũi�x, ρ� defined on all of Rn. Thus φ�Ξi, Ũi� � �Ξi, Ui�. We have

��Ξ1, U1� , �Ξ2, U2��FBA � �φ�Ξ1, Ũ1� , φ�Ξ2, Ũ2��FBA � φ��Ξ1, Ũ1�, �Ξ2, Ũ2��FBAext .
The formula (5.4.5) follows from (5.4.4) and the fact that each vector field Ũi�x, ρ� equals

Ui�x, ρ� on the open set Fx, so that

�ũ1, ũ2�SFx � �u1, u2� and �#�ξi, ũi� � Ũj�TFx � #�ξi, ui� �Uj .

5.5 The Hodge decomposition

Consider the ρ-weighted L2 metric:

`u, veL2
ρ�F � �� S

F
u � v ρ .

We are interested in this metric because the kinetic energy of a fluid with on a domain F with

velocity u and density ρ is given by YuYL2
ρ�F �. In order to characterize different types of fluid

flow, we would like to have a Hodge decomposition for vector fields on an unbounded domain

(the exterior of the rigid body) with respect to the weighted metric. In this section, we review

the basic definitions of Hodge theory and point out some relevant special cases and results.

Throughout this section, we will often omit the distinction between k-vector fields and k-

forms whenever it does not bring ambiguity. Whenever necessary, the components of a k-vector

field written with respect to the standard basis of Rn will be considered as components of a

k-form. This allows us to interpret the differential d and the codifferential δ as operators on

k-vector fields. This is the same identification of vector fields and forms that is given by the

Euclidean metric. We caution that even when considering metrics other than Euclidean, as we

are about to do, we still identify vectors and forms via the Euclidean metric.

5.5.1 Hodge components with respect to weighted L2 metrics

The only results known to the author on the Hodge decomposition for exterior domains are due

to Schwarz [42]. These results are not given in terms of weighted L2 metrics on Rn, but instead

they are in terms of L2 metrics on Riemannian manifolds. To specialize the results of Schwarz

to our case, we find for each ρ a Riemannian metric on F whose Riemannian L2 pairing of
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vector fields is equal to our L2
ρ�F � pairing. Such a Riemannian metric on F is defined by

u �ρ v �� ρ̃
au � v ,

where ρ̃ is the smooth, bounded, positive function such that ρ � ρ̃dq, and a �� �n~2 � 1��1, and

the dot � on the right denotes the Euclidean metric. Indeed, the volume form of the metric �ρ

satisfies dVolρ �
»Sρ̃Snadq, so the �ρ pairing of vector fields is equal to

S
F
u �ρ v dVolρ � S

F
ρ̃au � v

»Sρ̃Snadq � S
F
u � v ρ ,

which is the L2
ρ�F � pairing.

The Hodge star operator � � Ωk�F � � Ωn�k�F � depends on the metric �ρ and is defined by

the condition

u , �v � u �ρ v dVolρ � u � v ρ̃dq � u � v ρ .

The codifferential operator δ � Ωk�F �� Ωk�1�F � is defined

δu �� ��1�nk�n�1
� d��u� .

We sometimes write δρ to emphasize that the codifferential depends on the metric (and in turn,

on the density ρ).

The components of the Hodge decomposition are now defined. Let

Ex�F � �� �df > vect�F � S t � df � 0 ¦ t tangent to ∂F�
Coρ�F � �� �δρw > vect�F � S n � δρw � 0 n is normal to ∂F� and

Hρ�F � �� �y > vect�F � S dy � δρy � 0� .
denote the subspaces of exact, co-exact and harmonic vector fields.

Remark 5.5.1. In this thesis we are considering the case where the fluid domain F is simply

connected with a compact boundary ∂F . Simple-connectedness of F implies that all harmonic

fields are also exact. Thus H�F � is also equal to

�y > vect�F � S y � dh, h � F � R satisfies δρdh � 0� .
However, we emphasize that even when F is simply connected, H�F � is not a subspace of

Ex�F �, because the only field in H�F � that satisfies the boundary condition t �df � 0 is the zero

field.

We finish this section with an important physical interpretation of co-closed vector fields.

Proposition 5.5.2. Vector fields u are co-closed if and only if they leave the density ρ invariant.
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That is,

δρu � 0 
� Luρ � diuρ � 0 .

Proof. Note that for any vector fields u and v, we have v , �u � v �ρ udVolρ � v � uρ � v , iuρ,

so that �u � iuρ. So, using the definition of δρ, we find that co-closed vector fields u satisfy

0 � δρu � ��1�nk�n�1 � diuρ. This equality holds if and only if diuρ � 0.

5.5.2 Weighted Sobolev spaces and the Hodge theorem

To get Hodge decomposition results on non-compact domains, we need to control the behaviour

at infinity of the vector fields. It suffices to assume the fields lie in certain weighted Sobolev

spaces which we now define.

Let Cª
c �F � be the space of compactly supported smooth real valued functions on a subset

F of Rn. The weighted Sobolev norm Y � YHs
ρ�F � on Cª

c �F � is defined

YgYHs
ρ�F � �� Q

0BSγSBs
Y∂γgσ 1�SγS

2 YL2
ρ�F � ,

where γ is a multi-index for the partial derivatives ∂ and σ�x� �� �1 � x2�.
Definition 5.5.3. The weighted Sobolev space Hs

ρ�F � is defined to be the Hs
ρ-completion of

Cª
c �F �. This definition is extended to vector-valued functions in the natural way.

Hs
ρ�F ;Rn� �� �g � �g1, . . . , gn� > Cª�Rn;Rn� S gi >Hª

ρ �Rn� for all 1 B i B n� .
Definition 5.5.4. The weighted Sobolev space of vector fields is defined to be those vector fields

whose component functions lie in Hs
ρ�F �:

Hs
ρvect�F � �� vect�F ��Hs

ρ�F ;Rn� .
Similarly, if X�F � is any subspace of vect�F �, we define Hs

ρX�F � ��X�F ��Hs
ρ�F ;Rn�.

We quote the Hodge decomposition theorem on exterior domains.

Theorem 5.5.5 (Hodge decomposition [42]). Let F be the closure of the compliment of a

bounded open set in Rn, with n C 3. The weighted Sobolev space Hª
ρ vect�F � of vector fields on

F splits into the L2
ρ�F �-orthogonal direct sum

Hs
ρvect�F � �Hs

ρEx�F �`Hs
ρCoρ�F �`Hs

ρHρ�F � . (5.5.1)

Remark 5.5.6. For the remainder of the text, we will assume that all diffeomorphisms from

one domain F1 to another F2 lie in the weighted Sobolev space defined

Hs
ρDiff�F1;F2� �� �φ � Id � g S g >Hs

ρ�F1;Rn� , det�Id �Dg� A 0� .
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We also assume all vector fields over a domain F are in Hs
ρvect�F �. From now on, we drop the

prefix Hs
ρ and write simply Diff�F1;F2�, vect�F �, Ex�F �, and so on.

5.5.3 Velocities of the fluid-body system

The fibre of a fluid-body algebroid is the space of instantaneous velocities of the fluid-body

system. In Section 5.4 it was shown that each element, in either SFBA or FBA, is a pair �ξ, u�
in the space Vx �� TxSE�n�` vect�Fx�, for some x > SE�n�. Thus, to decompose the space of

fluid-body velocities, we must extend the Hodge decomposition from vect�Fx� to Vx. We begin

by defining an inner product on Vx.

Definition 5.5.7. Let `�, �eB be the body metric. The L2
ρ-metric on Vx is defined

a�ξ, u� , �ω, v�f
L2 �� `ξ, ωeB � `u, veLρ2�F � � `ξ, ωeB � S

Fx
u � v ρ .

The inertia operator I � Vx � V �
x is defined by the condition

aI�ξ, u� , �ω, v�f � a�ξ, u� , �ω, v�f
L2

for all �ξ, u� and �ω, v� in TSE�n� `M vect. Explicitly, I is given by the formula I�ξ, u� �

�IB�ξ�, ρ̃u�.
Next we embed Ex�Fx� and Coρ�Fx� into Vx simply by appending the zero element of

TxSE�n�:
EFBAx �� ��0, u� > Vx S u > Ex�Fx��
CFBA�x,ρ� �� ��0, u� > Vx S u > Coρ�Fx�� ,

Consider the subspace of velocity pairs consisting of those pairs where the fluid velocity is a

ρ-harmonic vector field that satisfies the “equal normals” boundary condition. Define

HFBA�x,ρ� �� ��ξ,©hξ� > Vx S hξ >Hρ�Fx�, n � ξ̃ � n � ©hξ� ,
which is the space of fluid-body velocity pairs satifying the “equal normals” condition, and

such that the fluid velocity u � hξ is a harmonic field. Notice that hξ is completely determined

by ξ, since it is harmonic and required to satisfy fixed Neumann boundary conditions once

ξ is chosen. Thus HFBA�x,ρ� is finite-dimensional. Basic linear algebra then proves the L2-

orthogonal splitting

TxSE�n�`Hρ�Fx� �HFBA�x,ρ� `HFBA
Ù

�x,ρ� .

Proposition 5.5.8. Each space Vx �� TxSE�n�` vect�Fx� admits the following L2
ρ-orthogonal
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splitting:

Vx � EFBAx ` CFBA�x,ρ� `HFBA�x,ρ� `HFBA
Ù

�x,ρ� . (5.5.2)

Proof. The Hodge theorem 5.5.5 allows us to write

TxSE�n�` vect�Fx� � TxSE�n�` Ex�Fx�` Coρ�Fx�`Hρ�Fx�
� Ex�Fx�` Coρ�Fx�`HFBA�x,ρ� `HFBA

Ù

�x,ρ�

� EFBAx ` CFBA�x,ρ� `HFBA�x,ρ� `HFBA
Ù

�x,ρ� . (5.5.3)

It is not difficult to show that this splitting is L2-orthogonal, proving (5.5.2).

Remark 5.5.9. For an incompressible fluid, we assume ρ is the uniform density ρ � dnq. In

this case we drop the subscript ρ from the notation for the L2
ρ metric, the Hodge components

CFBA�x,ρ�, HFBA�x,ρ� and so on.

5.6 Metrics and connections

In order to write down the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equations of the incompressible and com-

pressible fluid-body systems, we must choose connections on the incompressible and compress-

ible algebroids. We equip these algebroids with natural metrics, and then derive the associated

Levi-Civita connections. We also compute the torsion of each connection. The incompressible

case is covered first. The compressible case is similar, but the presence of the fluid density

complicates things enough to warrant a detailed treatment.

5.6.1 The incompressible case

The natural metric on SFBA is determined by physical considerations; its square norm must

be the kinetic energy of the fluid-body system, which is the sum of the rigid body kinetic energy

and the fluid kinetic energy.

Definition 5.6.1. The L2 metric on SFBA is defined for the �ξ, u�, �ω, v� > SFBAx as

a�ξ, u� , �ω, v�f2
L
�� `ξ, ωeB � S

Fx
u � v dq .

The incompressible fluid-body algebroid splits into the L2-orthogonal subspaces of coexact

and harmonic fluid-body velocity pairs that we identified in Section 5.5.3.

Proposition 5.6.2. We have the following L2-orthogonal splitting of the incompressible fluid

body algebroid:

SFBAx � CFBAx `HFBAx . (5.6.1)
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Furthermore, the L2-orthogonal compliment of SFBAx in TxSE�n�` vect�Fx� is the subspace

SFBAÙ

x � EFBAx `HFBA
Ù

x . (5.6.2)

Proof. First we show (5.6.1) holds. Note that pairs �ξ, u� in each of CFBAx and HFBAx

satisfy the boundary condition n � ξ̃ � n � u required to be in SFBAx. Conversely, by the Hodge

theorem, any pair in SFBA may be decomposed as2

�ξ, u� � �0, δρw� � �ξ, dh� ,
which is an element of CFBAx ` HFBAx. Equation (5.6.5) now follows immediately from

Proposition 5.5.8.

Remark 5.6.3. Fluid-body velocity pairs in CFBAx are those velocities of the system that

move the fluid but leave the body fixed. Pairs in HFBAx have non-zero body velocity and

a fluid velocity satisfying the “equal normals” boundary condition. Furthermore, this fluid

velocity has the smallest L2 energy among all velocities with satisfying this condition. Thus we

may say that pairs HFBAx encode the influence of the motion of the body in the surrounding

field.

The following corollary is immediate from Proposition 5.6.11.

Corollary 5.6.4. There exists an L2-orthogonal projection Πx � TxSE�n�` vectFx � SFBAx.

Proof. The desired projection is projection onto the middle two factors of the decomposition

of TxSE�n�` vectFx given in Proposition 5.5.8.

The projection onto the incompressible fluid-body algebroid gives us a tool to guarantee

that any fluid-body velocity pairs that we generate in our computations lie in the algebroid.

We think of Π as “fixing” the fluid and body velocities so that they satisfy the equal normals

boundary condition.

Recall from Section 5.6 that the Levi-Civita connection is defined in terms of an isomorphism

#�1 between the tangent bundle of the base, TSE�n�, and the horizontal subbundle ker#Ù.

We now identify the horizontal subbundle and the isomorphism #�1.

Proposition 5.6.5. The isotropy algebra ker#x and its L2-orthogonal compliment are equal to

ker #x � CFBAx ,

ker #Ù

x �HFBAx .

2Note that the vector field u has no potential component since it is divergence-free.
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Proof. Suppose �ξ, u� is in ker #x. Then #�ξ, u� � ξ � 0, and the equal normals boundary

condition implies iud
nq � 0 on ∂Fx. Thus for any �θ, dh� >HFBAx, we have

a�ξ, u� , �θ, dh�f
L2 � `u, dheL2�Fx� � S

Fx
u � dhdnq

� �S
Fx
hdiud

nq � S
∂Fx

f iud
nq � 0 ,

where we have used the fact that diud
nq � 0, since u is divergence-free. This shows that �ξ, u�

is an element of CFBAx. Conversely, it is easily checked that any element of CFBAx is also an

element of ker #x. This proves that ker #x � CFBAx. The expression for ker #Ù

x now follows

from the splitting of SFBAx given in Proposition 5.6.2.

Corollary 5.6.6. The lift isomorphism #�1 � TxSE�n�� ker#Ù

x is given by

#�1�ξ� �� �ξ,©hξ� ,
where hξ is the harmonic function uniquely determined by ξ satisfying the Neumann boundary

condition n � ©hξ � n � ξ̃.

Proof. Clearly #�1�ξ� is an element of ker #Ù

x �HFBAx for all ξ > TxSE�n�, and its inverse is

the anchor map #.

We can now write down a formula for the Levi-Civita connection, and compute its torsion.

Proposition 5.6.7. Let ©E be the Levi-Civita connection on TSE�n� with respect to the body

metric. Let ξ be a vector in TxSE�n�, let �Ω, V � be a section of SFBA, and let �ω, v� ��

�Ω, V ��x�. The Levi-Civita connection on SFBA with respect to the L2 metric is given by

©ξ�Ω, V ��x� � Π �©Eξ Ω�x� , �©hξ � ©�v � ξ � V �x�� .
Proof. If the torsion-free, metric compatible A-connection ©A on SFBA is known, then the

formula for the Levi-Civita connection follows directly from Definition 2.2.17,

©ξ�Ω, V ��x� �� ©A#�1�ξ��Ω, V ��x�
and the definition of the lift isomorphism given above. We give a formula for the connection

©A and prove that it is torsion-free and metric compatible. Define ©A by

©
A

�ξ,u��Ω, V ��x� �� Π �©Eξ Ω , �u � ©�v � ξ � V �x�� . (5.6.3)

Note that the projection Π is included to ensure that the resulting fluid-body velocity pair has

compatible boundary conditions.
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Consider two sections �Ξ, U� and �Ω, V � with values �ξ, u� and �ω, v� at x. It is clear that

©A�ξ,u��Ω, V ��x� � ©A�ω,v��Ξ, U��x� � ��Ξ, U�, �Ω, V ���x� for all x > SE�n�, so the connection is

torsion-free.

All that remains is to check that ©A is compatible with the L2 metric on SFBA. Let �θ,w�
be a vector in SFBAx, and let xt be a curve in SE�n� generating θ. First observe that

d

dt
V
t�0
S
Fxt

U�xt� � V �xt�dq � S
∂Fx

u � v iθ̃dq � S
Fx

�θ �U�x�� � v dq � S
Fx
u � �θ � V �x��dq ,

and since n �w � n � θ̃,

S
∂Fx

u � v iθ̃dq � S
∂Fx

u � v iwdq .

Moreover, using Stokes’ theorem and identifying vector fields and 1-forms, we have

S
∂Fx

u � v iwdq � S
Fx
iwd�u � v�dq � S

Fx
��w � ©�u� � v dq � S

Fx
u � ��w � ©�v�dq .

It is now straightforward to check metric compatibility. Note that #�θ,w� � θ. We have

#�θ,w�a�Ξ, U�, �Ω, V �f
L2 �

d

dt
V
t�0

�aΞ,Ωf
B
�xt� � S

Fxt

U�xt� � V �xt�dq�
� a©Eθ Ξ,Ωf

B
�x� � aΞ,©Eθ Ωf

B
�x�

� S
Fx

��w � ©�u� � v dq � S
Fx
u � ��w � ©�v�dq

� S
Fx

�θ �U�x�� � v dq � S
Fx
v � �θ � V �x��dq

� a©A�θ,w��Ξ, U�, �Ω, V �fL2�x� � a�Ξ, U�,©A�θ,w��Ω, V �fL2�x� .

Remark 5.6.8. Let at � �ξt, ut� be a curve through SFBA. The covariant differentiation of

at associated with the Levi-Civita connection is given by the formula

D

dt
at � �D

dt
ξt ,

d

dt
ut � �©hξ � ©�u� .

The derivative D~dt on the right hand side is the covariant derivative of curves in TSE�n�
associated with the Levi-Civita connection ©E on SE�n� with respect to the body metric. The

derivative d~dtut is computed pointwise in q > Fx. The function hξ is the harmonic function

satisfying n � ©hξ � n � u.

This section concludes with a computation of the associated torsion.

Lemma 5.6.9. Let a � �ξ, u� and b � �ω, v� be two points in SFBAx. The torsion of the
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Levi-Civita connection on SFBA is

T©�a, b� � Π�0 , �©hξ � ©�v � �©hω � ©�u � �u, v�� .
Proof. Let A � �Ξ, U� and B � �Ω, V � be two sections of SFBA such that A�x� � a � �ξ, u�
and B�x� � b � �ω, v�. A simple computation shows

T©�a, b� � ©#aB�x� �©#bA�x� � �A,B��x�
� ©ξ�Ω, V ��x� �©ω�Ξ, U��x� � ��Ξ, U�, �Ω, V ���x�
� Π�0 , �©hξ � ©�v � �©hω � ©�u � �u, v�� ,

where we have used the fact that ©E is torsion-free, and the terms ξ �V �x� and ω �U�x�, which

appear in both the connection and the algebroid bracket, have cancelled.

5.6.2 The compressible case

As in the incompressible case, the natural metric on FBA is determined by the condition that

its square norm is the kinetic energy of the fluid-body system.

Definition 5.6.10. The L2 metric on FBA is defined for the �ξ, u�, �ω, v� > FBAx as

a�ξ, u� , �ω, v�f
L2
ρ
�� `ξ, ωeB � S

Fx
u � v ρ .

The compressible fluid-body algebroid splits into the L2-orthogonal subspaces of exact,

coexact and harmonic fluid-body velocity pairs that we identified in Section 5.5.3. We omit the

proof, which follows the same method as in the incompressible case (see Proposition 5.6.2).

Proposition 5.6.11. We have the following L2-orthogonal splitting of the compressible fluid-

body algebroid:

FBA�x,ρ� � EFBA�x,ρ� ` CFBA�x,ρ� `HFBAx,ρ , (5.6.4)

Furthermore, the L2-orthogonal compliment of FBA�x,ρ� in TxSE�n�`vect�Fx� is the subspace

FBA
Ù

�x,ρ� �HFBA
Ù

x,ρ . (5.6.5)

Remark 5.6.12. We have the following interpretations of the subspaces comprising FBA.

Fluid-body velocity pairs in EFBA�x,ρ� have zero body velocity and a fluid velocity given by an

exact vector field. Such pairs therefore correspond to infinitesimal motions of the system that

leave the body fixed and move the fluid density. Pairs in CFBA�x,ρ� also have zero body velocity,

but have a fluid velocity that is ρ-divergence free, and therefore correspond to fluid motions

that leave the fluid density fixed. Finally, pairs in HFBAx,ρ have non-zero body velocity, and

a fluid velocity given by a harmonic exact vector field. These pairs encode the influence of the

motion of the body on the surrounding fluid.
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As in the incompressible case, the description of the compressible fluid-body algebroid in

terms of Hodge components immediately implies the exitence of an orthogonal projection op-

erator.

Corollary 5.6.13. There exists an L2-orthogonal projection Π�x,ρ� � TxSE�n� ` vectFx �

FBA�x,ρ�.

To derive a formula for the Levi-Civita connection on FBA, it is necessary to identify each

tangent space T�x,ρ�M with the orthogonal compliment ker #�x,ρ� of the isotropy algebra. Again

we describe the isotropy algebra and its compliment in terms of Hodge components.

Proposition 5.6.14. The isotropy algebra ker #�x,ρ� and its L2-orthogonal compliment are

equal to

ker #�x,ρ� � CFBA�x,ρ� ,

ker #Ù

�x,ρ� � EFBA�x,ρ� `HFBAx,ρ .

Proof. Suppose �ξ, u� is in ker #�x,ρ�. Then #�ξ, u� � �ξ,�diuρ� � �0,0�, and the equal normals

boundary condition implies iud
nq � 0 on ∂Fx. Thus for any �θ, df� > EFBA�x,ρ� `HFBA�x,ρ�,

a�ξ, u� , �θ, df�f
L2 � `u, dfeL2

ρ�Fx� � SFx u � df ρ
� �S

Fx
f diuρ � S

∂Fx
f iuρ � 0 .

This shows, by Proposition 5.6.11, that ker #�x,ρ� is contained in CFBA�x,ρ�.
Next suppose �ξ, u� is in CFBA�x,ρ�. Then ξ � 0 and u is ρ-co-exact. In particular, u is

co-closed, and by Proposition 5.5.2, we have �diuρ � 0. This shows that #�ξ, u� � 0, proving

that CFBA�x,ρ� is contained in ker #�x,ρ�.
The expression for ker #Ù

�x,ρ� now follows from Proposition 5.6.11.

Corollary 5.6.15. The lift operator #�1 � TM � ker #Ù is given by

#�1�ξ,�∆ρp� � �ξ,©p� .
Proof. By Propositions 5.6.14 and 5.4.5, for every �ξ,�di©pρ� > T�x,ρ�M , the pair �ξ,©p� is in

ker #Ù

�x,ρ�. It is also immediate from the formula for # that #�ξ,©p� � �ξ,�di©pρ�.
We can now compute the Levi-Civita connection on FBA. The formula involves a lot of

notation, but we are ultimately only interested in the associated covariant derivative D~dt of

curves in FBA and the torsion T©, and these latter objects are much simpler (see Remark 5.6.17

and Lemma 5.6.18).
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Proposition 5.6.16. Let ©E be the Levi-Civita connection on TSE�n� with respect to the

body metric. Let �ζ,�∆ρp� be a vector in TxM , let �Ξ, U� be a section of FBA, and let

�ξ, u� �� �Ξ, U��x�. The Levi-Civita connection on FBA with respect to the L2 metric is given

by

©�θ,�∆ρp��Ξ, U��x, ρ�
� Π�©Eθ Ξρ�x� � ��∆ρp� �Ξx�ρ� , �©p � ©�u � �θ,�∆ρp� �U�x, ρ�� . (5.6.6)

Proof. We proceed by first giving a formula for the Levi-Civita A-connection on TSE�n� `M
vect, then we apply the projection Π to get the Levi-CivitaA-connection on FBA, and finally we

use the lift map #�1 above to get the Levi-Civita TM connection we are looking for, according

to the prescription 2.2.17.

We claim that the Levi-Civita A-connection on TSE�n�`M vect is given by

©
A

�θ,w��Ξ, U��x, ρ� �� �©B�θ,w�Ξ , ©
F
�θ,w�U��x, ρ� ,

where

©
B
�θ,w�Ξ�x, ρ� �� ©Eθ Ξρ�x� �#ρw �Ξx�ρ�

and

©
F
�θ,w�U�x, ρ� �� �w � ©�u �#�θ,w� �U�x, ρ� .

It is easy to see that ©A is torsion-free. To check metric compatibility, we wish to show

#�θ,w�a�Ξ, U� , �Ω, V �f
L2 � a©A�θ,w��Ξ, U� , �Ω, V �fL2 � a�Ξ, U� , ©A�θ,w��Ω, V �fL2 .

It suffices to show, for a curve �xt, ρt� in M generating #�θ,w�,
d

dt
V
t�0

aΞ�xt, ρt� , Ω�xt, ρt�fB � a©B�θ,w�Ξ�x, ρ� , Ω�x, ρ�f
B
� aΞ�x, ρ� , ©B�θ,w�Ω�x, ρ�fB (5.6.7)

and

d

dt
V
t�0

aU�xt, ρt� , V �xt, ρt�fL2
ρ�Fx� �

a©F�θ,w�U�x, ρ� , V �x, ρ�fL2
ρ�Fx��

aU�x, ρ� , ©F�θ,w�V �x, ρ�fL2
ρ�Fx� .

(5.6.8)

To see that (5.6.7) is true, treat Ξ�xt, ρt� as a time-dependent section Ξρt evaluated on a

curve xt, and treat Ω�xt, ρt� the same. Then we have

d

dt
V
t�0

aΞ�xt, ρt� , Ω�xt, ρt�fB � cD
dt
V
t�0

Ξρt�xt� , Ω�x, ρ�h
B
� cΞ�x, ρ� , D

dt
V
t�0

Ωρt�xt�h
B
,

where D~dtSt�0 here is the covariant derivative of curves for the Levi-Civita connection ©E on
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SE�n�. Note that

D

dt
V
t�0

Ξρt�xt� � ©Eθ Ξρ�x� � d

dt
V
t�0

Ξx�ρt� � ©Bθ,wΞ�x, ρ� ,
so (5.6.7) holds.

Next we show equation (5.6.8). Starting with the definition of the inner product `�, �eL2
ρ�Fx�,

d

dt
V
t�0

aU�xt, ρt� , V �xt, ρt�fL2
ρ�Fx� �

d

dt
V
t�0
S
Fxt

U�xt, ρt� � V �xt, ρt�ρt
� S

Fx
� d
dt
V
t�0
U�xt, ρt� � v � u � d

dt
V
t�0
V �xt, ρt�� ρ (5.6.9)

� S
∂Fx

u � v iθ̃ρ � S
Fx
u � v

d

dt
V
t�0
ρt .

By definition, d~dtSt�0U�xt, ρt� � #�θ,w� �U�x, ρ�. We also have iθ̃ρ � iwρ on ∂Fx since �θ,w�
is in FBA. And since �xt, ρt� generates #�θ,w� � �θ,�∆ρp

w� � �θ,�diwρ�, we have d~dtSt�0 ρt �

�diwρ. The last line of (5.6.9) can therefore be written

S
∂Fx

u � v iθ̃ρ � S
Fx
u � v

d

dt
V
t�0
ρt � S

Fx
d�u � v iwρ� � u � v diwρ � S

Fx
iwd�u � v�ρ

� S
Fx

��w � ©�u� � v� � u � ��w � ©�v�ρ .
Thus equation (5.6.9) becomes

d

dt
V
t�0

aU�xt, ρt� , V �xt, ρt�fL2
ρ�Fx� � SFx ��#�θ,w� �U�x, ρ�� � v � u � �#�θ,w� � V �x, ρ���ρ

� S
Fx

��w � ©�u� � v� � u � ��w � ©�v�ρ ,
which is the equality (5.6.8) that we wished to show.

Having identified the Levi-Civita A-connection on FBA, the Levi-Civita TM -connection

for FBA is given by

©�θ,�∆ρp��Ξ, U��x, ρ� � Π�©A#�1�θ,�∆ρp��Ξ, U���x, ρ� .
Using the definitions of ©A and #�1, one recovers the expression (5.6.6).

Remark 5.6.17. The associated covariant derivative of a curve at � �ξt, ut� through FBA has

a much simpler formula:
D

dt
at � �D

dt
ξt ,

d

dt
ut � �©p � ©�u� .

The derivative D~dt on the right hand side is the covariant derivative of curves in TSE�n�
associated with the Levi-Civita connection ©E on SE�n� with respect to the body metric. The
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derivative d~dtut is computed pointwise in q > Fx. The function p satisfies d~dtSt�0 ρt � �∆ρp,

where �xt, ρt� is the base curve of at.

Lemma 5.6.18. Let a � �ξ, u� and b � �ω, v� be two points in FBA�x,ρ�. Recall that pu and pv

are the unique functions on Fx such that �diuρ � �∆ρp
u and �divρ � �∆ρp

v. The torsion of

the Levi-Civita connection on FBA is

T©�a, b� � Π�0 , �©pu � ©�v � �©pv � ©�u � �u, v�� .
Proof. Let A � �Ξ, U� and B � �Ω, V � be two sections of FBA such that A�x, ρ� � a � �ξ, u�
and B�x� � b � �ω, v�. A simple but notation-heavy computation shows

T©�a, b� � ©#aB�x� �©#bA�x� � �A,B��x�
� ©#�ξ,u��Ω, V ��x, ρ� �©#�ω,v��Ξ, U��x, ρ� � ��Ξ, U�, �Ω, V ���x, ρ�
� Π�0 , �©pu � ©�v � �©pv � ©�u � �u, v�� ,

where we have used the fact that ©E is torsion-free.
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Fluid-body dynamics

In this section we show that the equations governing the motion of the fluid-body system are

all examples of ELA equations. These results are analogous to Arnold’s observation that the

Euler equation of an incompressible fluid is an example of an Euler-Arnold equation on a Lie

algebra.

We begin by recording the fact that the incompressible fluid-body system is governed by

a geodesic equation on the incompressible configuration space SQ. We then show that the

incompressible fluid-body equations are ELA equations on SFBA for a natural Lagrangian.

Analogous derivations are also carried out for the compressible system.

6.1 Unreduced dynamics

We define an appropriate Lagrangian L � TSQ� R on the configuration space SQ of the incom-

pressible fluid-body system, and show that the dynamics are governed by the geodesic equation.

Then we treat the compressible system in a similar manner, and show that the dynamics there

are governed by Newton’s equation. These descriptions are “unreduced” in the sense that they

do not make use of any symmetry in the configuration spaces or the Lagrangians.

Consider first the incompressible fluid-body system with configuration space SQ. The nat-

ural L2-type metric on TSQ is given by the sum of the body metric and the L2 metric of vector

fields acting on the fluid velocities:

a�ξ, ug�, �ω, vg�fL2 �� `ξ, ωeB � S
F0

�ug � vg� X g dq . (6.1.1)

The Lagrangian L � TSQ� R for the unreduced system is given by the kinetic energy L � T ,

where

T �ξ, ug� �� 1

2
a�ξ, ug�, �ξ, ug�fL2 .

77
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Thus, by Proposition 3.2.1, the ELA equation on TSQ is the geodesic equation

D2

dt2
�x, g� � 0 , (6.1.2)

where D~dt is the covariant derivative associated with the Levi-Civita connection on TQ with

respect to the L2 metric on TQ.

Consider next the compressible system with configuration space Q. The natural L2-type

metric on TQ is given by

a�ξ, ug�, �ω, vg�fL2 �� `ξ, ωeB � S
F0

�ug � vg� X g ρ0 . (6.1.3)

The Lagrangian L � TQ� R for the unreduced system is of the form L � T �U . The kinetic

energy T is defined with respect to the above metric. We have

T �ξ, ug� � 1

2
a�ξ, ug�, �ξ, ug�fL2 .

The potential energy U is defined in terms of a given (smooth) internal energy (or constitutive

relation) w � R�
� R�

U�ξ, ug� � S
Fx
w�Det�Dg�1�ρ̃0 X g

�1� g�ρ0.

Note that U only depends on the base point �x, g�, ie. it is of the form U�ξ, v� � U�π�ξ, v��.
Thus, by Proposition 3.2.1, the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equation for L on TQ is Newton’s

equation

I
D2

dt2
�x, g� � �©U�x, g� , (6.1.4)

where I � TQ � T �Q is the inertia operator for the L2 metric and D~dt is the covariant

derivative associated with the Levi-Civita connection on TQ with respect to the L2 metric on

TQ.

6.2 Reduced incompressible dynamics

In the previous section, we saw that the incompressible fluid-body system is governed by the

geodesic equation on the configuration space SQ equipped with a natural L2-type metric. Now

we give another set of equations describing the motion of the fluid, and show that these too are

the ELA equation on a certain algebroid equipped with a natural Lagrangian.

Remark 6.2.1. Our present description is a “reduced” description, since it takes advantage of

the so-called “particle relabelling symmetry” of the fluid. It may also be called the “Eulerian”

description of the fluid, since the fluid velocity is the dynamical quantity that is being solved

for, rather than the fluid particle positions.

A rigid body with position x � �O,L� > SE�n�, velocity ξ � �rO, l� > TxSE�n� and inertia
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Ix �� OIOT moves through an incompressible fluid with velocity u > svect�Fx� and pressure P

according to the incompressible fluid-body equations:

¢̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¤

d

dt
u � �u � ©�u � �©P

m
d

dt
l � S

∂Fx
Pn indq

d

dt
�rIx� � S

∂Fx
Pn�q � qx�T indq

d

dt
x � ξ

(6.2.1)

The goal of this section is to show that these equations are the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equations

for a natural Lagrangian defined on the incompressible fluid-body algebroid SFBA. Recall that

this means showing equations 6.2.1 are equivalent to

D

dt
dV L�at� � �T �©�dV L�at� , at� �#�dHL�at�

for some choice of L � SFBA� R.

We start by defining the incompressible fluid-body Lagrangian. It is given in terms of the

L2 metric on SFBA defined in Section 5.6:

L�a� �� 1

2
`a, aeL2 .

Next, we compute the differentials dV L�a� and dHL�a� (see Remark 2.2.8). Let b > SFBAx

be given and let at be a vertical curve in SFBA through a such that D~dtSt�0at � b. Then the

vertical differential of L acting on b is computed

`dV L�a�, be � d

dt
V
t�0
L�at� � ca, D

dt
V
t�0
ath

L2
� `I�a�, be ,

so that dV L�a� � I�a�. Similarly, let η > TxSE�n� be given and let at now be a horizontal curve

through a such that d~dtSt�0π�at� � η. Then we have

`dHL�a�, ηe � d

dt
V
t�0
L�at� � ca, D

dt
V
t�0
ath

L2
� 0 ,

so that dHL�a� � 0.

It is also necessary to compute T �©�dV L�a�, a�.
Lemma 6.2.2. Consider the bilinear operator B© associated with the Levi-Civita connection

© on SFBA. Let L be the incompressible fluid-body Lagrangian, and let a � �ξ, u� > SFBAx.

The following formula holds:

T �©�dV L�a�, a� � I XΠ�0 , �v � ©�v � �©hξ � ©�v� . (6.2.2)
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Proof. Let b � �ω, v� > SFBAx be arbitrary. Using the expression for dV L�a� above and formula

for the torsion in Lemma 5.6.9 , we have

aT �©�dV L�a�, a�, bf � adV L�a�, T©�a, b�f � aa,T©�a, b�fL2

� a�ξ, u�,Π�0 , �©hξ � ©�v � �©hω � ©�u � �u, v��f
L2

� S
Fx
u � ��©hξ � ©�v�dq

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
1

�S
Fx
u � ��©hω � ©�u�dq

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
2

�S
Fx
u � �u, v�dq

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
3

.

Each of these three terms may be rewritten. Starting with the first,

1 � S
Fx

©�u � v� � ©hξ � ��©hξ � ©�u� � v dq .
The first term on the right hand side can be written entirely in terms of u and v using the fact

that ©hξ and u are divergence-free and have equal normal components on the boundary. We

have

S
Fx

©�u � v� � ©hξ dq � S
∂Fx

u � v i©hξdq � S
∂Fx

u � v iudq � S
Fx

©�u � v� � udq .
Making this substitution into the expression for 1 and expanding the gradient results in

1 � S
Fx

��u � ©�u� � v � u � ��u � ©�v� � ��©hξ � ©�u� � v dq .
Similar steps may be used to rewrite the second term. Also, the Lie bracket in the third

term may be expanded. We have

2 � S
Fx
u � ��v � ©�u�dq and 3 � S

Fx
u � ��u � ©�v � �v � ©�u�dq .

Combining these expressions results in

aT �©�dV L�a�, a�, bf � S
Fx

��u � ©�u � �©hξ � ©�u� � v dq
� a�0 , �u � ©�u � �©hξ � ©�u� , �ω, v�f

L2 .

Since this is true for all b � �ω, v� > SFBAx, we have shown that formula (6.2.2) holds.

Remark 6.2.3. The action of the projection operator Π may be written more explicitly;

T �©�dV L�a�, a� � I�0 , �u � ©�u � �©hξ � ©�u� � I�η,©P � ,
where the “correction term” �η,©p� � �ΠÙ�0 , �u � ©�u � �©hξ � ©�u� is the unique element

of SFBAÙ

x which ensures that the right-hand side of the above equation lies in SFBAx. In

other words, the correction term guarantees that the fluid velocity is divergence-free and has

compatible boundary conditions along the body. We will see that the function p is the pressure
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of the fluid.

Lemma 6.2.4. The correction term �η,©P � satisfies

`η, θeB � � cs , S
∂Fx

P �q � qx�nT indqh � ck , S
∂Fx

PnT indqh
for all θ � �sO, k� > TxSE�n�.
Proof. Note that �θ,©hθ� is in SFBAx, and is therefore orthogonal to �η,©P �:

0 � a�η,©P � , �θ,©hθ�f
L2 � `η, θeB � S

Fx
©P � ©hθ dq .

Since ©hθ is divergence-free, we can use Stokes’ theorem to write

`η, θeB � �S
∂Fx

P i©hθdq � �S
∂Fx

P iθ̃dq ,

where the last equality holds since ©hθ and θ̃ have equal normal components on the boundary.

Moreover, when restricted to vectors tangent to the boundary, the forms iθ̃dq and i`θ̃,nT endq are

equal. The normal component of the body velocity field θ̃ is

`θ̃,nT en � `s�q � qx� � k,nT en � `s, �q � qx�nT en � `k,nT en .
The result follows from straightforward substitutions.

We are now ready to state the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 6.2.5. The incompressible fluid-body equations (6.2.1) are the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold

equations on the incompressible fluid-body algebroid SFBA with respect to the Lagrangian

L�a� �� 1

2
`a, aeL2 .

Proof. Recall that an A-path a satisfies the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equations if

D

dt
dvL�a� � �T �©�dV L�a�, a� �#�dHL�a� .

First note that the last equation in the incompressible fluid body equations, d~dtx � ξ, is the

condition that a is an A-path. Using the above-computed expressions for dV L�a�, dHL�a� and

T �©�dV L�a�, a�,
D

dt
I�a� � �D

dt
IB�ξ� , d

dt
u � �©hξ � ©�u� � ��IB�η� , �u � ©�u � �©hξ � ©�u �©P � .
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Writing the above out component-wise, we have

D

dt
IB�ξ� � �IB�η� (6.2.3)

d

dt
u � �u � ©�v � �©P . (6.2.4)

Equation (6.2.4) is the usual incompressible Euler equation which governs the fluid.

It remains to show that (6.2.3) is equivalent to the equations that govern the motion of

the body. Let θ � �sO, k� > TxSE�n� be arbitrary, and take the L2 pairing of it with equation

(6.2.3). On the right hand side we have, by Lemma 6.2.4,

�`IB�η�, θe � �`η, θeB � cs , S
∂Fx

P �q � qx�nT indqh � ck , S
∂Fx

PnT indqh .
On the left, by Lemma 5.1.6, we have

cD
dt
IB�ξ�, θh

B
� cI d

dt
�rO�T , sOh � cm d

dt
lT , kh .

For the rotational term, we write

cI d
dt
�rO�T , sOh � cOI

d

dt
�OT rT �, sh � c d

dt
�OIOT rT �, sh � c d

dt
�O�IOT rT , sh .

Since d~dtx � ξ, we have in particular d~dtO � rO. It follows that `d~dt�O�IOT rT , se �

`rOIOT rT , se � 0, since it is the trace of the product of a symmetric matrix rOIOT rT and an

antisymmetric matrix s. We have now shown

c d
dt
�IxrT �, sh � cm d

dt
lT , kh � cs , S

∂Fx
P �q � qx�nT indqh � ck , S

∂Fx
PnT indqh

for all s and k. The equations of motion for the body follow.

6.3 Reduced compressible dynamics

The goal of this section is to show that the dynamical equations of a rigid body moving in a

compressible fluid are ELA equations the compressible fluid-body algebroid. The “Eulerian”
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or “reduced” compressible fluid-body equations are

¢̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈̈̈̈̈
¨̈¤

d
dtu � �u � ©�u � ©P1

ρ̃
�©P2�

d
dt ρ̃ �© � �ρ̃u� � 0

m d
dt l � «

∂Fx
�P2 � ρ̃

�1P1�n inρ
d
dt�rIx� � «

∂Fx
�P2 � ρ̃

�1P1�n�q � qx�T inρ
d
dtx � ξ .

(6.3.1)

Here Fx is the domain of the fluid around the body located at position x and n is the outward

pointing normal of the surface of the body ∂Fx. The first equation is the compressible Euler

equation for the fluid with velocity v and density ρ. The second equation is the continuity

equation. The third and fourth equations are Newton’s law for the body’s linear momentum

ml and angular momentum rIx respectively. The last equation relates the body’s position

x > SE�n� to its velocity ζ > TxSE�n�. The two functions P1 and P2 are functions on Fx with

two distinct roles that we now clarify.

Remark 6.3.1. The fluid is assumed to have a constitutive relation or internal energy per unit

mass given by a function w � RtoR. The function P1 is defined explicitly in terms of the density

function ρ̃ and w by P1 �� ρ̃2w��ρ̃�. This is the standard pressure term that appears in the

compressible Euler equations without a rigid body. With a rigid body present, the ρ-harmonic

function P2 is included to maintain the boundary condition nu � nξ̃.

The goal of this section is to show that the compressible fluid-body equations (6.3.1) are

the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equations on FBA for the compressible fluid-body Lagrangian

L�a� �� 1

2
`a, aeL2 �U�π�a�� ,

where �U� � M � R is the potential energy defined in terms of the fluid’s internal energy

w � R� R as

U�x, ρ� �� S
Fx
w�ρ̃�ρ .

We compute each term appearing in the ELA equation, starting with the vertical derivative

dV L�a�. Let b > FBA�x,ρ� be given and let at be a vertical curve in FBA through a such that

D~dtSt�0 at � b. Then U X π is constant on at and the vertical differential of L acting on b is

computed

`dV L�a�, be � d

dt
V
t�0
L�at� � ca, D

dt
V
t�0
ath

L2
� `I�a�, be ,

so that dV L�a� � I�a�.
Next we compute #�dHL�a�.
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Lemma 6.3.2. The action of #� on the horizontal derivative dHL�a� > T �π�a�M is given by

#�dHL�a� � �β , dP1� > FBA�

�x,ρ� , (6.3.2)

where P1 � Fx � R is defined in terms of the density function ρ̃ and the constitutive relation w

as P1 �� ρ̃
2w��ρ̃�, and where β1 > T

�
xSE�n� is defined

`β1, ξe �� �S
∂Fx

P1 iξ̃dq ¦ ξ > TxSE�n� .
If the rotational an translational components of ξ are ξ � �sO, k�, then β1 satisfies

`β1, ξe � � cs , S
∂Fx

P1

ρ̃
�q � qx�nT inρh � ck , S

∂Fx

P1

ρ̃
nT inρh . (6.3.3)

Proof. Note that the horizontal derivative of the kinetic energy is zero, so #�dHL�a� � �#�U�π�a��.
Now let �ξ, u� > FBA�x,ρ� be given and let at be a horizontal curve through a over the base curve

�xt, ρt�. Suppose also that at is an A-path, so that that d~dtSt�0�xt, ρt� � #�ξ, u� � �ξ,�diuρ�.
Then we have

`#�dHU�π�a��, �ξ, u�e � `dHU�π�a��, �ξ,�diuρ�e � d

dt
V
t�0
S
Fxt

w�ρ̃t�ρt
� S

∂Fx
w�ρ̃� iξ̃ρ � S

Fx
w��ρ̃� d

dt
V
t�0
ρ̃ ρ � S

Fx
w�ρ̃� d

dt
V
t�0
ρt

Since �ξ, u� is in FBA�x,ρ�, we have iξ̃ρ � iuρ on the boundary ∂Fx. Also note that, in addition

to d~dtSt�0 ρt � �diuρ, we have

d

dt
V
t�0
ρ̃t ρ � ρ̃

d

dt
V
t�0
ρ̃tdq � ρ̃

d

dt
V
t�0
ρt � �ρ̃ diuρ .

We continue the derivation making these substitutions and using Stokes’ theorem.

`#�dHU�π�a��, �ξ, u�e � S
Fx
d�w�ρ̃� iuρ� �w��ρ̃�ρ̃ diuρ �w�ρ̃�diuρ

� S
Fx
w��ρ̃�dρ̃ , iuρ � d�w��ρ̃�ρ̃ iuρ� � d�w��ρ̃�ρ̃� , iuρ

� �S
∂Fx

P1 iξ̃dq � S
Fx
iudP1 dq ,

where the last equality is easy to confirm using the definition of P1. Thus we have derived the

expression (6.3.2) for #�dHL�a�. To get the explicit form of β, note that when restricted to

vectors tangent to the boundary, the forms iξ̃ρ and i`ξ̃,nT enρ are equal. The normal component

of the body velocity field ξ̃ is

`ξ̃,nT en � `s�q � qx� � k,nT en � `s, �q � qx�nT en � `k,nT en .
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Equation (6.3.3) now follows from straightforward substitutions.

It is also necessary to compute T �©�dV L�a�, a�.
Lemma 6.3.3. Consider the cotorsion T �© associated with the Levi-Civita connection © on

FBA. Let L be the compressible fluid-body Lagrangian. Let a � �ξ, u� > FBA�x,ρ�, and let

�ξ,©pu� be the ker #Ù-component of a. The following formula holds:

T �©�dV L�a�, a� � I XΠ�0 , �u � ©�u � �©pu � ©�u� . (6.3.4)

Proof. Let b � �ω, v� > FBA�x,ρ� be arbitrary. Using the expression for dV L�a� above and

formula for the torsion in Lemma 5.6.18 , we have

aT �©�dV L�a�, a� , bf � adV L�a� , T©�a, b�f � aa , T©�a, b�fL2

� a�ξ, u�,Π�0 , �©pu � ©�v � �©pb � ©�u � �u, v��f
L2

� S
Fx
u � ��©pu � ©�v�ρ

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
1

�S
Fx
u � ��©pba � ©�u�ρ

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
2

�S
Fx
u � �u, v�ρ

´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
3

.

Each of these three terms may be rewritten. Starting with the first,

1 � S
Fx

©�u � v� � ©pu � ��©pu � ©�u� � v ρ .
The first term on the right hand side can be written entirely in terms of u and v. We have

S
Fx

©�u � v� � ©pu ρ � S
Fx
i©pud�u � v�ρ � S

Fx
d�u � v� , i©puρ

� S
Fx
d�u � v i©puρ� � u � vdi©puρ

� S
∂Fx

u � v iuρ � S
Fx
u � v diuρ

This last equality follows from the fact that �ξ,©pu� is the ker #Ù-component of �ξ, u�, so

i©puρ � iξ̃ρ � iuρ on ∂Fx, and di©puρ � diuρ. We can now reverse the above steps, with u in

place of ©pu, to conclude

S
Fx

©�u � v� � ©pu ρ � S
Fx

©�u � v� � uρ .
Making this substitution into the expression for 1 and expanding the gradient yields

1 � S
Fx

��u � ©�u� � v � u � ��u � ©�v� � ��©pu � ©�u� � v ρ .
Similar steps may be used to rewrite the second term. Also, the Lie bracket in the third
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term may be expanded. We have

2 � S
Fx
u � ��v � ©�u�ρ and 3 � S

Fx
u � ��u � ©�v � �v � ©�u�ρ .

Combining these expressions results in

aT �©�dV L�a�, a�, bf � S
Fx

��u � ©�u � �©pu � ©�u� � v ρ
� a�0 , �u � ©�u � �©pu � ©�u� , �ω, v�f

L2 .

Since this is true for all b � �ω, v� > FBA�x,ρ�, we have shown that formula (6.3.4) holds.

Remark 6.3.4. The action of the projection operator Π may be written more explicitly;

T �©�dV L�a�, a� � I�0 , �u � ©�u � �©pu � ©�u� � I�β2,©P2� ,
where the “correction term” �β2,©P2� � �ΠÙ�0 , �u � ©�u � �©pu � ©�u� is the unique element

of FBAÙ

�x,ρ� which ensures that the right-hand side of the above equation lies in FBA�x,ρ�. In

other words, the correction term guarantees that the fluid velocity has compatible boundary

conditions along the body.

Lemma 6.3.5. The correction term �β2,©P2� satisfies

`β2, θeB � � cs , S
∂Fx

P2�q � qx�nT inρh � ck , S
∂Fx

P2nT inρh (6.3.5)

for all θ � �sO, k� > TxSE�n�.
Proof. Note that �θ,©hθ� is in FBA�x,ρ�, and is therefore orthogonal to �β2,©P2�:

0 � a�β,©P2� , �θ,©hθ�fL2 � `β2, θeB � S
Fx

©P2 � ©h
θ ρ .

Since ©hθ is ρ-divergence-free, we can use Stokes’ theorem to write

`β2, θeB � �S
∂Fx

P2 i©hθρ � �S
∂Fx

P2 iθ̃ρ ,

where the last equality holds since ©hθ and θ̃ have equal normal components on the boundary.

Formula (6.3.5) now follows along similar lines as the proof of Lemma 6.3.2.

We are now ready to state the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 6.3.6. The incompressible fluid-body equations (6.3.1) are the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold

equations on the compressible fluid-body algebroid FBA with respect to the Lagrangian

L�a� �� 1

2
`a, aeL2 �U�π�a�� ,
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where �U� � M � R is the potential energy defined in terms of the fluid’s constitutive relation

w � R� R as

U�x, ρ� �� S
Fx
w�ρ̃�ρ .

Proof. Recall that an A-path a satisfies the Euler-Lagrange-Arnold equations if

D

dt
dV L�a� � �T �©�dV L�a�, a� �#�dHL�a� .

First note that the equation d~dtx � ξ and the conservation equation d~dt ρ � �© � �ρu� to-

gether are equivalent to the condition that a is an A-path. The other equations of (6.3.1) are

derived from the ELA equation using the above-computed expressions for dV L�a�, dHL�a� and

T �©�dV L�a�, a�. On the left-hand side we have

D

dt
dV L�a� � D

dt
I�a� � I �D

dt
a� � �IB �D

dt
ξ� , ρ̃ � d

dt
u � �©pu � ©�u�� ,

and on the right-hand side,

�T �©�dV L�a�, a� �#�dHL�a� � ��IB�β2� � β1 , �ρ̃��u � ©�u � �©pu � ©�u � dP2� � dP1� .
Writing out the ELA equation component-wise, we have

IB �D
dt
ξ� � β1 � IB�β2� (6.3.6)

ρ̃ � d
dt
u � �u � ©�u� � dP1 � ρ̃dP2 . (6.3.7)

Equation (6.3.7) is the usual incompressible Euler equation which governs the fluid.

It remains to show that (6.3.6) is equivalent to the equations that govern the motion of the

body. Let θ � �sO, k� > TxSE�n� be arbitrary, and take the dual pairing of it with equation

(6.3.6). On the right-hand side we have, by Lemmas 6.3.2 and 6.2.4,

`β1 � IB�β2�, θe � cs , S
∂Fx

�P2 � ρ̃
�1P1��q � qx�nT inρh � ck , S

∂Fx
�P2 � ρ̃

�1P1�nT inρh .
Recall the notation ξ � �rO, l� > se�n�, where r > so�n�, l > Rn, and O > SO�n�. On the

left-hand side of (6.3.6), by Lemma 5.1.6, we have

cIB �D
dt
ξ� , θh � cI d

dt
�rO�T , sOh � cm d

dt
lT , kh .

For the rotational term, we write

cI d
dt
�rO�T , sOh � cOI

d

dt
�OT rT �, sh � c d

dt
�OIOT rT �, sh � c d

dt
�O�IOT rT , sh .

Since d~dtx � ζ, we have in particular d~dtO � rO. It follows that `d~dt�O�IOT rT , se �
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`rOIOT rT , se � 0, since it is the trace of the product of a symmetric matrix rOIOT rT and an

antisymmetric matrix s. We have now shown

c d
dt
�IxrT �, sh� cm d

dt
lT , kh � cs , S

∂Fx
�P2 � ρ̃

�1P1��q � qx�nT inρh� ck , S
∂Fx

�P2 � ρ̃
�1P1�nT inρh

for all s and k. The equations of motion for the body follow.

6.4 Kirchhoff dynamics

The Kirchhoff system is the special case of fluid-body motion in Rn where the fluid is incom-

pressible, irrotational, and without circulation around the body. In this section we define the

Kirchhoff equations and show that they are Euler-Lagrange-Poincaré equations. In Section 7.3

we justify their validity by showing that the solutions of these equations can be identified with

incompressible, irrotational and circulation-free solutions of the full fluid-body system.

The assumptions on the fluid imply that the only non-zero Hodge component of the fluid

velocity is the exact harmonic part. This part is completely determined by Neumann boundary

conditions prescribed by the body’s velocity. We will see that the motion of the body is described

with no explicit reference to the fluid; the only effect of the fluid is to modify the body’s inertia.

Define the added mass IAM � se�n�� se��n� by

`�r1, l1�,IAM�r2, l2�e �� S
F0

©hξ1 � ©hξ2 dnQ,

where ξi � �ri, li� > se�n�, and hξi is the harmonic function on F0 satisfying the Neumann

boundary conditions n©hξi�Q� � n�li � riQ� � ξ̃�Q�. Note that it depends on the shape of the

body and the body’s velocity, but not on the fluid’s motion. The total mass is then defined to

be the sum of the body inertia and the added mass, IT �� IB � IAM .1

Remark 6.4.1. Recall that the harmonic functions hξ generate the minimal fluid motion

required to accomodate the motion of the body. The added mass is therefore interpreted as the

kinetic energy of the fluid as it is displaced by the body.

Let �ρ, λ� �� IT �r, l� denote the total momentum of the body in the fluid. The motion of

the body is governed by Kirchhoff’s equations,

¢̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈̈
¨̈¤

d

dt
ρ � �ρ, r� � λ l l

d

dt
λ � �rλ .

(6.4.1)

1Here we abuse notation slightly and consider IB not to be the map TSE�n�� T �SE�n� defined previously,
but its restriction to a map se�n�� se��n�.
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Here the diamond product l � Rn �Rn � so��n� is defined by

`λ l l, re �� �`λ, rle .
We now derive the Kirchhoff equations as the Euler-Lagrange-Poincaré equations for a particular

Lagrangian system on se�n�.
Theorem 6.4.2. The Kirchhoff equations are the Euler-Lagrange-Poincaré equations on the

algberoid se�n� with Lagrangian

`�r, l� �� 1

2
`�r, l�,IT �r, l�e . (6.4.2)

Proof of Proposition 6.4.2. By Example [reference the example], the Euler-Lagrange-Poincaré

equation on se�n� coincides with the Euler-Poincaré equation,

d

dt
d`�r, l� � ad��r,l�d`�r, l� . (6.4.3)

The differential of L evaluated at �r, l� is easily found to be

d`�r, l� � IT �r, l� �� �ρ, λ� .
We recall that the coajoint action on se��n� is given by the formula

ad��r,l��ρ, λ� � ��ρ, r� � λ l l,�rλ� .
The Kirchhoff equations (6.4.1) follow immediately.

Remark 6.4.3. In R3, a skew-symmetric matrix r may be identified with a vector r̂ by the

relation

r̂i ��
1

2

3

Q
j,k�1

εijkrjk ,

where εijk is the alternating symbol. With this identification, we find

rλ � r̂ � λ , Å�ρ, r� � ρ̂ � r̂ and Äλ l l � λ � l .
The Kirchhoff equations in R3 may therefore be written

¢̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈̈
¨̈¤

d

dt
ρ̂ � ρ̂ � r̂ � λ � l

d

dt
λ � λ � r̂ .



Chapter 7

Reduction of fluid-body systems

In this section we apply the Lagrangian reduction theorem to relate the dynamics of the fluid-

body systems we have discussed. We show that solutions, possibly subject to constraints, of

the ELA equation for one fluid-body system are equivalent to solutions of the ELA equation for

another. In order to apply Lagrangian reduction, we construct a morphism of the underlying

groupoids, then show that the induced algebroid morphism relates the Lagrangians of the

systems.

Remark 7.0.1. In Section 6.1, we saw that the motion of the incompressible (resp. compress-

ible) fluid-body system is governed by the geodesic equation (resp. Newton’s equation). In this

formulation of the problem, the dynamical quantity describing the fluid is the family of diffeo-

morphisms g that give the position of the fluid particles. Compare this to the incompressible

and compressible fluid-body equations (6.2.1) and (6.3.1), where the quantity being solved for

is the fluid velocity. The former description is called the “Lagrangian” description of the fluid,

and the latter is called the “Eulerian” description.

The reduction theorems 7.1.1 and 7.2.1 can be interpreted as establishing the equivalence

of the Lagrangian and Eulerian descriptions of the fluid-body system.

7.1 Incompressible fluid-body dynamics as geodesic flow

We start with the incompressible fluid-body system.

Theorem 7.1.1 (c.f. [13]). The incompressible fluid-body equations (6.2.1) are equivalent to

geodesic equations (6.1.2) on the incompressible fluid-body configuration space.

Proof. The map Φ � SQ�SQ� SFBG defined by Φ��y, h� , �x, g�� �� �y, x, hXg�1� is easily seen

to be a groupoid morphism over the base map Φ � SQ � SE�n� defined by Φ�x, g� �� x. The

induced algebroid morphism φ � TSQ� SFBA is then, for each �ξ, ug� in the fibre T�x,g�SQ,

φ�ξ, ug� � �ξ, u� ,
90
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where u is a vector field on Fx and ug �� u X g. We show that φ relates the Lagrangian

L� � TSQ � R of the unreduced system to the Lagrangian L � SFBA � R of the reduced

system. Recall that L� is defined

L��ξ, ug� �� 1

2
`�ξ, ug�, �ξ, ug�eL2 �

1

2
`ξ, ξeB �

1

2
S
F0

ug � ug d
nQ.

Applying the change of variables q � g�Q�, the Lagrangian is written

L��ξ, ug� � 1

2
`ξ, ξeB �

1

2
S
Fx
u � udnq �

1

2
aφ�ξ, ug� , φ�ξ, ug�f � L X φ�ξ, ug� ,

showing that L� and L are related by the morphism φ. The Reduction Theorem 3.4.2 then

implies that the geodesic equations on the incompressible fluid-body configuration space SQ,

which are the ELA equations for L� on TSQ, are equivalent to the incompressible fluid-body

equations, which, by Theorem 6.2.5, are the ELA equations for L on SFBA.

7.2 Compressible fluid-body dynamics as Newton’s equation

Next we turn to the compressible fluid-body system. The technique we use to prove the next

theorem should be compared to the proof of the semidirect product reduction theorem of

Section 3.5.2.

Theorem 7.2.1. The compressible fluid-body equations (6.3.1) are equivalent to Newton’s equa-

tions (6.1.4) on the compressible fluid-body configuration space.

Proof. Recall that ρ0 denotes the reference density on the reference fluid domain F0. Define

the map Φρ0 � Q �Q� FBG by

Φρ0��y, h� , �x, g�� �� �y, x, h X g�1, g�ρ0� ,
It is easily seen to be a groupoid morphism over the base map Φρ0

� Q � M defined by

Φρ0
�x, g� �� �x, g�ρ�. The induced algebroid morphism φρ0 � TQ � FBA is then, for each

�ξ, ug� in the fibre T�x,g�Q,

φρ0�ξ, ug� � �ξ, u� > FBA�x,g�ρ0� ,

where u is a vector field on Fx and ug �� uXg. We show that φ relates the Lagrangian L� � TQ� R
of the unreduced system to the Lagrangian L � FBA � R of the reduced system. Recall that

L� is defined

L��ξ, ug� � � 1

2
`�ξ, ug�, �ξ, ug�eL2 �U ��ξ, ug�

�
1

2
`ξ, ξeB �

1

2
S
F0

ug � ug ρ0 � S
Fx
w�Det�Dg�1�ρ̃0 X g

�1� g�ρ0 .
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Applying the change of variables q � g�Q�, the Lagrangian is written

L��ξ, ug� � 1

2
`ξ, ξeB �

1

2
S
Fx
u � ug�ρ0 � S

Fx
w�Det�Dg�1�ρ̃0 X g

�1� g�ρ0 � L X φρ0�ξ, ug� ,
showing that L� and L are related by the morphism φ. The Reduction Theorem 3.4.2 then

implies that Newton’s equation on the compressible fluid-body configuration space Q, which

are the ELA equations for L� on TQ, are equivalent to the compressible fluid-body equations,

which, by Theorem 6.3.6, are the ELA equations for L on FBA.

7.3 Projection of potential solutions to the Kirchhoff system

For this section we will emphasize the dependence on x of vectors ξ in TxSE�n� by writing ξx.

We now establish the relation between potential solutions of the incompressible fluid-body

system and the Kirchhoff system.

Theorem 7.3.1. If φ � SFBA� se�n� is defined by φ�ξx, u� � �x�1ξx, then a is an irrotational

solution of the incompressible fluid-body equations if and only if φ�a� is a solution of the Kirch-

hoff equations. Moreover, if a � I � SFBA is solution of the incompressible fluid-body equations

that is initially irrotational, then it remains irrotational.

The proof is an application of the theorem (3.6.5) on the projection of horizontal geodesics

by Riemannian submersions. In order to apply the theorem, we need to interpret solutions of

the incompressible fluid-body equations as geodesics and solutions of the Kirchhoff equations

as geodesics. We then need to show that the map φ is a Riemannian submersion, and interpret

the irrotational condition on the fluid as a horizontality condition.

Theorem 6.2.5 says that solutions of the incompressible fluid-body equations are geodesics

in SFBA in the sense of Section 3.6. We would like to interpret solutions of the Kirchhoff

equations as geodesics as well, and in order to do this, we need to specify the appropriate

metric on se�n�. Define the Kirchhoff metric on se�n� by

`ξ, ωeKirch �� `ξ,ITωe � aξ, ωfB � S
F0

©hξ � ©hω dnQ.

Remark 7.3.2. The Kirchhoff metric is the restriction to se�n� of the following metric on

SE�n�:
aξx, ωxfB � aξx, ωxfAM , (7.3.1)

where the added mass is defined

aξx, ωxfAM �� S
Fx

©hξx � ©hωx dnq .

We show that the added mass is invariant under the left action of SE�n�. To do this we
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require a lemma about the harmonic functions that generate the fluid flow caused by the moving

body.

Lemma 7.3.3. The harmonic functions hξy and hxξy are related by hxξy�q� � hξy�x�1 � q�.
Proof. Define the function h on Fxy by h�q� �� hξy�x�1 � q�. It is easily checked that h is

harmonic, so to show that h � hxξy , it suffices to show that these two functions satisfy the same

Neumann boundary conditions. Let x � �O,L� > SE�n�, so that O is an orthogonal matrix. It

is not hard to show that ©h�q� � O©hξy�x�1 � q�. Also, if ny and nxy are the normal vector

fields on ∂Fy and ∂Fxy respectively, then nxy�q� � Ony�x�1 �q�. The body velocity vector fields

are related similalry, as Èxξy�q� � Oξ̃y�x�1 � q�. To see this last identity, note that by definition,

ξ̃y�x�1
� q� � d

dt
V
t�0
yty

�1x�1
� q ,

so that Èxξy�q� � d

dt
V
t�0
xyt�xy��1

� q � O � d
dt
V
t�0
yty

�1x�1
� q� � Oξ̃y�x�1q� .

The Neumann boundary conditions for h therefore read, for all q > ∂Fxy,

`nxy�q�,©h�q�e � `ny�x�1
� q�,©hξy�x�1

� q�e � `ny�x�1
� q�, ξ̃y�x�1

� q�e � `nxy�q�, Èxξy�q�e ,
which are the same boundary conditions for hxξy .

Proposition 7.3.4. The added mass term is invariant under the left action of SE�n�.
Proof. From Lemma 7.3.3 it follows that ©hxξy�q� � O©hξy�x�1 � q�. So, starting with the

definition of the added mass term and applying the change of variables q � x �Q,

`ξy, ηyeAM�y� � S
Fy
©hξy�Q� � ©hηy�Q�dnQ � S

Fxy
©hξy�x�1

� q� � ©hηy�x�1
� q�dnq

� S
Fxy

©hxξy�q� � ©hxηy�q�dnq � `xξy, xηyeAM�xy� .

Having established the necessary lemmas, we now prove the main result.

Proof of Theorem 7.3.1. Observe that solutions of the incompressible fluid-body equations are,

in the sense of Section 3.6, geodesics for the L2 metric in SFBA, while solutions of the Kirchhoff

equations are geodesics for the Kirchhoff metric on se�n�. We will show that the irrotational

solutions of the fluid-body equations are exactly the horizontal geodesics with respect to a

Riemannian submersion φ � SFBA� se�n�. The result then follows from Theorem 3.6.5.

Consider the groupoid morphism Φ � SFBG � SE�n� defined Φ�y, x, g� �� y�1x (Note that

the base of the groupoid SE�n� is a single point, so the base map of Φ is trivial.) The induced
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algebroid morphism φ � SFBA� se�n� is then

φ�ξx, u� � �x�1ξx .

We show that φ is a Riemannian submersion in the sense of Section 3.6. Recall the L2-orthogonal

splitting SFBA � CFBA`HFBA. It is easy to see that kerφ � CFBA, so that the horizontal

subbundle is given by kerφ�1
�HFBA. Thus a curve in the incompressible fluid-body algebroid

is horizontal if and only if its coexact component is zero, ie. its fluid velocity field is irrotational.

To show that φ is a Riemannian submersion, we need to check

a�ξx, u� , �ωx, v�fL2 � aφ�ξx, u� , φ�ωx, v�fKirch
for all �ξx, u�, �ωx, v� >HFBA. Indeed, when restricted to horizontal vectors, the L2 metric on

SFBA reads

a�ξx, u� , �ωx, v�fL2 � aξx, ωxfB � aξx, ωxfAM � a � x�1ξx,�x
�1ωxfB � a � x�1ξx,�x

�1ωxfAM
� aφ�ξx, u� , φ�ωx, v�fKirch ,

where we have used the left invariance of the body metric and the added mass, as well as

Remark 7.3.2. Thus φ is an isometry from the horizontal bundle HFBA to se�n�.
Remark 7.3.5. The morphism φ can be thought of as encoding a two-step process. The map

φ � SFBA � se�n� is the composition ψ X #, where # � SFBA � TSE�n� is the anchor map

and ψ � TSE�n� � se�n� is the map ψ�ξx� �� �x�1ξx. The anchor map # is a Riemannian

submersion with respect to the L2 metric on SFBA and the Riemannian metric on SE�n�
defined by (7.3.1). This latter metric is left invariant on SE�n�, and the corresponding Euler-

Poincaré reduction is encoded by the map ψ.



Chapter 8

The Madelung transform

There are two limiting cases of the fluid-body system. When the fluid has zero density, the fluid-

body equations become the equations of motion for a body alone. When the set defining the

shape of the body is empty, the fluid-body equations become the pure Euler equations a fluid.

In this way, the two classical examples of Euler-Arnold equations, the rigid body equations and

the Euler equations of an incompressible fluid, are recovered.

Consider now a compressible fluid without a rigid body. There is a well-known relation

between the compressible fluid equations and the equations of quantum mechanics known as

the Madelung transform. In the section we study the geometric properties of the Madelung

transform.

The Madelung transform was introduced in 1927, soon after the birth of quantum mechanics,

as a way to relate Schrödinger-type equations to hydrodynamical equations [26]. It turns out

that the Madelung transform not only maps one equation to the other, but it also preserves

the Hamiltonian properties of both equations. Namely, the non-linear Schrödinger equation

is Hamiltonian with respect to the constant Poisson structure on the space of wave functions,

which are complex valued fast decaying smooth functions on Rn. On the other hand, the

compressible Euler equation is Hamiltonian with respect to the natural Lie-Poisson structure

on the space of pairs consisting of fluid momenta µ and fluid densities ρ. This space is the

dual of the Lie algebra of the semidirect product group of the group of diffeomorphisms of Rn

times the space of real-valued fast decaying functions, which is the configuration space of a

compressible fluid. In this section we show that the Madelung transform sends one Poisson

structure to the other. Moreover, the transform is a momentum map associated with a natural

action of this semidirect product group on the space of wave functions.

Let complex valued functions ψ > Ψ � Cª�Rn;C� evolve according to the non-linear

Schrödinger equation

∂tψ �
i

2
�∆ψ � 2f �SψS2�ψ� . (NLS)

Here f � R � R is a smooth function which characterizes the type of non-linear Schrödinger

95
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equation being considered. For example, the Gross-Pitaevskii equation corresponds to f�r� �
r � 1. Depending on the type of non-linearity, one may consider ψ belonging to an appropriate

function space other than Cª�Rn;C�, but for simplicity this will not be discussed in the present

section, see [4] for details.

Remark 8.0.1. For simplicity we are assuming that all maps are smooth. Our arguments can

be made rigorous by replacing smooth function spaces with appropriate Sobolev spaces, and

then applying Banach manifold techniques.

The Madelung transform is a map between the NLS-type and hydrodynamical equations.

It takes a nonvanishing complex valued function ψ to the pair of real valued functions �τ, ρ�
defined by ψ �

º
ρeiτ . Such a substitution for ψ sends NLS into a system of equations for the

functions ρ and v �� ©τ known as the “quantum hydrodynamical system”

¢̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈̈
¨̈¤

∂tρ � �© � �ρv�
∂tv � �v � ©v �©

�
�f�ρ� �

∆ �ºρ�
2
º
ρ

�
�

. (QHDa)

The first equation of this system is the continuity equation for a density ρ moved by a flow

with velocity v. The second equation would be the classical Euler equation of a barotropic

fluid except for the fact that the “quantum pressure” P�ρ� �� ∆
º
ρ

2
º
ρ depends on both ρ and its

derivatives rather than just on ρ itself.

This system can be written in terms of the momentum, which is the 1-form µ � ρv¬ defined

with respect to the Euclidean metric on Rn. (Throughout this section v¬ is identified with v,

so we write µ � ρv as well.) Assuming ρ is always positive, the system QHDa is equivalent to

the following: ¢̈̈̈̈
¦̈̈̈̈
¨̈¤

∂tρ � �© � µ

∂tµ � �© � �1

ρ
µa µ� � ρ©�

�f�ρ� �
∆ �ºρ�

2
º
ρ

�
�

. (QHD)

The term © � �1
ρµa µ�, in components, is given by

�© � �1

ρ
µa µ��

j

�Q
i

∂i�1

ρ
µiµj�.

Note that ρ and µ are natural coordinates on the dual s� of the Lie algebra of the semidirect

Lie group S � Diff�Rn�%Cª�Rn� which is the configuration space of the compressible fluid. Here

Diff�Rn� stands for the group of diffeomorphisms that asymptotically approach the identity map

at infinity.

Remark 8.0.2. While we formulate and prove the main result in the setting of Rn, the def-

initions and all proofs can be extended to an arbitrary manifold with volume form dVol by

replacing all gradients with exterior differentiation and by defining the divergence of a vector
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field in terms of dVol. Note however that one needs a metric structure to define the equations

NLS and QHD on manifolds, where v � ©v stands for the covariant derivative ©vv. A metric is

also required to define the kinetic energy term in the Hamiltonians for these equations.

We start the section with a review of the relevant geometric structures associated with NLS

and QHD to establish the context for the Madelung transform. The Hamiltonian structures

of these systems are reviewed in Section 8.1.1, while Section 8.1.2 defines the action of the

semidirect product group S on the space of wave functions Ψ. The proof of the main result,

that the Madelung transform is a momentum map for this action, is given in Section 8.2.2,

Theorem 8.2.7. For more details on applications of the Madelung transform we refer to [4].

8.1 Geometric preliminaries

8.1.1 Hamiltonian structures of non-linear Schrödinger and the quantum

hydrodynamical system

Both NLS and QHD are Hamiltonian systems with respect to the following Hamiltonians and

Poisson structures. Note that these Poisson structures are only defined a subclasses AΨ `

Cª�Ψ� and As� ` C
ª�s�� of smooth functionals on Ψ and s�. As always with Poisson brackets

on infinite-dimensional spaces, the definition of the Poisson algebra of functionals is a subtle

question. For instance, functionals on a space of functions u defined as integrals of polynomials

(in u and finitely many derivatives of u) are closed under the Poisson bracket but not under

multiplication. The same is true of functionals having smooth L2 gradients: they are closed

under the Poisson bracket but not under multiplication, cf. [22].

We start with NLS and consider the space Ψ � Cª�Rn;C� of complex valued functions ψ.

The real Hermitian inner product on Ψ is defined by `f, ge �� Re R f̄g dx, and the gradient © is

defined with respect to this inner product. The Poisson bracket on Ψ is given by

�F,G�NLS �ψ� � a©F,� i2©Gf .
The Hamiltonian associated with NLS is

HNLS � S
Rn

1

2
S©ψS2 �U�SψS2�dx,

where U � R � R is a function satisfying U �
� f . One finds that the Hamiltonian vector field

XHNLS
associated with this Hamiltonian functional and Poisson bracket ��, ��NLS is given by

XHNLS
� �

i

2
©H �

i

2
�∆ψ � 2f�SψS2�ψ�,

which is the right-hand side of NLS.

Now consider the equation QHD, which describes the motion of a compressible isentropic-
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type fluid. The Poisson geometry of such fluids was studied in [31], and we outline the results

below.

Consider the semidirect product group S � Diff�Rn� % Cª�Rn;R�. Here and below we

assume that the elements “decay sufficiently fast at infinity.” The space Cª�Rn;R� is defined

as Cª�Rn;R� �� 9kC0H
k�Rn;R�, while Diff�Rn� is the set of diffeomorphisms on Rn of the form

g � id � f with f > Cª�Rn;Rn�. The Lie algebra of the group S is s � vect�Rn� %Cª�Rn;R�,
and the (regular) dual of this Lie algebra is s� � vect��Rn�`Hª��Rn;R�. The space s� is the

space of elements �µ, ρ�, where ρ is a density and µ � ρv¬ is a 1-form defined with respect to the

Euclidean metric on Rn. As mentioned above, we also identify µ with ρv. There is a natural

linear Poisson structure on the dual of any Lie algebra, the Lie-Poisson bracket. For this reason

we work with the momentum µ rather than the velocity v. The Lie-Poisson bracket on s� is

given by

�F,G�CF �µ, ρ� � SRn µ � ��
δG

δµ
� ©� δF

δµ
� �δF

δµ
� ©� δG

δµ
�dx

� S
Rn
ρ ��δG

δµ
� ©� δF

δρ
� �δF

δµ
� ©� δG

δρ
�dx.

This bracket is also called the compressible fluid bracket. The Hamiltonian for QHD, written

in terms of momentum µ, is

HCF � S
Rn

1

2

SµS2
ρ

�
1

8

S©ρS2
ρ

�U�ρ�dx.
We denote the associated Hamiltonian vector field on the �µ, ρ�-space by XHCF

. One can

check that it agrees with the right-hand side of QHD: if Xρ
HCF

and Xµ
HCF

denote the ρ and µ

components of XHCF
, then

Xρ
HCF

� �© � µ ,

Xµ
HCF

� �© � �1

ρ
µa µ� � ρ©�

�f�ρ� �
∆ �ºρ�

2
º
ρ

�
� .

8.1.2 Lie group and Lie algebra actions on the space of wave functions

It turns out that it is natural to think of Ψ as being a space of complex valued half-densities

on Rn since ψ is square-integrable and SψS2 is often interpreted as a probability measure. Half-

densities are characterized by how they are transformed under diffeomorphisms of the underlying

space: if ψ is a half-density on Rn and g is a diffeomorphism of Rn, the pushforward g��ψ� of ψ

is g��ψ� �»SDet�Dg�1�Sψ X g�1. With this in mind, the following action of S on Ψ is natural.

Definition 8.1.1. The semidirect product group S � Diff�Rn� %Cª�Rn� acts on the Poisson
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space �Ψ,��, ��NLS� as follows: if �g, a� > S is a group element, then

�g, a� � ψ ( �g, a� � ψ ��
»SDet�Dg�1�S e�ia�ψ X g�1�. (8.1.1)

In other words, ψ is pushed forward under the diffeomorphism g as a complex-valued half-

density, followed by a pointwise phase adjustment e�ia.

For the above Lie group action 8.1.1, the Lie algebra action is as follows.

Proposition 8.1.2. Given an element ξ � �v,α� > s � vect�Rn� % Cª�Rn�, the infinitesimal

action of ξ on Ψ corresponding to the action 8.1.1 is the vector field ξΨ > X�Ψ� defined at each

point ψ by

ξΨ�ψ� � �1

2
ψ© � v � iαψ �©ψ � v. (8.1.2)

Proof. The proof is a direct computation.

In the next section we define the Madelung transform and show that it is a momentum map

associated with the action 8.1.2.

8.2 The Madelung transform and a geometric interpretation

8.2.1 The Madelung transform

The classical Madelung transform is a map �τ, ρ� ( ψ �
º
ρeiτ defined for positive ρ. We

consider the inverse map as a more fundamental object and define it below.

Definition 8.2.1. The (inverse) Madelung transform is the map M � Ψ� s� defined by

M�ψ� �� ��
Im ψ̄©ψ

Re ψ̄ψ

�
� �

�
�
µ

ρ

�
� .

Remark 8.2.2. On a general manifold where s� � vect��Rn� `Hª��Rn;R� is not identified

with vect�Rn�`Hª�Rn;R�, the µ-component of the Madelung transform is defined to be the

1-form µ �� Im ψ̄dψ.

Proposition 8.2.3. The map M is the inverse of the classical Madelung transform in the sense

that if ψ �
º
ρeiτ , then M�ψ� � �ρ©τ, ρ�. If ρ is positive, then �ρ©τ, ρ� can be identified with

��τ�, ρ�, where ��� is the equivalence class of functions on Rn modulo an additive constant.

Proof. By the definition of M,

M�ºρeiτ� � ��
Im

º
ρe�iτ© �ºρeiτ�

Re
º
ρe�iτ

º
ρeiτ

�
�

�
�
�

Im
º
ρe�iτ �1

2ρ
�

1
2 eiτ©ρ � i

º
ρeiτ©τ�

ρ

�
� �

�
�
ρ©τ

ρ

�
� .
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If ρ is positive, one can recover �τ� from ρ©τ by dividing by ρ and integrating.

Remark 8.2.4. Note that the equivalence of functions τ and τ � differing by an additive constant

corresponds to the physical equivalence of two wave functions ψ and ψ� differing by a constant

phase factor.

Proposition 8.2.5 ([26]). The (inverse) Madelung transform M sends NLS to QHD: dM�XHNLS
� �

XHCF
.

Proof. The pushforward dMψ�φ� of a tangent vector φ > TψΨ by the map M is given by

dMψ�φ� � ��
Im�ψ̄©φ � φ̄©ψ�
2Re�ψ̄φ�

�
� ��

�
�
�dMψ�φ��µ�dMψ�φ��ρ

�
� .

Recall that XHNLS
�
i
2�∆ψ � 2f�SψS2�ψ�. Now substitute ψ �

º
ρeiτ into the expression for

XHNLS
, which results in

XHNLS
�
i

2
�∆ �ºρeiτ� � 2f�ρ�ºρeiτ�

�
i

2
�� S©ρS2

4ρ
3
2

eiτ �
∆ρ

2
º
ρ
eiτ �

º
ρS©τ S2eiτ � 2f�ρ�ºρeiτ�

�
1

2
�©ρ � ©τº

ρ
eiτ �

º
ρ∆τeiτ� .

The ρ-component of the image dMψ�XHNLS
� is obtained by multiplying 8.2.1 by 2ψ̄ � 2

º
ρe�iτ

and then taking the real part. We have

�dMψ�XHNLS
��ρ � 2Re�ψ̄XHNLS

� � � �©ρ � ©τ � ρ∆τ�
� �© � �ρ©τ� � �© � µ �Xρ

HCF
,

which is the right-hand side of the continuity equation in QHD.

The µ-component of dMψ�XHNLS
� is found in a similar fashion. Namely, after straightfor-

ward computations, one obtains

�dMψ�XHNLS
��µ � Im �ψ̄©XHNLS

� X̄HNLS
©ψ�

�
S©ρS2©ρ

4ρ2
�
©S©ρS2

8ρ
�

∆ρ©ρ

4ρ
�
©∆ρ

4

�
ρ©S©τ S2

2
�©τ© � �ρ©τ� � ρ©f�ρ�.

Direct computation shows that the first line of the right-hand side of the last equality is equal
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to ρ© �∆
º
ρ

2
º
ρ �. The terms involving τ simplify to

�
ρ©S©τ S2

2
�©τ© � �ρ©τ� � � ��ρ©τ � ©�©τ �©τ© � �ρ©τ��

� � ��µ � ©� �µ
ρ
� � µ

ρ
© � µ� � �© � �1

ρ
µa µ� ,

so that

�dMψ�XHNLS
��µ � �© � �1

ρ
µa µ� � ρ©�f�ρ� � ∆

º
ρ

2
º
ρ
� �Xµ

HCF
.

8.2.2 The Madelung transform as a momentum map

We first recall the definition of a momentum map.

Suppose we are given a Poisson manifold P , a Lie algebra g, and an action A � g � X�P �,
A�ξ� � ξP . Let t,y denote the pairing of g and g�. The Lie algebra action A admits a momentum

map if there exists a map J � P � g� satisfying the following definition:

Definition 8.2.6. A momentum map associated with a Lie algebra action A�ξ� � ξP is a map

J � P � g� such that for every ξ > g the function J�ξ� � P � R defined by J�ξ��p� �� tJ�p�, ξy
satisfies

XJ�ξ� � ξP .

Thus Lie algebra actions that admit momentum maps are Hamiltonian actions on P , and the

pairing of the momentum map at a point with an element ξ > g returns a Hamiltonian function

associated with the Hamiltonian vector field ξP . We now show that M is a momentum map

associated with the action 8.1.2. In the proofs below we will use the notation of Definition 8.2.6

and define M�ξ� � Ψ� R by M�ξ��ψ� �� tM�ψ�, ξy.

Theorem 8.2.7. For the Lie algebra s � vect�Rn� %Cª�Rn�, its action 8.1.2 on the Poisson

space Ψ � Cª�Rn;C� equipped with the Poisson structure �F,G�NLS �ψ� � a©F,� i2©Gf admits

a momentum map. The map M � Ψ � s� defined by 8.2.1 is a momentum map associated with

this Lie algebra action.

Proof. The Hamiltonian vector field of M�ξ� is given by

XM�ξ� � � i2©M�ξ�,
where the gradient is defined with respect to the inner product `f, ge � Re R f̄g dx. Let ξ �

�v,α� be an element of s � vect�Rn� % Cª�Rn� and its pairing with �µ, ρ� > s� is given by
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t�v,α�, �µ, ρ�y �� RRn ρ � α � µ � v dx. We have

M�ξ��ψ� � S
Rn

M�ψ�ρ � α �M�ψ�µ � v dx
� ReS

Rn
ψ̄ψα � iψ̄©ψ � v dx .

To find the gradient, or variational derivative, let φ > Cª
c �Rn;C� be a test function and consider

the variation of ψ in the direction φ:

d

dε
M�ξ��ψ � εφ�V

ε�0
� ReS

Rn
ψ̄φα � φ̄ψα � iφ̄©ψ � v � iψ̄©φ � v dx

� ReS
Rn

2φ̄ψα � iφ̄©ψ � v � iφ© � �ψ̄v�dx
� ReS

Rn
φ̄ �2ψα � 2i©ψ � v � iψ© � v� dx ,

so that ©M�ξ��ψ� � 2ψα � 2i©ψ � v � iψ© � v. Finally we conclude that

XM�ξ��ψ� � �iαψ �©ψ � v �
1

2
ψ© � v.

Comparing this with 8.1.2, one obtains that XM�ξ��ψ� � ξΨ�ψ�.

Any momentum map J � P � g� is also a Poisson map taking the bracket on P to the

Lie-Poisson bracket on g� provided that it is infinitesimally equivariant (see, for example, [30,

Thm. 12.4.1]). Recall that a momentum map J of a Lie algebra g is infinitesimally equivariant

if for all ξ, η > g the following holds:

J��ξ, η�� � �J�ξ�, J�η��. (8.2.1)

Theorem 8.2.8. The map M � Ψ � s� is infinitesimally equivariant for the action of the

semidirect product Lie algebra s.

Proof. We start by computing the left hand side of 8.2.1. In our context, the Lie bracket on a

pair of elements ξ � �u,α�, η � �v, β� > s � vect�Rn� %Cª�Rn� is given by

��u,α�, �v, β�� � ��u, v�, v � ©α � u � ©β� . (8.2.2)

We refer to [31] for the general formula of the Lie bracket on a semidirect product algebra.

Using the bracket 8.2.2 and the definition of M, we have

M��ξ, η���ψ� � ReS
Rn

�iψ̄©ψ � �u, v� � ψ̄ψ �v � ©α � u � ©β�dx.
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For the right-hand side of 8.2.1 we obtain

�M�ξ�,M�η��NLS �ψ� � `©M�ξ�, �i2 ©M�η�e�ψ�
�

1

2
ReS

Rn
�2ψ̄α � 2i©ψ̄ � u � iψ̄© � u� � ��2iψβ � 2©ψ � v � ψ© � v�dx

� ReS
Rn

��2ψ̄©ψ � vα � ψ̄ψ© � vα � 2ψ©ψ̄ � uβ � ψ̄ψ© � uβ�
� ��i©ψ̄ � u©ψ � v � i©ψ � u©ψ̄ � v � iψ©ψ̄ � u© � v � iψ©ψ̄ � v© � u�dx.

(8.2.3)

At this point we use two identities that are easily verified. The first is

�2ψ̄©ψ � vα � ψ̄ψ© � vα � �© � �ψ̄ψvα� � ψ̄ψv � ©α � ψ©ψ̄ � vα � ψ̄©ψ � vα. (8.2.4)

Notice that ψ©ψ̄ � vα � ψ̄©ψ � vα is purely imaginary, so this term will not contribute to the

integral in 8.2.3. Neither will �© � �ψ̄ψvα� since it is an exact derivative. There is a similar

identity involving u and β in the place of v and α.

The second identity we use is

� i©ψ̄ � u©ψ � v � i©ψ � u©ψ̄ � v � iψ©ψ̄ � u© � v � iψ©ψ̄ � v© � u

� �i© � �ψ©ψ̄ � uv� � i© � �ψ©ψ̄ � vu� � iψ©ψ̄ � �u, v�. (8.2.5)

The first two terms on the right-hand side of 8.2.5 do not contribute to 8.2.3.

So, using 8.2.4 and 8.2.5, we can rewrite the Poisson bracket in 8.2.3 as

�M�ξ�,M�η��NLS �ψ� � ReS
Rn
ψ̄ψ �v � ©α � u � ©β� � iψ̄©ψ � �u, v�dx.

Since the latter expression is equal to M��ξ, η���ψ�, this completes the proof.

Corollary 8.2.9. The map M is a Poisson map sending the bracket ��, ��NLS to the bracket

��, ��CF.

Proof. This is an immediate corollary of Theorems 8.2.7 and 8.2.8.

One can also check the Poisson property of M by a direct computation very similar to the

proof of Theorem 8.2.8.

Remark 8.2.10. In the language of [32], the map M is an example of symplectic or Clebsch

variables for the “gradient subspace” of the space s�, where �µ, ρ� > s� with µ � ρv¬ and v � ©τ .

The term “Clebsch variables” means a Poisson map ψ � R � P from a symplectic space R to a

Poisson space P . Corollary 8.2.9 shows that our map M is a Poisson map from the symplectic

space Ψ (with symplectic form given by ω�U,V � � �2`U, iV e) to the gradient subspace of the

Poisson space s�. Such a map ψ is also called a symplectic realization [46].
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Remark 8.2.11. In [20, 45] the Madelung transform is understood somewhat differently. It is a

surjection σ from the space C�M� of smooth non-vanishing complex functions on a Riemannian

manifold M to the tangent bundle TP�M� of the space P�M� of probability measures over

M . Here TP�M� plays the role of the phase space for potential motions of the compressible

fluid. It is shown in [45] that σ is a symplectic submersion of C�M� equipped with the constant

symplectic structure on complex functions into TP�M� equipped with the natural symplectic

structure induced by the Wasserstein metric.

Remark 8.2.12. One of possible applications of the momentum map nature of the Madelung

transform is its use for Hamiltonian reduction to the space of singular solutions such as vortex

sheets and vortex membranes.
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